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MEETING NOTICE 

 

The regular monthly meeting of the Ellsworth City Council will be held on Monday, June 20, 

2022 at 6:00 PM in the Ellsworth City Hall Council Chambers. 
 

Meetings will be broadcast live on:  

 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ellsworthme 

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/c/CityofEllsworthMaine 

Spectrum Channel 1303 

 

AGENDA  

1. Call to Order. 

 

2. Pledge of Allegiance. 

 

3. Rules of Order. 

 

4. Adoption of the Ellsworth City Council minutes from the following meeting (s): 

 May 9, 2022 (Special meeting) 

 May 16, 2022 (Regular meeting) 

 May 23, 2022 (Special meeting) 

 

5. City Manager’s Report. 

 

6. Committee Reports. 

 

7. Citizens’ Comments. 

 

8. Presentation of Awards. 

 

UNFINISHED BUSINESS 

 

9. Public hearing, discussion, and action on the adoption of a new ordinance entitled the 

Overnight Mooring and Anchorage Control Ordinance. ** 

 

CONSENT AGENDA 

 

CONSENT AGENDA:  All items with an asterisk (*) are considered to be routine and will be 

enacted by one motion.  There will be no separate discussion of these items unless a Council 

member so requests, in which event, the item will be removed from the Consent Agenda and 

considered in its normal sequence on the Agenda. 

 

10. Council Order #062000, Request of the Deputy Treasurer/Tax Collector to set the real 

estate and personal property tax due dates at September 8, 2022 and March 9, 2023. * 

 

https://www.facebook.com/ellsworthme
https://www.youtube.com/c/CityofEllsworthMaine
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11. Council Order #062000a, Request of the Deputy Treasurer/Tax Collector for an Order of 

the Municipal Officers on the application of real estate and personal property tax payments.  

This order will allow for the Tax Collector and Treasurer to apply tax payments against the 

oldest unpaid tax bills. * 

 

NEW BUSINESS 

 

12. Discussion on determining when/if conflict of interest is present (Sponsored by Lyons) ** 

 

13. Public hearing and action on the application (s) for new or renewal for the following 

license (s): 

 Pavida Visetrut Young d/b/a Thai Sana, 321 High Street, for renewal of a City 

Class C License (Liquor and Victualer) and renewal of a State Restaurant Malt and 

Vinous (Class III and IV) Liquor License. ** 

 Finn’s Irish Pub, Inc. d/b/a Finn’s Irish Pub, 156 Main Street, for renewal of a City 

Class B License (Amusement, Victualer and Liquor) and renewal of a State 

Restaurant (Class I, II, III, IV) Malt, Spirituous, Vinous Liquor License.  ** 

 Manny’s Greek Grill, LLC, 248 State Street Suite N for renewal of a City Class C 

License (Liquor and Victualer) and renewal of a State Restaurant (Class III & IV) 

Malt and Vinous Liquor License ** 

 Sugar Mags Central LLC, dba Sugar Mags 142A Main Street for renewal of a City 

Class A (Amusement, food, arcade) and mobile vending ** 

  

14. Council Order #062001, Appointment of City Officials by the City Council.  

a. Reappointments. ** 

 

15. Council Order #062102, Approval of City Manager’s appointments. 

a. Reappointments. ** 

 

16. Public hearing and action on Council Order #062003: Authorization for Tax Anticipation 

Borrowing ($2,000,000). ** 

 

17. Council Order #062004, Request of the Deputy Treasurer/Tax Collector to set the interest 

rate at 4% on overdue taxes. ** 

 

18. Public hearing and action on Budget Resolutions for FY 2023. ** 

 

19. Council Order #062005, Request of the Public Works Director to award the bid for the 

Supply of Roll-off Rental Containers and Transportation of Municipal Solid Waste bid. ** 

 

20. Council Order #062006, Request of the Water Superintendent to accept a Capacity 

Development Grant of $30,000 through the Maine Drinking Water Program, to hire 

Woodard and Curran to complete the Capacity Study of the High pressure zone and 

authorize the City Manager to sign all necessary documents. ** 
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21. Council Order #062007, Request of the Public Works Director to extend recycling 

agreement with the Ellsworth American for acceptance of paper goods  

 

22. Council Order #062008, Request of the Public Works Director to purchase bulk order of 

culverts for drainage project 

 

23. Council Order #062009, Request of the Public Works Director to approve an agreement 

with DM&J Waste Management, INC. for the acceptance of demolition debris and wood 

waste. ** 

 

24. Council Order #062010, Request of the Water Superintendent to enter into an agreement 

with Woodard and Curran to engineer the Surry Road Water main replacement project 

 

25. Presentation on the rainbow crosswalks by John Linnehan (Sponsored by Lyons)  

 

26. Executive Session to discuss labor negotiations between the City of Ellsworth and the 

Ellsworth Police Association in accordance with MRSA Title 1, Chapter 13, Section 405, 

Paragraph 6D. 

 

27. Council Order #062011, Action on labor negotiations between the City of Ellsworth and 

the Ellsworth Police Association. 

 

28. Adjournment. 



The City Council for the City of Ellsworth will hold a Special Council Meeting on Monday, 

May 9, 2022 at 6:00 to hold a public hearing for the issuance of a new business license as 

noticed below. 

 

 

 

PUBLIC HEARING NOTICE 
 

The municipal officers of the City of Ellsworth will hold a public hearing on Monday May 9, 

2022 at 6:00 PM in the Ellsworth City Hall Council Chambers to hear comment on the 

application of  
 

Yuki Abra LLC dba Finellis of Maine  

12 Downeast Highway 

 

For a new City Class C License (Victualer/Liquor) and new State Restaurant Liquor License 

Class I, II, III and IV (Malt and Vinous). 

 

All persons may appear to show cause, if any, why the above application should not be 

approved. 

Toni Dyer, City Clerk 

 

AGENDA with motions 

Council Order #050901 Public Hearing and action on the issuance of business licenses: 

 

Yuki Abra LLC dba Finellis of Maine, 12 Downeast Highway for a new City Class C license 

(Victualer/Liquor) and new state restaurant Liquor License Class I, II, III, and IV (Malt and Vinous) 

 

Motion to approve by Marc, seconded by Michelle, passed 5-0 

Motion to adjourn by Michelle, seconded by Casey, passed 5-0 

ITEM #4 MINUTES OF 5/9/22

tdyer
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MEETING NOTICE 

 

The regular monthly meeting of the Ellsworth City Council will be held on Monday, May 16, 2022 at 6:00 

PM in the Ellsworth City Hall Council Chambers 

 
Meetings will continue to be broadcast live on the City of Ellsworth, Maine Facebook page and YouTube Page; as 

well as recorded and made available live on Spectrum Channel 1303.  

 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ellsworthme 

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/c/CityofEllsworthMaine 

 

AGENDA – with motions 

1. Call to Order.   

 

2. Pledge of Allegiance. 

 

3. Rules of Order. 

 

4. Adoption of the Ellsworth City Council minutes from the following meetings: 

 April 18,2022 Regular Meeting 

Motion to approve by Blanchette, second by Hanson, passed 

 

5. City Manager’s Report. 

 

6. Committee Reports. 

 

7. Citizens’ Comments. 

 

8. Presentation of Awards. 

 

 

UNFINISHED BUSINESS 

 

 

CONSENT AGENDA 

 

CONSENT AGENDA:  All items with an asterisk (*) are considered to be routine and will be enacted by 

one motion.  There will be no separate discussion of these items unless a Council member so requests, in 

which event, the item will be removed from the Consent Agenda and considered in its normal sequence on 

the Agenda.  

 

 

NEW BUSINESS (** denotes backup material included) 

 

9. Public hearing and action on the issuance of Business License (s): 

 

 Shinbashi Inc. d/b/a Shinbashi Restaurant, 139 High Street, for renewal of a City Class C License 

(Victualer and Liquor) and renewal of a State Restaurant (Class I, II, III, IV) Malt, Spirituous and 

Vinous Liquor License. ** 

Motion to approve by Blanchette, second by Kaplan, passed 

 

 

 

ITEM #4 MINUTES OF 5/16/22

https://www.facebook.com/ellsworthme
https://www.youtube.com/c/CityofEllsworthMaine
tdyer
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 AR-CH LLC d/b/a Twilite Motel, 147 Bucksport Road, for renewal of a City Lodging License. ** 

Motion to approve by Kaplan, second by Hanson, passed 

  

 Giri Ellsworth Inc., d/b/a Ramada by Wyndham Ellsworth, 215 High Street for renewal of a City 

Lodging License ** 

Motion to approve by Hanson, second by Kaplan, passed 

 

 Brian Langley d/b/a Union River Lobster Pot, 8 South Street, for renewal of a City Class C License 

(Victualer and Liquor) and renewal of a State Restaurant (Class I, II, III, IV) Malt, Spirituous and 

Vinous Liquor License. ** 

Motion to approve by Kaplan, second by Blanchette, passed 

 

 Douglas J. Kiehm and Racheal E. Wallace d/b/a Homestead Motel and Cottages, 143 Bucksport Road, 

for renewal of a City Lodging License.  ** 

Motion to approve by Kaplan, second by Hanson, passed 

 Ellsworth Casa Jalisco LLC d/b/a Casa Jalisco, 205 High Street for new City Class C License (Liquor 

and Victualer) and new State Restaurant (Class I, II, III and IV) Malt, Spirituous, and Vinous Liquor 

License ** 

No action.  No representatives present.  Motion to table by Kaplan, second by Hanson, passed (1 

opposed- O’Halloran)  Will place on 5/23/2022 special agenda. 

 

 Cresswell Investments LLC d/b/a Airline Brewing Company, 173 Main Street for renewal of a City 

Class B (Victualer, Liquor and Amusement) and renewal of a State Restaurant (Class II and IV) Malt 

and Vinous Liquor License. ** 

Motion to approve by Hanson, second by Blanchette, passed 

 

 American Dream Restaurants LLC d/b/a Pizza Hut, 211 High Street for new City Class C License 

(Liquor and Victualer) and new State Restaurant (Class I, II, III and IV) Malt License ** 

Motion to approve by Hanson, second by Blanchette, passed 

 

 Flex It Café and Bakery, 142 Main Street for a new City Class C license (Victualer and Mobile Vending 

Unit) ** 

Motion to approve by Kaplan, second by Blanchette, passed 

 

 Crazy Sumo LLC d/b/a Crazy Sumo, 75 High Street for a new City Class C license (Victualer and 

Liquor) and New State Restaurant Class A Restaurant/Lounge.  ** 

Motion to approve by Blanchette, second by Hanson, passed 

 

 151 Main LLC d/b/a Riverside Café, 151 Main Street, for a new City Class C license (Victualer and 

Liquor) and New State Restaurant Class I, II, III, IV Malt, Spirituous and Vinous Liquor License ** 

No action.  No representatives present.  Motion to table by Hanson, second by Blanchette, passed 

(1 opposed- O’Halloran).  Will add to 5/23/2022 agenda. 

 

10. Public hearing and action on Council Order #050001, the Ellsworth School Budget Resolutions for FY 

2022. 

a. Order Approving State/Local EPS Funding Allocation for Public Education from Kindergarten 

to Grade 12 for Ellsworth Schools for FY2023.  

Motion to approve for $7,882,538.34 by Hanson, second by Blanchette, passed 

b. Order Approving Non-State Funded School Construction Debt Service For Ellsworth Schools 

For FY2023.  

Motion to approve for $88,100.56 by Hanson, second by Blanchette, passed 

c. Order Raising And Appropriating Additional Local Funds For Ellsworth Schools For FY2023. 

Motion to approve for $3,058,167.75 by Hanson, second by Blanchette, 3-1-1 (Kaplan 

opposed, O’Halloran abstained) failed 



d. Order Approving Total School Operating Budget for Ellsworth Schools for FY2023.  

Motion to approve for $25,037,934.25 by Hanson, second by Blanchette, 3-1-1 (Kaplan 

opposed, O’Halloran abstained) failed. 

e. Order Appropriating And Raising Funds For Adult Education For FY 2023 As Required By The 

Maine Revised Statues, Title 20-A M.R.S.A. §8603-A (1). 

Motion to approve for $287,753.38 by Hanson, second by Blanchette, passed 

f. Order Raising Local Funds for Food Service in the Ellsworth Public Schools for FY2023. 

Motion to approve for $208,181.09 by Hanson, second by Blanchette, passed 

g. Order Authorizing Expenditure of Grants and Other Receipts for School Department Programs. 

Motion to approve by Hanson, second by Blanchette, passed 

h. Order Authorizing Disposition of Additional State Funding for Public Schools for FY2023 in the 

event of an increase. 

Motion to approve by Hanson, second by Blanchette, failed 3-1-1 (Kaplan opposed, 

O’Halloran abstained) 

Motion by Blanchette to approve with additional funds coming back to the City, second by 

Kaplan, failed 3-1-1 (Hanson opposed, O’Halloran abstained) 

 

Special Meeting called by Chair Hamilton for 5/23/2022 to revisit the school budget. 

 

11. Public hearing, discussion, and action on the adoption of a new ordinance entitled the Overnight Mooring 

and Anchorage Control Ordinance. ** 

Motion to table by Kaplan, second by Hanson, passed 4-0-1 (O’Halloran opposed) 
 

12. Council Order #051602, Request of the Police Chief to allow the Finance Director to deposit forfeited 

funds into the Police Forfeiture Reserve Account ** 

Motion to allow by Blanchette, second by Hanson, passed 4-1 (O’Halloran opposed) 

 

13. Council Order #051603, Request of the Public Works Director to award the Red Bridge Road culvert 

replacement project engineering ** 

Motion to approve by Blanchette, second by Hanson, passed 5-0 

 

14. Presentation by Green Ellsworth on Budget Considerations (sponsored by Hanson) 

 

15. Executive Session pursuant to 1 M.R.S.A. § 405 (6) D to discuss labor negotiations between the City of 

Ellsworth and the Ellsworth Police Association (affiliated with the Maine Association of Police-MAP) 

Motion to enter by Blanchette 

Second by Hanson 

Passed 4-1 (O’Halloran opposed) 

 

16. Adjournment. 



 

 

City Council Meeting May 16, 2022 

Dale Hamilton   

All right. I call the order this May 16 2022 Ellsworth city council meeting. Councilor Miller and Councilor 

Lyons are both excused absences. Rules of Order we follow Robert's Rules of Order and any other 

rules that are voted in during the organizational planning meeting.   

 

Dale Hamilton   

Item four adoption of the Ellsworth City Council minutes from the following meeting is April 18 2022 

regular meeting.  

 

Marc Blanchette   

So moved.  

 

Casey Hanson   

Second  

 

Dale Hamilton   

motion and a second, any discussion? All those in favor. And I should just note for the record for four 

members or more constitutes a quorum, so we obviously have a quorum. And voting rules remain it's 

for routine voting, it's a majority of the members present. So this evening it will be three or more 

councilors for motion to pass.  Item five city manager's report manager Moshier. 

 

Glenn Moshier   

Thank you. Good evening counselors. Real quick before I get into my report, I just want to send a my 

heartfelt condolences and condolences out to the Merchant family. Our Officer Shawn Merchant and 

former Finance Director, Jenn Merchant, Shawn's adult daughter was killed over the weekend in a 

tragic car accident. So there's a lot of suffering in City Hall and in particular in the police department. So 

just want to send a heartfelt condolences out to them and the whole Merchant family and for what 

they're dealing with right now. But on to other things. This week happens to be several national weeks 

of recognition. So we have National Police Week. So thank you to all of our police officers, and dispatch 

staff that work diligently every day to keep us all safe. It's also EMS Week. So thank you to our 

firefighters and EMS folks downstairs who respond to the call when folks are in need of medical 

assistance. And then also public works. So thank you to all the folks in public works, who keep our 

streets cleared, and, and lots of other things to keep our city running. So thank you to all of those folks. 

And this week is national recognition for all those groups. And then finally, road closure announcement. 

The city's getting prepared to put the parklet back in place on Franklin Street will be happening next 

week. The end of next week, just in time for Memorial Day. So just wanted to let the public know and 

prepare them for the section on Franklin Street to be closed from Main Street to the City Hall parking 

lot. That's all I have, sir. 

 

 



 

Dale Hamilton   

Any questions? 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

Oh, that was a one year just for one year. Last year.  

 

Glenn Moshier   

it was. Well, last year was sort of a trial run. And we got a lot of positive feedback from the downtown 

merchants felt it was a valuable resource for them to have. And a lot of other folks not merchants 

necessarily but other folks who gave us positive feedback about enjoying the opportunity to have a 

gathering spot downtown. So opted to bring it back for this year and see how see how we can enhance 

the use of our downtown. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

Questions. Seeing none. Item six committee reports any Councilors attended any committee meetings 

other than the budget workshops, the ongoing budget. So I've just note that the budget workshops will 

continue. We'll resume those next Monday, the 23rd those are at six o'clock.  Item seven citizens 

comments this is a portion of the agenda that any citizens can make comments that they wish just step 

to the podium say your name and 

 

John Linnehan   

My name is John Linnehan, I've been Ellsworth resident for 73 years. Like to read a letter to the council 

tonight, dear councilmen and women after the march 21 town council meeting, I felt compelled to have 

my attorney Justine Berry who's with me here tonight, research conflicts of interest among council 

members and safety regarding the colored crosswalks. Based on that research, I suggest the decision 

of the crosswalk be overturn for two reasons. One, a conflict of interest exists within the council to a 

pine on the matter and to the affirmative vote contravenes made the state laws as well as the federal 

Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices. First, I'd like to address whether a council member should 

have recused herself from the vote on the rainbow crosswalk based on a conflict of interest. under 

Chapter 40 of the Ellsworth code of Ethics conduct city officials shall not official shall not use official 

authority or position to influence or interfere with or affect the results of any election. Moreover, at the 

record of the organizational meeting held on November 9 2020, the Council adopted the rule that two 

council members must abstain from voting, whether it's a financial or personal conflict of interests. To 

add context, Councilmember Hamilton was concerned that consistent with an earlier discussion and 

recommendation from some community members that the city council will as a Council, as well as 

individual members vote on issues and take a position unless there is a specific conflict at which time 

the member will identify the conflict and abstain from the vote. Unfortunately, Councilmember Casey 

Hansen violated the town's conflict of interest code by sponsoring the discussion of the rainbow 

crosswalk. Pine Hansen is Councilor Hanson's child, and spoke at the meeting that night, her child 

described being part of the group, the group proposing the rainbow crosswalk in the first place. In that 

instance, Councilor Hanson owed a duty to the public to identify the conflict pursuant to chapter 40 of 

the Ellsworth code of ethics, and then recuse yourself from the vote. Instead, Councilor Hanson said, I 

think let the people make their comments and then we have our discussion. And then I'll say I'll say my 

comments for when I make my motion at the end of all the discussion and then later went on to vote on 



 

the matter. Ignorance of the law is not an excuse when an elected official violates policies regarding 

their position. The fact that councilor Hanson is unaware that a conflict exists is concerning since she 

holds a public office, which may lead to questions regarding other improprieties based on chapter 40 

the Ellsworth Code of Ethics conflict and the organizational meeting held on November 9, 2020 I ask 

that the rainbow crosswalk vote be overturned with Councilor Hanson recusing herself from the vote. 

Next, I think the importance of addressing the safety concern was severely overlooked except by one 

council member, Marc Blanchette. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

you have about 30 seconds left. 

 

John Linnehan   

Okay, thank you. The association based on the Governor's Highway Association reported that 

pedestrian deaths in Maine spiked 200% in 2021, based on this significant increase in investigations 

underway to determine what factors contributed to the sharp increase. And in closing, lastly, I am 

disappointed that the town of Ellsworth has chosen to favor one group over another based on their 

sexuality, or identification of sexuality, while putting the safety of all its citizens of risks. There were 

heartfelt discussions at the March meeting. However, the city council really must investigate a better, 

safer way to show its compassion. By having a crosswalk rainbow colored, you exclude and 

discriminate against the majority of Ellsworth citizens and put public safety last respectfully, John 

Linnehan, I do have multiple sponsors to put this item on the agenda for the June meeting. I hope that 

you would take it up in advance and realize it's a black and white situation, a right and wrong situation. 

Thank you very much.  

 

Dale Hamilton   

Any other comments? 

 

Steven O'Halloran   

My name is Steve O'Halloran. I've lived in the city for 57 years and glad to have done so. There's been 

much chatter in the last few years about Ellsworth conducting its own EMS service, if you will, I know 

that there's a committee. I had an occasion to experience a 911 call. And I believe the city of Ellsworth 

certainly could do a better job. Everyone did fine, but there was three firefighters and three EMS total of 

six people. Everyone was nice cordial. But the firefighters arrived long before the ambulance. If the 

ambulance was here, the ambulance would have arrived with or without the fire truck. I'm not sure of 

those regulations. I just would like to say that I would support the city running its own ambulance 

service or a different arrangement than what we have right now. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

Any other comments? All right. Seeing none. Presentation of awards there are no awards this evening. 

And unfinished business. There are no items which we will then move into new business.   

 

 

 

 



 

Dale Hamilton   

New businesses public hearing and action on the issuance of business licenses. Madam clerk has 

everything all set. and we have some new licenses. So as those come up, we'll check to make sure that 

somebody is here.  

 

    

First one Shinbashi incorporated dba Shinbashi restaurant 139 High Street for renewal of a city Class C 

license Victualer and liquor and renewal of a state restaurant class 1, 2, 3, 4 malts spirituous and 

vinous liquor license. This is a public hearing. So open the public hearing. Public Hearing is open. 

Anybody that wishes to comment on that may do so.  Seeing none I will close the public hearing. Public 

Hearing is closed.  

 

Marc Blanchette   

Moved to approve. Mr. Chairman  

 

Michelle Kaplan   

Second.  

 

Dale Hamilton   

Have a motion and second. Any discussion? All those in favor? Unanimous   

 

Dale Hamilton   

AR CH LLC DBA Twilight motel 147 Bucksport road for renewal of the city lodging license. This is a 

public hearing. So open the public hearing. Public Hearing is open. Anybody that wishes to comment 

may do so. Seeing and I'll close the public hearing. Public Hearing is closed.  

 

Michelle Kaplan   

I move to approve.  

 

Casey Hanson   

Second.  

 

Dale Hamilton   

Motion is seconded any discussion? All those in favor? Unanimous   

 

Dale Hamilton   

Giri Ellsworth incorporated DBA Ramada by Wyndham Ellsworth to 15 High Street for renewal of a city 

lodging license. This is a public hearing open public hearing. Public Hearing is open. Anybody wishes 

to comment? Seeing none close the public hearing  

 

Casey Hanson   

Move to approve.  

 

 



 

Michelle Kaplan   

Second.  

 

Dale Hamilton   

Motion and a second. Any discussion? All those in favor? All those opposed. Unanimous.   

 

Dale Hamilton   

Brian Langley DBA Union River Lobster Pot 8 South Street for real the city Class C license victualer 

and look liquor and renewal of a state restaurant class 1234 malt spiriitous and Vinous liquor license. 

This is a public hearing open public hearing. Public Hearing is open. Anybody that wishes to comment 

may do so. Seeing none I'll close the public hearing. Public Hearing is closed.  

 

Michelle Kaplan   

Move to approve.  

 

Marc Blanchette   

Second,  

 

Dale Hamilton   

have a motion and a second. Any discussion? All those in favor? Unanimous motion passes.   

 

Dale Hamilton   

Douglas J Kiehm and Rachel E. Wallace DBA Homestead Motel and Cottages 143 Bucksport Road for 

renewal of a city lodging license. This is a public hearing. I'll open the public hearing. Public Hearing is 

open. Anybody that wishes to comment may do so. Seeing none I'll close the public hearing. Public 

Hearing is closed.  

 

Michelle Kaplan   

Mr. Chairman so move.  

 

Casey Hanson   

second,  

 

Dale Hamilton   

have a motion and a second. Any discussion? All those in favor. Unanimous motion passes.   

 

Dale Hamilton   

Ellsworth Casa Jalisco, LLC DBA Castle, Jalisco 205 High Street for new city Class C license liquor 

and Victualer and new state restaurant class 1234 malt Spirituous and Vinous liquor license. This is a 

public hearing public hearing is open. Do we have a representative there is no one here. That case we 

can't take action correct where it's a new So first, I'll close the public hearing. Public Hearing is closed. 

where this is a new license we require representation.  

 

 



 

Michelle Kaplan   

I propose we table.  

 

Casey Hanson   

Second.  

 

Dale Hamilton   

Motion and a Second. All those in favor? Aye. Those opposed? One opposed? Motion passes that is 

tabled. (O'Halloran opposed) What I would say is where we're having a special meeting on Monday 

prior to the budget meeting, if you could reach out to them, we could add that item as well and move 

that license along.  

 

Steven O'Halloran   

Were these people advise they had to be here. Thank you, 

 

Marc Blanchette   

Mr. Chairman if per chance they happen to show up they think the meeting is at seven, for instance. I'd 

like to be able to go back to this one item. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

Absolutely. Anything that's on the table, you can put it back on the table during that meeting or 

subsequent meetings. So so if somebody is representing Casa Jalisco and is listening, please come 

down to City Hall.   

 

Dale Hamilton   

Creswell Investments LLC DBA Airline Brewing Company 173. Main Street for renewal of a city Class B 

Victualer. Liquor and amusement and renewal of a state restaurant class two and four malt vinous 

liquor license. This is a public hearing. Public Hearing is open. Anybody that wishes to comment may 

do so. Seeing then public hearing is closed.  

 

Casey Hanson   

Move to approve.  

 

Marc Blanchette   

Second.  

 

Dale Hamilton   

Motion and a second. Any discussion? All those in favor? All those opposed?  Unanimous.   

 

Dale Hamilton   

American Dream restaurants LLC DBA. Pizza Hut 211 High Street for a new city Class C license liquor 

and Victualer and new state restaurant class 1234 malt license. public hearing is open. Anybody that 

wishes to comment may do so.  So I'll close the public hearing. Public Hearing is closed. Any 

questions?  



 

Casey Hanson   

Motion to approve.  

 

Marc Blanchette   

Second 

 

Dale Hamilton   

Any discussion? All those in favor? Unanimous? Thank you.  

 

Dale Hamilton   

Flex IT Cafe and Bakery 142 main street for a new city class C licensed Victualer and mobile vending 

units. This is a public hearing open the public hearing public hearing is open. And you anybody that 

wishes to comment may do so. Seeing none, I'll close the public hearing. Public Hearing is closed.  

 

Michelle Kaplan   

move to approve.  

 

Marc Blanchette   

Second.  

 

Dale Hamilton   

Motion and a second. Any discussion? All those in favor? Unanimous.   

 

Dale Hamilton   

Crazy sumo LLC DBA Crazy Sumo 75 High Street for a new city class C licensed Victualer and liquor 

and new state restaurant Class A restaurant lounge. There's a public hearing open the public hearing. 

Public Hearing is open. Anybody that wishes to comment may do so. Seeing none I will close the public 

hearing public hearing is closed. 

 

Marc Blanchette   

approval Mr. Chairman.  

 

Casey Hanson   

second 

 

Dale Hamilton   

motion and a second. Any discussion? all those in favor. Unanimous    

 

Dale Hamilton   

And 151 main LLC DBA Riverside cafe 151 Main Street for a new city Class C license Victualer and 

liquor and new state restaurant class 1234. Malt Spirituous and vinous. Liquor license. This is a public 

hearing open the public hearing. Public Hearing is open. Public Hearing is closed.   

 

 



 

Casey Hanson   

move to table.  

 

Marc Blanchette   

Second.  

 

Dale Hamilton   

All those in favor. Aye. Those opposed. Motion passes item is tabled. And if they don't appear this 

evening, we will add it to Monday.  (O'Halloran opposed)  

 

 

Dale Hamilton   

All right item 10 public hearing and action on council order number 050001. The Ellsworth school 

budget resolution resolutions for FY 2023. What we'll do is we'll come back to, we have to vote on each 

one separate. So I'll come back to read each one at that time. But at this point, I'll turn it over to the 

interim superintendent to present. 

 

Katrina Kane   

Good evening. Nice to see you again, just briefly, because I know we've reviewed this in depth at the 

budget meeting and also with the school committee. But just to recap a few things about the school 

department budget. In general for this year, the total local contribution this year represents a 1.36% 

increase, or $155,001.35. The biggest drivers in the budget this year coming up for that for fiscal year 

23 Are electricity. As everyone has been talking about EEMS, the anticipated increases $71,000 and at 

EHS, it's $97,000. So $168,000 of the increase are those anticipated costs, supplies for things, such as 

are needed at Hancock County Technical Center, for example, the welding program, all of those 

supplies have increases. Regular instruction has an increase for two additional educational technicians. 

Those are regular ed technicians that will be available to help students that need to come out of the 

classroom for a little bit and perhaps don't have any other services. But it will benefit those students 

and allow the rest of the classroom to continue learning until we can support those students and have 

them shift back in to their regular room. And then there are just other regular increases from collective 

bargaining agreements for insurance and salaries. But essentially, offsetting those pieces are some 

excellent increases in revenues. And some additional revenue from the state almost half a million 

dollars, which is helpful. Our enrollment is staying steady. So those pieces are great, other than the 

technical center where the enrollment is 100 students to over 300. So some nice changes happening 

there. And then really other changes such as adult education, having increased just as the same with 

the schools in rent and electricity. So those are really the biggest drivers, as we discussed last time. 

And I will take any questions that you have 

 

Dale Hamilton   

can you just address the electric? Because there's some nuance to that that was presented the 

workshop that the public be interested in? 

 

 

 



 

Katrina Kane   

Yes. What more would you like to know about that? Those are, you know, essentially? Well, for EEMS 

in particular, that system, as you know, we don't have, we don't have oil there. But it is geothermal 

driven. So it's all electric, at the elementary school and then for the high school. So those are just what 

we're anticipating in increases for next year. Based on what we're seeing right now. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

Didn't you lose the contract that for that you had to go back out because the company 

 

Katrina Kane   

we did the vendor that we have a contract with went out of business. And so we are paying standard 

rate right now correct Carolyn? for all schools for electricity until such time as we can lock in with a new 

vendor. And they are watching the market. And so we're hopeful that we will not be having standard 

rate moving forward. But it'll take a little bit until we know exactly where we'll be. 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

So you said that some of the increases are because of collective bargaining agreements with increased 

salaries and increased insurance? 

 

Katrina Kane   

Well, the insurance so health insurance goes up every year, typically, anywhere from eight to 10%. And 

then collective bargaining agreements that we have for the educational technicians, teachers, for 

example. So those are just they're the cost of their salaries. We have several teachers moving into the 

master's degree lane next year, which is great. They continue their education. So instead of being on 

The Bachelor scale, they move to the master scale. So that's Great for our students. So, so those are 

the anticipated costs of their wages increasing for next year? Yes. In the following year, next year, we 

will be many of those collective bargaining agreements are due to be revisited. And I, I did mention in 

our workshop that going forward, particularly for hourly employees, I expect a larger impact down the 

road in order to keep up with local conditions for hourly employees, 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

what is the percentage paid by employer versus employee on the insurance? 

 

Katrina Kane   

It would depend on, I'm not sure if that's the same for each collective bargaining agreement. So I'm 

calling business manager Carolyn Heller to help me with that. 

 

Carolyn Heller   

There we go. That's better. So for the teachers, they pay 80% of I'm sorry, the school department pays 

80% of the policy, single through family for Ed Techs, and most hourly employees, we pay single 

insurance, anything above a single plan, its employees cost. 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

That's just a single payment plan, the employer pays 



 

 

Carolyn Heller   

100% for attacks, administrative assistants, and so forth. Bus drivers, school nutrition staff. 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

So the increase in cost of insurance because I'm looking at, you know, inflation is hitting everybody 

hard. And everybody else's insurance goes up too. But, you know, when you're dealing with monies 

that are coming from taxpayers, they're getting less and less to go around. You got 8% inflation right 

now, but only 5%. You know, some people lucky if they get a 5% Raise. And you know, if you have a 

set dollar amount of 100,000 or 50,000, for your family income, and taxes go up and gas has gone up 

and food has gone up. There's not as much of that pie to divvy up among the families that are paying 

your salaries and your insurance and everything else. And every year, things are going up. And where's 

the breaking point? 

 

Carolyn Heller   

Yeah, well, we've actually been very fortunate in Ellsworth. Our insurance is through the MEA benefits 

trust, as anthem through mea benefits trust. For the past two years, we had no increase. This year, we 

have an 8% increase. These increases along with the cost of electricity. That's why we did not 

introduce a lot of the things we would have liked to put into the budget this year. There are a lot of 

capital improvement projects that we're pushing aside. And there are some positions that many in 

leadership felt very strongly we needed to add to support this the instruction and safety of staff and 

students. And we're not doing that, because we have an appreciation for what a difficult time this is for 

everybody. So we really tried to hold line.  

 

Dale Hamilton   

Other questions? 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

How many staff are being added?  

 

Katrina Kane   

There are two staff two regular education technicians that are being added. And for I believe, for special 

education. 

 

Carolyn Heller   

We didn't remove two, we have moved two out of the grant so just two 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

and the grant covers it for the first two years. But after that it's if we decide to keep it it's on the 

Ellsworth taxpayer. 

 

 

 

 



 

Katrina Kane   

Yes, unless another grant comes around, which sometimes happens, our Title One Funds, for example, 

could increase. And so if it's a position that hasn't been funded locally, we can then pay those positions 

out of that grant funding. So we're always looking to use those resources first, as much as possible. 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

And so I think in worst case scenario is two years from now. There's no grant, and we decide not to 

renew the position. The people that are hired, would they understand that they might have a job only for 

two years? 

 

Katrina Kane   

Yes. Fortunately, with a system as large as Ellsworth is typically what happens is staff that we have that 

are hired already look for the openings that are happening within the system and shift into those 

positions first. So especially with educational technician positions where there's such a shortage of 

people to fill those roles. I, I don't know Ellsworth history, but I think it's been a very long time since 

districts have had to had to riff or reduce, you know, reduce a position because of something like that 

usually, through attrition, retirements, things of that nature. There's something that comes to open that 

that people shift into. 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

So we wouldn't be looking at like a lawsuit or contract problem two years from now. 

 

Katrina Kane   

Right. Good question. No, and grant funded employees. That's right in their work agreement, that they 

understand that they're grant funded, Title One staff and folks of that nature, yes. 

 

Marc Blanchette   

Katrina, Carolyn mentioned some capital improvement items that were set aside, I'd be curious to know 

what are the top two was set aside that didn't make the cut 

 

Katrina Kane   

the top two that didn't? Well, one of the largest pieces that didn't make the cut, that needs a long term 

solution in conversation in partnership with the city is the the track and the lighting at the track both the 

surface and the lighting is going to be going to be very costly, but it needs to be resurfaced. And the 

replacing the lights will be very challenging. And we know that in partnership with the fire department 

who has talked to us about the challenges with changing those out. The other piece is replacing the fire 

panel at the high school. That will be a large project probably 135 to $150,000. But again, it's an aging 

building. And so that will be need to be done. There is a list of about 10 items, but those are the really 

the highest priority pieces other than I would say the roof which rather than doing all at once is being 

done in six phases. And I would this would be a good point to make a correction I spoke in error. When 

you asked me at the workshop about the about the roof the section I spoke of was not the section that 

had been done. That's the next section to be finished. And that is in the budget to be done this coming 

year the piece that was leaking in around the library area that you asked about. 

 



 

Marc Blanchette   

Okay. Are ARPA funds available, you have 900,000 left, you can take those, any of those funds 

available for any of these high priority. 

 

Katrina Kane   

So those funds are actually being used for other facilities improvements, so that we do not have to put 

them in the local budget. Those are pieces that are life and safety issues. So for example, the high 

school windows that we talked about on the second third floor that don't open there are 26 windows, I 

believe. And it was something else that bleachers- second, the other side, we did the home side, and 

we need to do the visitors side of the bleachers as well. And we'll know once we're out to bid, we'll have 

a better idea of exactly what those what those pieces will be.  I think that estimate that we have is 

probably as we discussed last week, probably far lower than what it will realistically cost to do the 

windows but again, the life and safety piece that needs to be done. 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

It was something I underlined that I thought was kind of interesting. Oh here under supplies. You have 

EHS fine art supplies, $10,000. PE health supplies 4600. Science, zero. Page three of 29. hard to 

believe that you wouldn't need any money for science. 

 

Katrina Kane   

I am wondering if it's in a different place because for example, I know for science at the high school, 

we're replacing the high school science tables or the original tables that we use in the labs. And those 

are slated to be to be replaced. So but the ticket the amount of the item is is such that it probably is 

under equipment instead of a supply just because it's more than $500 and then otherwise,  

 

Michelle Kaplan   

on page 3 of 29 line 104.. 

 

Carolyn Heller   

The, during COVID, with all of the grant money that we had, we were buying a lot of supplies so that 

kids would not be sharing. So the students weren't using the same beakers and what have you. So I 

suspect that we have plenty of supplies at this time. And that's why that rather, we have plenty of 

equipment. So I have to trust my high school science teachers to put in the request that they need and 

to, hopefully not put in things they don't. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

I'll just make a comment that I made at the workshop this. So in this budget, there's $2 million of 

essentially funds that are carried over because they're unspent from prior years. And so that $2 million 

is is filling a hole in terms of that we don't need to fund as taxpayers for this coming year. Last year, I 

think it was 1.8 million that we used. And so as we start to move out, in future years, the amount of 

carryover funds will become less. And at some point, those expenses that the cost of operating our 

schools, unless there's some dramatic increase in terms of other revenue and state and whatnot, could 

be represent a big cliff for the city in the next three, three to five years. So it's just something that I think 

the whole community needs to understand how that budgets constructed and what's being put into it 



 

that at some point, that could represent a pretty significant issue for the city. And, and I know, we had a 

little bit of discussion about trying to work more collaboratively as a Council and the school board, 

which I think would be the right direction for the city to start planning and coordinating costs so that we 

can be more efficient and prepare for for that. 

 

Katrina Kane   

Absolutely. 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

Also, under regular elementary field trip, line 57. On page two, it shows it looks like it's a part time 

position, or is that you borrowing somebody from another class, because it also comes with field trip 

retirement, at $107 And so I'm wondering, are we paying retirement for part time employees? Or is that 

because it's a full time employee who works somewhere else who covers the field? 

 

Carolyn Heller   

It is the latter. So these are regular bus drivers who will pick up field trips during the day. And retirement 

is paid if they're members of MainePERS. It's based on a percentage of the wages. So there's always a 

little bit of money that follows them on the retirement lines. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

Any other questions? All right, let me read the entire item, and then I'll open the public hearing. So 

public hearing and action of council order number 050001. The Ellsworth school budget resolutions for 

FY 2023. A) order approving state local EPS funding allocation for public education from kindergarten 

to grade 12 For Ellsworth schools for FY 2023 B) order approving non state funded school construction 

debt service for Ellsworth schools for FY 2023 C) order raising and appropriating additional local funds 

for Ellsworth schools for FY 2023 D) order approving total school operating budget for Ellsworth 

schools for FY 2023 E) order appropriating and raising funds for adult education for FY 2023 as 

required by the Maine Revised Statutes title 20 dash a MRSA section 8603 dash a one F) order raising 

local funds for food services Ellsworth public schools for FY 2023 G) order authorizing expenditure of 

grants and other receipts for school department programs. H) order authorizing disposition of additional 

state funding for public schools for FY 2023. In the event of an increase Where this is a public hearing 

or open the public hearing, public hearing is open. Anyone that wishes to speak on this item may do so 

at this time. 

 

John Linnehan   

John Linnehan from Ellsworth, I would like to see the school budget voted down with any increase. I 

think there is tough times out there, a lot of people are feeling it financially. And I think the school needs 

to hold the line on I'd like to see a cut, but at the very least hold the total budget down with no increase. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

Anyone else like to speak. Seeing none, I will close the public hearing. Public Hearing is closed. 

 

 

 



 

Steven O'Halloran   

I'm going to abstain from voting on this. My wife is an employee of the school department. And I feel 

that that's a conflict of interest. And I'm going to step aside 

 

Dale Hamilton   

we haven't get to voting, I will say what I said every year since I've been on the council, my wife is also 

employed by the school department. However, I have a different opinion on the matter. We as a council 

can only approve the top line of the budget, we don't have any authority for line item votes, which 

means we can't influence decisions that are made in terms of pay, benefits or anything else, all we 

have authority over is that top line budget. Once the council settles on and approves a budgets, 

whether it's this one or another one, it then goes out to the community for the final authorization by the 

community as a referendum item. So as far as the definition of personal gain, there is no ability for for 

me to have personal gain by voting on this matter. So I always disclose the fact that my wife is 

employed, but I also do not believe that it is a conflict of interest. yes, we have to take each one of 

these items separately, A through H. 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

And so when we do this, this is for the total line each one or is this. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

So each one has a separate amount associated with it, which is embedded in each item. And there 

should be are those in front of it's in the packet 

 

Casey Hanson   

can I say it this way motion to approve state local EPS funding allocation for public education from 

kindergarten to grade 12 for Ellsworth schools for financial year 23. 

 

Marc Blanchette   

We need an amount in the motion.  

 

Casey Hanson   

for $7,882,538.34.  

 

Marc Blanchette   

Second, 

 

Dale Hamilton   

have a motion a second? Before we get to the vote, just to remind that, that even though there's an 

abstention from voting, we still require three to pass because it's the number of members present, not 

members voting. The other thing that I would say, just to make sure that all counselors are aware of if 

any counselor believes that another counselor does, in fact,  have you have a different opinion about a 

conflict. You can bring that up and there can be a discussion and a vote on that as well so that you 

have that discretion. I just want to make sure that everybody is clear on that before we get into the 

voting. 



 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

And why does it require three? 

 

Dale Hamilton   

Because it's the number of counselors present. You have to have a majority vote and It's based on the 

number of councilors present. So if there's an abstention, it's still the members still present. They've just 

deciding because of a conflict that they can't vote. So it doesn't change that requirement for the 

threshold. So we have a motion and a second. On Item A any discussion? Seeing none, all those in 

favor? Motion passes. 

 

Casey Hanson   

move to approve non state funded school construction debt service for Ellsworth schools for financial 

year 23. For $88,100.56. 

 

Marc Blanchette   

Second 

 

Dale Hamilton   

motion and seconds. Any discussion? 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

Where's that on this sheet? It's in the budget. Yes, I'm trying to figure out where it is over here. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

Motion, a second. All those in favor. Motion passes. 

 

Casey Hanson   

Motion for appropriation of additional local funds as required by Maine Revised Statutes title 20 A 

15690 3 A to B for $3,058,167.75.  

 

Marc Blanchette   

Second, 

 

Dale Hamilton   

have a motion a second. Any discussion? All those in favor? All those opposed? One opposed motion 

passes. (Kaplan Opposed) 

 

Gary Fortier   

doesn't Charter require four affirmative votes to pass anything. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

It requires the majority. We will double check. Oh, that's fine. It will save us from redoing if we're doing. 

Clerk what I see is that we have to have four members or more for a quorum. And then voting states 



 

that the council may act only by ordinance order resolve all ordinance, orders and resolves except 

budget resolves must be confined to one subject, the budget order resolve must be confined to the 

subject of operations only. No ordinance order or resolution will be adopted or effectuated except by a 

majority vote of the council except as provided by this charter. So that would, by definition, majority vote 

of the council would mean four as opposed to the quorum. 

 

Casey Hanson   

that's how it reads to me.  

 

Dale Hamilton   

No budget resolves we just have to We can't vote all of it at once we have to break it up. That's what 

that's referring to. 

 

Casey Hanson   

Yeah, this says, quorum voting three or more trustees constitute a quorum for the purposes of voting, 

each trustee has one vote for the purposes. An affirmative vote of a majority of a quorum constitutes a 

majority vote for the board and is required for all board action. With the exception of a determination of 

vacancy, which requires. So that's that with the exception of a determination of vacancy, which requires 

the affirmative vote of four trustees. I don't know what your determination of vacancy is. That's section 

804. 

 

Marc Blanchette   

Vacancy would be when there was a seat that is vacant on the council. Not necessarily one, just 

 

Casey Hanson   

because you weren't here tonight. Okay. So I think you're right. Three is good. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

Any other opinions on that?  

 

Marc Blanchette   

Gary, Are you finding anything that we aren't 

 

Gary Fortier   

I just got a cell phone. My eyes are bad. So I'm working. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

So that's in the charter under  

 

Casey Hanson   

Section 804 is quorum voting. And that says, a majority of the quorum constitutes a majority vote. 

 

 

 



 

Dale Hamilton   

And so that defines the term majority vote, which then in section two uses the term majority vote. So 

that puts definition to that 

 

Marc Blanchette   

I believe we're good to go.  

 

Dale Hamilton   

No, that's fine. I just wanted to make sure that everybody had a chance to weigh in if there's a 

difference of opinion because I need to make a ruling on it as chair so I want to make sure I give 

everybody a chance to 

 

Jason Ingalls   

Section 8 is the library that I just want to point out. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

Okay, that's the library Thank you. So eight does not pertain to this I apologize. This is messy but we 

want to get it right so that we vote correctly.  It's it allows voting by the majority, if you have a quorum, 

which we do, then the rules are that to vote an item in is by majority. And so whatever that quorum is, if 

it's four, then obviously then you need three votes. If it's five, you need three votes, that that part is 

clear. Otherwise, we wouldn't be able to conduct business. So my question is, why would we be that 

would define the majority vote embedded in that? I would think I wouldn't think that because otherwise 

all of the votes not just this vote would require four votes each time which would surpass the majority 

threshold 

 

Gary Fortier   

Under Section 10.05 word usage and definitions. Definition majority vote is the affirmative vote of four 

members.  

 

Casey Hanson   

I just read that to mean when all seven of us are here. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

Gary, can you step up? I want to ask you a question 

 

Gary Fortier   

that came off someone else's phone. It's not on my phone.  

 

Dale Hamilton   

So this is saying that you can this is for any vote that definition? So if we have a situation where we, we 

can vote and we can take action on any item. Tonight we have five members, and that the authorization 

to approve is based on a majority. However, your it's your opinion that this definition requires the 

threshold is we don't reach four affirmative votes, then it doesn't pass 

 



 

Gary Fortier   

for last 27 years. That's how we've run? Yes, sir. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

So it's got to be it's the affirmative, we can still take votes. And as long as we reach that threshold, 

we're fine. 

 

Gary Fortier   

It's similar to your prohibition of adding anything to the agenda unless there were six members present. 

Tonight, you couldn't add anything because you only have five. So that's over and above what a normal 

majority vote would be. But I knew it was in there. And thank you to my friend Miss Linnehan has better 

eyes than I do and found it. The definition of majority is four affirmative. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

we're going to table it. So based on that, I think that does sound clearer in terms of if the standard is 

that you have to have a minimum of four affirmative votes for an item to pass it when you get down, you 

can have a quorum. And as long as we reach that threshold of four, we can those items will pass. If we 

end up in a situation like the last vote where we don't reach for affirmative votes, then the item does not 

pass. So it doesn't mean that we can't conduct business. And it doesn't mean that we can't pass 

initiatives when when our membership is below the seven. It just means that we have to have four in 

the affirmative on each matter. 

 

Marc Blanchette   

On a budget item, or any item 

 

Dale Hamilton   

based on this, it would be any 

 

Casey Hanson   

And for these things that we're voting on that have individual items, we can pass some but not others. 

That's like a possible thing to do.  

 

Dale Hamilton   

Well, if we don't pass the whole, I'm assuming for the school board. If we don't pass the whole, it has to 

go back. 

 

Casey Hanson   

And then we have to have a special election. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

And then we have to we have to resolve this 

 

Marc Blanchette   

special meeting. 



 

Casey Hanson   

Can we revote on those things now that we know something different than we knew before? 

 

Dale Hamilton   

At this point, I'm going to call for a brief recess, put the put the council in recess. We need to get this 

right. And do our best to make sure that we're we, we have that down. And I'd rather spend a few 

minutes consulting and doing that. So we'll take a recess for a few minutes and then and then return. 

So, in terms of just looking through this, and trying to sort this out and appreciate Mr. Fortier raising with 

his experience on the council, his years of experience, that's very helpful. I think this is the first time 

we've had a situation that I've been involved in that we've had this low number. And so the 

interpretation of it, the way that it reads is that it defines majority votes. And it and so a majority vote is 

for in four members in the affirmative. That's the definition. We can we can conduct business, as a 

Council, as long as we have a quorum, which is four or more. However, it also states that that 

definition, which is capitalized is capitalized throughout the rest of the charter, so that that meaning 

follows wherever that is put. So in the course of passing ordinances, resolutions, we are still required to 

have to meet that definition, which is four or more, even though we are our numbers are less, the 

majority requirement in terms of a vote doesn't apply if that definition isn't met, as well. So we have to 

meet that definition in our votes. All the votes, we've taken up to this point up to that last vote, we've 

met that threshold, and we can continue to vote on items. But we have to meet the threshold of four or 

more for an item to pass, we'll revisit the where we were with the budget. And second, I do want to 

have interim superintendent just step up to explain what the process looks like and, and all of that going 

forward so that everybody understands. I know we have a motion on the table, but this is important for 

the council will have the full information before we continue voting. 

 

Katrina Kane   

So two pieces, if this article fails, it would mean we will not meet the deadline to go to referendum, is 

that correct? And so and that has already been put in put into place, I'm you know, we would have to go 

back and I believe that would that piece of the process would have to be done. I'm not sure what the 

cost to the city is to do that seven or $8,000, I believe. So additionally, this particular article, the $3 

million additional local, what happens is outside of the EPS formula, there are items that are not 

covered or not recognized or fully funded on under that formulas. So this additional local piece covers 

special education costs, technology costs, transportation costs, such as bussing, professional 

development costs for teachers, and for all staff actually in system administration costs. So. So the 

school department, essentially, if this article doesn't pass would have to determine what we would do 

going forward in order to bring a budget back that would pass and I don't I don't think we'll find $3 

million in paper and pencils, I can assure you of that. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

all right. So with that said, we, we had a motion, we had a second and we voted and the motion did not 

pass based on that. If there would be one councilor that could put this back on the table. If not, we'll 

move on to the next because we've already voted and the only way to revisit a vote is to have a 

member of the majority vote. In this case, it would be not passing would have to put it back on the table 

to revisit. 

 



 

Casey Hanson   

I'm sorry, you're saying the person to put it back on the table would be have to be a person who did not 

vote for it, 

 

Dale Hamilton   

correct? Correct. That's the way that that way because otherwise, issues would just put it back on and 

on and so forth. So it's got to come from that. So I just want to make sure everything's clear about that 

process. And otherwise, we will move on to 10 D order approving total school operating budget for 

Ellsworth schools for FY 2023. 

 

Casey Hanson   

So there's still an opportunity to put it back on the table. If you do either one of you want to put it back 

on the table. Knowing that it's probably going to cost us 1000s of dollars to have to revisit this. 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

But if we can save hundreds of 1000s of dollars by looking at a different number that will be different. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

And councilor O'Halloran can't put it on. He already he abstained from the vote, so he's not in that. 

Okay.  

 

Dale Hamilton   

So then d, is there a motion? 

 

Casey Hanson   

Motion to approve total school operating budget for Ellsworth schools for financial year 2023 for 

$25,037,934.25 

 

Dale Hamilton   

A motion is there a second?  

 

Marc Blanchette   

Second?  

 

Dale Hamilton   

Is there discussion? All those in favor, aye. All those opposed? Motion fails. (Kaplan opposed)   

 

Dale Hamilton   

Item E order appropriating and raising funds for adult education for FY 2023 as required by the Maine 

Revised Statutes title 20 dash a MRSA section 8603 dash a one 

 

Casey Hanson   

move to approve appropriating raising funds for adult education financial year 23 as required by the 

Maine Revised Statutes, so forth for $287,753.38.  



 

 

Marc Blanchette   

Second, 

Dale Hamilton   

motion a second, any discussion? All those in favor. Motion passes.  

 

Dale Hamilton   

F water raising local funds for food service in the Ellsworth public schools for FY 2023. 

 

Casey Hanson   

Move to approve the order to raise local funds for food services in the Ellsworth public schools for 

financial year 2023 or $208,181.09. Second, 

 

Dale Hamilton   

motion a second, any discussion? All those in favor. Motion passes.  

 

Dale Hamilton   

G order authorizing expenditure of grants and other receipts for school department programs. 

 

Casey Hanson   

Move to approve the order to authorize expenditure of grants and other receipts for school department 

programs. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

We have a motion. Second, have a second any discussion. All those in favor. Motion passes. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

H order authorizing this position of additional state funding for public schools for FY 2023 In the event 

of an increase  

 

Casey Hanson   

Move to approve the order authorizing disposition of additional state subsidies. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

Second, hey discussion. 

 

Marc Blanchette   

And that stipulates that it goes way up. We're about to get the answer. Just want to make sure that's 

part of the motion. 

 

Katrina Kane   

So it doesn't stipulate where I know the last time this happened, that the school department use some 

of the funds to add some expenditures for I believe it was staffing that were needed that came to light 

since the budget had passed and the rest they use to decrease the local appropriation. 



 

Dale Hamilton   

You have a friendly amendment you want to suggest 

 

Marc Blanchette   

that it comes back to the city rather than the school board. And the reason we did that last year 

between us because I totally forgot to make that motion a year ago. In prior years, I've made it several 

times. My feeling on that is that once the citizens have voted to appropriate X amount of dollars if the 

city was to come in into I'm sorry if the school was to come into more dollars like they did last year 

675K That it should all be returned to the, to the residents. 

 

Katrina Kane   

I understand that. And I wasn't here. So I don't know exactly the circumstances the same thing 

happened. In Hancock, we did exactly as you said, only because we were able to nothing else had 

come to light, it was all returned to citizens. So I think it would be a conversation. Absolutely. That 

would happen at the time pending, of course, whatever your motion is that passes. So thank you. I 

appreciate that. 

 

Marc Blanchette   

I would offer that as a friendly amendment. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

Councilor Hanson, do you want to accept your motion? 

 

Casey Hanson   

What if I don't want to accept 

 

Dale Hamilton   

you just say you don't want accept? And then we vote on the motion on the table? 

 

Casey Hanson   

So the question is, If the state wants to give the school more money, do I want to say what my motion 

was? Was it goes to the school? Or does it come to the city? Then I don't want to accept it. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

Okay, so we have a motion in seconds. On order, authorizing disposition of additional state funding for 

public schools for FY 2023, in the event of an increase any further discussion? 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

So it's, yes, if there's an increase, it's all going to go to the school, but not to the taxpayers, as it reads 

now, 

 

Dale Hamilton   

as it reads now, it's not included in this particular motion. That doesn't mean that another motion can't 

be made in after this one, but the motion that's on the table we have to vote on. So as it reads now, as 



 

it's been presented, it does not stipulate where the funding goes, should the state provide additional 

funding. All those in favor? All those opposed? Fails. All right. So, 

 

Marc Blanchette   

Mr. Chairman, yes, they make a motion on that item. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

If you met 

 

Marc Blanchette   

that would move approval of the order authorizing disposition, disposition of additional state subsidy. In 

the event, the Ellsworth school department receives more education subsidy than the amount indicated 

in its budget, that the monies will be returned to the city. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

We have a motion.  

 

Michelle Kaplan   

Second,  

 

Dale Hamilton   

second, discussion. All those in favor? Opposed, Motion fails. So we're same place we were. So 

portions of the school budget have been authorized. However, they cannot go out to referendum 

partially approved. The items that did not pass include C, D, and H. As chair, I have the authority to call 

a special meeting of the Council, I am calling a special meeting of the Council to take place prior to our 

budget workshop on Monday, next Monday, the 23rd. There's already some items scheduled but we 

will also have a special meeting to revisit the school budgets that's provided the school board is able to 

meet and come back and present. I'm seeing a nod. So the council should be aware and the public 

should be aware that we will have a special meeting next Monday, the 23rd to revisit the budgets. 

We're not going to leave this there. However, if there are recommendations from the council to the 

school board in terms of particularly what you would like to see changed so that they can have that 

information in their deliberations that would be helpful. So if council members would like to share their 

feedback with the school board, that would be helpful. 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

I just think that we can do a little bit better on the cost to the taxpayers. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

Any other comments, 

 

Marc Blanchette   

the the only change I would make is where any additional funding goes. Other than that, I'm fine with it. 

 

Dale Hamilton   



 

And Capitol Hill even though you're not voting, you're certainly welcome to share feedback. 

 

Steven O'Halloran   

I'll stay out of it. Just want to thank you 

 

Dale Hamilton   

Okay, moving on. Item 11, public hearing discussion and action and adoption of a new ordinance 

entitled The overnight mooring and anchorage control ordinance. 

 

Glenn Moshier   

Chair, I'd like to start off this discussion. We have some folks from the city who have worked hard on 

this ordinance here. But before we get into the, the meat and potatoes of the ordinance, I just want to 

say a couple of things. First of all, this ordinance was drafted by, by city staff that the guidance and the 

request of the council and in drafting this ordinance, a committee was formed. And several meetings 

were held. And the discussion was, we took into consideration many of the public comments that were 

brought forward at the multiple public hearings that were held over the course of last year, as well as 

guidance and from the council as to what they would like to see in an ordinance. So that's the where 

the ordinance stems. And in addition to that, you know, I just wanted to make sure you can see we 

have a significant crowd here tonight, most of whom are here regarding this ordinance. And I would just 

ask that we don't revisit the issues of the past. This ordinance was not written specifically to address 

one particular issue that we had repeatedly come up last year, the ordinance is to address an 

overreaching issue with the lakes and ponds in the city of Ellsworth, a concern or environmental 

concerns concern for a potential threat of individuals getting House boats, putting them out on our 

lakes, and renting those out for short term rentals. And what that would look like for our citizens, not 

only those who live on the lakes, but those who like to recreate on the lakes as well. In addition to that, 

this ordinance is also again, at the guidance of the council who who gave the direction to the staff to do 

this. We looked specifically at an overnight ban, to prevent folks from staying overnight on the on our 

great ponds. And in addition to that, you'll see the definition of houseboat is pretty broad, to encompass 

more than just a traditional, what you would think of a houseboat scene with living quarters, and, and so 

forth. So I think the staff did a good job to try and meet the council's expectations with this ordinance. 

And I hope that folks, if they do have comments about the ordinance that they direct those comments to 

the council, specifically about changes or things they'd like to see different in the ordinance and not 

revisit the issues that we had in the past on Green Lake because that's not what we're here for. 

 

Steven O'Halloran   

Could I just remind you, the two of us wasn't present for this. So this is brand new to us. And I'd like to 

hear everything that everyone's got to say. 

 

Glenn Moshier   

Well, I guess my only my only response to that would be counselor O'Halloran it is that that's not what 

the agenda item is. The agenda item is specifically the ordinance not to redress all the issues that we 

had last year on Green lake. But if the 

 

 



 

Michelle Kaplan   

Does this ordinance apply to everyone, including the people that own property on the lake, or does it 

just apply to people who don't own property on the lake? 

 

Glenn Moshier   

No, there's no provision in the ordinance for to allow property owners to moor of the craft that's 

described as a houseboat overnight and reside on that craft. 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

A lot of small watercraft have, you know, like a cubby or Cuddy cabin or a little V berth or something 

like that. Yeah, that could be applied to as a houseboat. If it's got the porta potty and the, the Cuddy 

cabin, then people who own property wouldn't even be able to put their own boats overnight.  

 

Glenn Moshier   

So i guess that's the point of this meeting is for people to bring up changes that perhaps they'd like to 

see in the ordinance and for the staff to potentially make those changes. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

So let's, why don't we have the ordinance presented so that everybody's aware of what the public 

participation in terms of what it says what it what it is, and then we'll, we'll get into the public hearing for 

comments and then the council will have an opportunity to also discuss it. 

 

Janna Richards   

Good evening councilors. Janna Richards economic development director, 

 

Lori Roberts   

Lori Roberts Code Enforcement 

 

Janna Richards   

so in your packet that you received, there is some history on this issue, the greater issue that's 

happened over the past year and a half actually, probably longer than that since we started getting 

complaints in the summer of 2020. Regarding this issue, so we're going on probably two years now. So 

in your packet, you'll see that there is a memo prepared, particularly regarding this ordinance. But then 

there's also the ordinance itself, the draft ordinance itself, as well as two sets of minutes that cover from 

April 2021, as well as September 2021, when this issue was brought forward to the council at that time, 

and in between there, there was actually a workshop that was held in June of 2021. So this has come 

before the council three times now and this would be the fourth time to present this ordinance. So just 

wanted to provide a little bit of that history and what's in your packet. So at the final or the last meeting 

that we were at in September of 2021. I just wanted to read into the record what the motion was that 

was taken that night and that was approved. So it was to authorize city staff to develop an ordinance 

that restricts the overnight mooring or anchoring of boats floats, houseboats or other floating structures 

to landowners and or individuals who have received written permission from the landowner. So the draft 

ordinance that you have in front of you, just in summary prohibits houseboats from mooring or 

anchoring, and there's a definition of that within the draft ordinance. On overnight period. There's also a 



 

definition of that in the draft ordinance, which is 10pm to 4am. except in cases of emergency. 

Obviously, there can be breakdowns and things like that on the water on any great pond in the city of 

Ellsworth, so not specific just to Green Lake but also branch pond, as well as Graham Lake and parts 

of Toddy and lower Patten pond. This has not applied to the Union River, that is Chapter Three of our 

existing ordinances. And just Furthermore, branch Lake has its own set ordinance because it is the 

city's drinking water supply. So there are special regulations in chapter 55 that pertain to that. So 

throughout the past, you know, year and a half, we've heard several comments and concerns from both 

the public as well as the council. In this committee that we formed of staff, we tried to narrow down the 

focus of what those concerns really are. And so we came up with the fact that there was a need for 

environmental protection on our great ponds within the city of Ellsworth, as well as a concern for 

property rights and a need to regulate extended or overnight stays on great ponds. So with that in mind, 

we drafted the ordinance that's in front of you. I will just say that the directive from the council was to 

regulate boats floats, house boats and other floating structures. The definition that is within the draft 

ordinance in front of you, is broad enough to encompass boats floats, or other floating structures so 

long as sleeping and or toilet facilities, permanent or temporary are found upon or within the craft. The 

council's motion also asked that we restrict the overnight mooring anchoring to landowners and or 

individuals have received written permission from the landowner. As manager Moshier noted that staff 

believes that if the primary purpose of the proposed ordinance which is environmental protection and 

extended to regulate extended overnight or short term rentals on great ponds, that the ordinance 

should apply to all houseboats on great ponds in Ellsworth, regardless of ownership by a landowner or 

permission from the landowner. That said, the research that we've done on this issue, there are places 

that have put a mechanism in place where landowners as well as people who have permission from 

landowners are allowed to have a houseboat on the lake overnight. It just requires paperwork to be filed 

with ever whatever entity so the best example that I have for you is the state of New Hampshire actually 

regulates the overnight mooring of houseboats on there. They're not called Great ponds there but 

you've got like Lake Winnipesaukee, let's say everybody, I think is familiar with that lake. Since it is a 

state system, any landowner on Lake Winnipesaukee is required to file a notification to their 

Department of Environmental Protection that basically says, I will be having a houseboat moored at my 

house or anchored at my house for however long that's going to be. And it's got registration number, 

whatever on it. So that there's some sort of paper track to that, that vessel. And then the same occurs 

that if you are a landowner, and you are letting a friend or family member or whatever, do the same at 

your household, that you provide that written notification. So we don't have a system like that in place in 

Ellsworth, currently, something like that would have to be created to be able to have a tracking system. 

You notice that the hours of overnight are 10pm to 4am, which would pretty much probably fall on the 

off hours of our code enforcement office. So while the code enforcement office can field violations, it 

would moreso fall on our police department to have to effectively enforce this ordinance. I think, I think 

that's it. Obviously, we're here to take any questions, if there are any. 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

So if somebody buys their property, and their daughter or son brings their boat out, it's got a V berth 

and a toilet, they cannot moor that boat without the paperwork 

 

 

 



 

Janna Richards   

So with this ordinance, they wouldn't be able to do it at an overnight period at all. If there was a change 

for a landowner or with landowner permission, then there would have to be paperwork behind that. And 

so I'll just kind of repeat while the rationale while we didn't include it, is because if there's an 

environmental concern, and a concern for short term rental, and overnight regulation and stays, should 

it the question that we were stuck with is should it matter? should it matter? If, you know, I like to think 

that I'm a good steward of lakes, but you know, maybe my guests aren't. And so is there going to be a 

similar issue where you know, the only difference is that you have so if there is an issue, you have an 

address, so you can actually go speak to somebody and hold them accountable when the case that if 

it's not a landowner, then there's no tie there. So you have to have some sort of tracking to be able to 

understand, you know, that if they have not supplied notification that they're going to be staying at a 

household, they would automatically be in violation.  

 

Michelle Kaplan   

And so a lot of our lakes are owned by people who don't live in Maine, the properties around them are 

owned by people who don't live in Maine. And so would this apply to those boats if they're trailing them 

up from other states and possibly bringing milfoil with them? 

 

Janna Richards   

Yeah, so there's no differentiation as whether it's an in state resident out of state resident, it's it's 

overarching, and umbrella's every, every person that would have a houseboat on any lake 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

And houseboat is described as any facility or any boat within which are sleeping quarters and toilet 

facilities. 

 

Janna Richards   

So it's any ship boat, raft, float, catamaran or marine craft of any description upon or within which are 

located sleeping and or toilet facilities, regardless of whether such facilities are of a permanent or 

temporary nature. 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

So that could be just Cuddy cabin or a V Berth. And so as a property owner, you wouldn't be able to 

moor your boat there. 

 

Casey Hanson   

You'd have to take it out at night. It's according to this or according to this ordinance. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

And I just remind everyone, as well as that. This is the first draft of an ordinance. As a council, we can 

take lots of different action, you all know that we can approve it or not approve it, we could send it back 

for revisions, we can make recommendations for revisions. I personally, I think that when we get to an 

ordinance of this substance, locally, my preference would be that we would have all the entire council 

here to to vet that. And so I think, for me, it would be nice to be able to send back our feedback so that 



 

it can come back to the full council at some point in the near future to look at. That's just my personal 

opinion on that. But we don't have to. It's not just necessarily an up or down vote on what's in front of 

us. We have lots of options to pursue around this particular issue. I do know that the state has it's been 

batted around a few times at the state level hasn't nothing's happened yet, but there's been some push 

for a statewide ordinance. Again, my personal feeling is that the, the more you can do at the local level, 

the better it is to address situations that come up. So anyway, those are my comments just on in terms 

of what we can do as a council with this particular agenda item this evening. Councillor Blanchette? 

 

Marc Blanchette   

I don't own a boat. And I have no idea what a Cuddy cabin is. Can someone explain what that is, 

please? 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

It's where you have sleeping quarters in the V berth. The front of the boat, the pointy part? 

 

Marc Blanchette   

Thought you were referring to some kind of bathroom. All right 

 

Casey Hanson   

i was just thinking that sleeping, toilet facilities are pretty easy to figure out because there's chem toilets 

or whatever. A sleeping facility might be trickier to decide if something was a sleeping facility, 

 

Janna Richards   

yep, so it offers broad interpretation. Probably for a reason. This was also looked at from the state of 

New Hampshire, I'm assuming they might have some people that are creative with where they sleep 

and might have had issues with it. So this gives broad authority and discretion. But pillows, blankets, 

mattresses, you know, the like, 

 

Casey Hanson   

but I'll just say just to say that I appreciate that the way that you have written it is for all people to follow 

the same rules. I live on the union river, the river is not mine. So I follow the same rules. I get to live 

near the river and look at it, but I follow the same rules as everybody else on the river. And I think the 

lakes should be the same 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

So if there are no sleeping quarters or toilet facilities, and somebody just anchors their boat, does that 

apply here? Its anchor for the summer. 

 

Janna Richards   

No, no. So if you have a regular boat, rowboat, let's say canoe, kayak, whatever. No, no toilet facilities, 

no sleeping quarters, then it's allowed to be moored or anchored sorry, overnight, on the lake 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

I don't know where they use the restroom. 



 

 

Dale Hamilton   

But since this is a public hearing, I will. I'm going to open the public hearing. Public Hearing is open. 

And I just want to we have a large group. With potentially a lot of people wanting to speak, we will 

adhere to the three minute rule, you'll have three minutes to say what you want to say. I will stop you at 

the three minutes and ask you to stop talking at that point. I would also based on history with this item. 

This this is an issue that the council is taking up in terms of a an ordinance that's been presented to us 

you're welcome to say what you want. But please direct your comments to the council, not to the 

audience. This is not going to be not going to allow it to get into a debate between individuals share 

your perspective your feelings with us, so that we can consider your opinion. But don't get in the back 

and forth. The other piece is that you will have an opportunity to speak once and only once once 

everybody has had the opportunity to speak we will close the public hearing and then the council will 

take up the matter and move it forward. So with that I would invite anyone to just please state your 

name, where you live and then feel free to say what you want. 

 

Patty Hamilton   

Good evening, my name is Patty Hamilton. I live at 493 Scott's neck way. And first up I want to thank 

the council and thank the drafters because they did an amazing job. I know it's been a really difficult 

issue. And we've been talking about it for some time. So I really appreciate all the efforts that have 

gone into it. I know that you know we have traveled other places and particularly down south this is a 

big issue. And I think it's a big issue for us coming here or I know locally, there's been many 

communities that have adopted ordinances. They're all a little different Casco Belgrade, Sydney, 

Winthrop, Rangeley, Wayne, some are bigger communities. Some are smaller, some have more lakes, 

some have smaller lakes. But lots and lots of communities are struggling with this very issue. So again, 

thank you for taking it on. And for, for wanting to protect the water quality of the pristine resource that's 

here in Ellsworth, Maine. And balancing the needs of Lake owners and visitors. I think that's very 

important. I do agree with Councilor Kaplan that the, the definition might need a little tweaking because 

it's, you know, whether you might say, regardless of the facilities. I'm not an expert in that kind of thing. 

But it seems like that might need a little tweaking. And the hours perhaps could be sunrise or sunset. 

Those are just a couple of suggestions that I have. Again, thank you. Thank you very much.  

 

Marjorie Adams   

I'm Marjorie Adams, and I live on Scott's neck way on Green Lake, I want to thank you for considering 

this ordinance, I would certainly support it. I live in a certain zone, there's all the areas in town are 

zoned so you know, what to expect in your neighborhood if they're going to be houses or businesses or 

that sort of thing. So I know how close my property owners will be except my property that abuts the 

lake. As it is right now I could end up with a unexpected neighbor, or even a neighborhood. And I think 

people who live on a lake, it's expected to be just water instead of living facilities, however temporary. 

Thank you for considering it.  

 

Elaine Row   

Elaine Row. I live on Scott's Neck way. And I too want to thank the Council for taking on this hard task. 

And I would also like to thank Councilor Kaplan for her suggestion that we have an issue with maybe 

tightening up a definition. And I don't really have too much to say that hasn't already been mentioned. 



 

But I really appreciate the fact that we're trying to balance homeowners and people who are recreating 

on the lake. And I think this is a really good solution that people can come out during the daytime, do 

what they want, anywhere they want. But it's just at nighttime, you have to go away. And I really 

applaud everyone's efforts at this. I know it's been really tough. So thank you very much. 

 

John Linnehan   

My name is John Linnehan. I'm opposed to the adoption of any new ordinance of this type. I think as 

with is like a lot of the states in our country. It's already overregulated. I believe there's laws in effect 

that can prevent problems like the people are trying to do without having an ordinance of that type. I 

think if there's the laws that are already on the books and disorderly conduct, there's damage to 

destruction out there. Those are already there to protect the people that are out there. I'm for individual 

freedoms. I'm for constitutional freedoms for our country, and I believe the ordinance any type of 

adoption of this new ordinance of this type should be turned down. 

 

Terry Pinkham   

Well, here I am again, my name is Terry Pinkham, but a Ellsworth resident for 40 years at both 474 

Bangor Road and 586 Nicolin Rd spent my entire life as we've talked about before, on green lakes, 

specifically in the waters of Maine, and I've never heard of any thing being drafted like this. We spend 

the winter out there in ice shacks to the tune of 120. We sleep in them overnight. People have to go to 

the bathroom out there as well. That's not being an issue. Nobody cares about that for six months out 

of the year, but for some reason, these three summer months are a gigantic issue. And as far as being 

able to see the beautiful lake in front of your house. I mean, these ice shacks are out there and much 

more egregious than any kind of floating structure, which we're the only house float on any lake in 

Ellsworth area. So I'd just like to say that I am opposed to any ordinance in any manner restricting title 

127 article 17 which the Great Ponds of Maine act and that's all they say thank you for your time 

councilors. 

 

Andy Hamilton   

Andrew Hamilton  493 Scots neck way. First, I just want to say some thank yous to Councilor 

O'Halloran. Thank you for your truck that took care of a landscape company that got stuck on the hill. 

And you were able to get them up the hill. They were working on our camp property this winter and 

without your company. I don't know what we would have done. So thank you to council chair, Dale 

Hamilton to Glenn Moshier city manager to all councilors of the city of Ellsworth, thank you for your 

patience and the opportunities to learn together. I thank economic development director Janna 

Richards for developing an overnight mooring ordinance. I think it makes sense. It says unlike ice 

shacks that are out there in the winter, which we absolutely tolerate. It's part of Maine tradition. There's 

something new that's happening on Maine waters, and New Hampshire waters, and all waters the 

United States. And that is you're gonna see overnight rentals. I've seen it with Bed and Breakfast 

rentals on on the upland, we're now seeing it on the waters. And I think you got to do something. And I 

think this is a sensible stuff for you to take. I do have three tweaks, I'd like to suggest that the ordinance 

and that suggests you might table it to a meeting, as your council chair suggested when all city 

councilors can be present, can hear opinions on this. The first suggestion I'd make is the hours of 10pm 

to 4am don't allow for regular sleep. If you have grandkids like we do. He goes to bed around eight 

o'clock. If there's partying that continues until 10 o'clock in the evening, that can be a problem. So we'd 



 

recommend 8pm which is on average sunset in Maine. If you look at the sunset and sunrise charts, 

you'll see that the second thing I would suggest is that you do make provisions similar to what the state 

of New Hampshire has done for Winnipesaukee and other waters in New Hampshire. And just clarify 

that if an owner wants to place a swimming float, or a Coast Guard registered watercraft out in front of 

their property that they give notification to the city with their property address so that they can be 

tracked either by the police department or the code enforcement office, and that notification should be 

on file. Finally, I would suggest that the definition of houseboat be be tightened. I think that's a good 

definition. But I think you could say upon which are located possible overnight occupancy facilities 

including but not limited to toilet, sleeping or cooking facilities. We've had a lot of litigation in Maine as 

to what constitutes a residential dwelling. One can take themselves outside the the ambit of residential 

dwelling by simply removing either sleeping or toilet facilities. Facilities, three minutes. All right. Thank 

you. I'll respect your limit. Thank you. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

Any other comments? All right, seeing none. I will close the public hearing. Public Hearing is closed  

 

Casey Hanson   

I just have a question, which is, as it's written, would this also apply to ice shacks?  

 

Janna Richards   

No,  

 

Casey Hanson   

because they're not floating? Can I say one more thing, which is that just seems like the people who 

are in this room who are property owners, I haven't heard any opposition to the idea that if you have a 

boat with a chemical toilet, or a bench for sleeping, you have to take it out every night. I would have 

expected there to be opposition to that part of it. But I didn't hear any just noticing that. 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

And there's nothing about what you can moor during the day, and how close to the shore it can be. So 

can I make a motion that we table it for clarity? 

 

Casey Hanson   

Can I ask one quick question before we go to your motion, which is in some of the other information 

that you sent us? It sounds like if we approve an ordinance like this, we are also agreeing that we're 

going to need to create a new staff position to enforce the regulation. No, okay. 

 

Glenn Moshier   

enforcement would be handled within the police department. Complaints of this nature typically would 

come in in the morning, and code is available to assist, then they will be asked to assist the police, but 

issue of any eventual summons would have would be the hand of the police department. 

 

 

 



 

Casey Hanson   

Okay. I'm just reading this part of the memo that says whether the council considers regulation of 

floating structures or moorings or both a new staff position would need to be created in order to enforce 

such regulations. 

 

Janna Richards   

yeah, that was the memo from last June 2021, prior to the meeting in September, when the directive 

was given for this type of regulation. 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

And would we have to get a police boat at some point? Because if they're in the middle of the lake 

recreating and overnight, for days on end, then how are you going to get to them?  

 

Glenn Moshier   

Well, we have a drone, which could accomplish most of our goal. But if we didn't need to, we could 

either rely on we have a boat within the fire department that we can utilize, or also the warden service 

has boats that you get access to 

 

Dale Hamilton   

 So there was a motion? Is there a second?  

 

Casey Hanson   

Second 

 

Dale Hamilton   

motion and a second to table the item, all those in favor to table? All those opposed? Motion passes. 

The item is tabled. 

 

Janna Richards   

Is so sorry, I don't mean to still be up here. But so we heard a lot of the feedback from the public on 

some of the tweaks that they would like to see, but not a lot of that feedback from the council. Councilor 

Kaplan did hear maybe some changes to the houseboat definition. But there was comments about the 

hours from one of the public comments, as well as the potential to add cooking facilities, the potential to 

regulate floating rafts regardless of whether they had the sleeping quarters or the bathroom facilities. 

So is it possible to get more council feedback based on that public comment at the next meeting? 

Because otherwise, we don't have anything the staff doesn't have anything to go off up to make 

modifications to the existing ordinance or the draft. 

 

Steven O'Halloran   

I'll give you some feedback. I'm not sure it's gonna be popular and I'm not sure it's a representation of 

this council. But I'm against ordinances, but I'm for everybody getting along and finding a way on Green 

Lake and branch Lake and what have you to let everybody have their fun and, and try to be respectful 

of everybody. I think there's a root cause of this whole thing here. And I would ask everyone to respect 

To everyone, whether you're a camp owner, renting a camp and partying until midnight, or rather you're 



 

a float guy, or whatever you are. We're all adults. And I'm not answering your question, but I am giving 

you some feedback as an individual that this is a lake, people are going to have different enjoyment 

styles, not for any of the foolishness that's going on. And if you're really concerned about the lake, how 

about testing everyone's septic system. As worried about a few fishermen doing the wrong, we've got 

several camps around all the bodies of water. And if we're really concerned about the environment, I 

think there's many places we could start. And one thing would be helpful if everyone respected 

everyone's properties. 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

I also think that if the concern is short term rentals, that if if you had language in there specifically, 

designating short term rentals are prohibited on the great ponds of Ellsworth, that would be that would 

solve that problem. 

 

Casey Hanson   

I would guess I would say that my feedback is mainly, that I want the regulations to apply to everyone 

whether they own property or don't own property. And otherwise, I guess I would mostly be maybe 

interested to hear more from the community of people who live in that area in terms of what, whether 

it's sunset, to sunrise, whether it's 10 to four, that doesn't make any difference to me. And I do want to 

know, I mean, this seems like this seems, I guess, I don't spend as much time out there, but um, a lot of 

boats will have to come out of the water at night. And maybe that's just not true. And everyone just has 

little boats that don't have toilets and don't have a bench that you can put a cushion on. So I would want 

to, I would just want to know that it's that's what the community really wants it to be. I'm comfortable 

with the idea of making an ordinance to protect, to protect the environment and to protect the intention 

of the enjoyment of the waters, swimming, fishing, ice fishing, boating, things like that. I'm comfortable 

with the idea of the ordinance, I just want to make sure it's evenly applicable to people who live here, 

people who live on a lake or people who do not live on the lake. 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

Yeah, going along with what Councilor Hansen said, you know, as far as the, the ordinance, be careful 

what you wish for, because you might just get it. And if nobody can have any kind of a boat that's other 

than a canoe or kayak, and then, you know, kind of limits your recreating ability, even if you do own 

property. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

So my feedback is a couple things. One is fully support, and it's a state law, the great ponds act, 

absolutely everyone has a right to access the lakes, they have a right to access those bodies of water. 

Through the undeveloped land, not develop land, you don't have a right to go through individual private 

landowner property. But you have a right to enjoy the lake. And that should remain and we should 

never have ordinances that would prevent that from happening. At the same time, in terms of taking 

out, we haven't now, people who go from lake to lake to fish will put their boats in, they'll fish for the 

day, and they'll leave. And so I think the idea of this in terms of the rental, that should be a part and 

should probably be spelled out a little clearer. In terms of that aspect of it. I do think there should be 

provisioned for for landowners to have whatever vessels they have, if they're not renting it out, they 

should be able to have those anchored and moored on the property. So I think that would that would 



 

help to clarify the some of that. But it should it should not prevent people from using it. And then in fact, 

I remember the conversation that we had, where that was discussed as what if scenario and that there 

seemed to be some agreement not in terms of wanting that but If it came to that, that that would be 

okay. And then just a general comment kind of along the lines of Councilor O'Halloran stated. These 

are issues that are complicated. And there are different sides to the issue. But it's a legitimate issue to, 

to discuss. You whatever your perspective is, this is the process. It's public input. This is Democracy in 

terms of being able to have opinions and you can be have strong opinions about it. What I find 

frustrating is listening and seeing and reading the social media posts that turn it into something way 

beyond just having a discussion to threatening people property threatening people in general, and 

turning it into something that it doesn't need to be. We can we can have honest disagreements, and we 

can have discussions and I think for Ellsworth, isn't that what we want for a community that we can 

disagree and have difference of opinion. And not every vote that the council takes is going to fit 

everybody in this room, it's going to vary. That's the part of that's what's great is you have a vote in 

terms of if you don't like decisions that are being made, then you can elect somebody else and try to 

push it forward. But I hope that the community becomes more tolerant in terms of recognizing that we 

can have discussions and all kinds of issues come to this council, all kinds of issues come to the 

council, some you like, some you don't. But if you don't like it, come and share your thoughts. But do it 

respectfully, and don't do it in the way that I've seen some of it on social media, I just that doesn't get 

anywhere. And I can tell you as somebody who votes certainly doesn't want me to vote in favor of that 

position for the person that is creating that kind of position and threatening. 

 

Steven O'Halloran   

there was a hand out in the audience there. 

 

 

I know. The only thing I would say as far as you're cuddy thing, most of the homeowners have to vote 

register, so that everybody knows what boat was goes with what house  

 

Marc Blanchette   

one of the things I would like to add, is the time 10-4 seems to be a bare minimum, to say the least I'd 

like to see that extended, extended a little bit. Whether you want to go with a strict time, you know, nine 

to five, whatever, eight to six, whatever it is, sunset to sunrise might be a more palatable thing to 

consider. 

 

Janna Richards   

Yeah, so I'll just provide some feedback as why we the morning time at least was chosen was to allow 

for fishermen who want to get out on the water and have an early start. being someone that goes on 

Green Lake to recreate to look for salmon. I know that we go earlier than the sun rise, sometimes. No, 

I'm fishing. Yeah. Fishing. But there might be a bucket on board that could potentially be a temporary 

bathroom. 

 

Steven O'Halloran   

I saw another hand out there in the audience.  

 



 

Terry Pinkham   

Our vessel is registered and we also own property on the lake. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

Anything else in this manner? All right. Thank you. 

 

Glenn Moshier   

Chairman.  we're tabling this for June meeting. special meeting next week? 

 

Dale Hamilton   

No, not the special meeting next week. No. This is not 

 

Glenn Moshier   

need the time to make revisions and public notice and all that. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

And I would I guess I would leave it to staff to come back and let us know when you can place it on on 

the agenda. If you can get to it. And June or July just I think the public would appreciate the advance 

notice. And if you're not going to be able to present something that's definitive, then we should know 

that so.  All right, count, item 12. Council order number 051602. requests of the police chief to allow the 

finance director to deposit forfeited funds into the police forfeiture reserve accounts. 

 

Glenn Moshier   

So you should all have in your packet the background information around the forfeiture, drug related 

case, individual is found to be in possession of a presumptive amounts. So monies that he had on him 

which he admitted abortion on for drug proceeds were seized. And we need the Council authorization 

for us to move forward in the court system with forfeiture.  

 

Michelle Kaplan   

Has this person been convicted?  

 

Glenn Moshier   

So the so the council has to approve that we will accept them accept the money. And then the court 

proceedings will take place. And if he's convicted, and the forfeiture goes through, and then will receive. 

So we haven't actually, court process has not taken place yet. 

 

Casey Hanson   

We have to give the okay first court process goes by and then if he's convicted. 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

So where's the money now?  

 

Glenn Moshier   

The money hours in our evidence. 



 

Michelle Kaplan   

So it's in your possession now, but you need permission to actually keep it into in your possession. 

 

Glenn Moshier   

Because after the after the trial, if the court orders that the money be returned to the individual, then we 

return the money. If the court upholds the forfeiture than the money then retains you the police 

department. 

 

Steven O'Halloran   

Maybe give me a lesson here. What happens to the money once you receive the money? 

 

Glenn Moshier   

So the money goes into our police departments forfeiture account, and those funds can only be used 

for certain things. equipment, they can't be they cannot be used to pay for salaries, but it can be used 

for equipment or other needs that the police department has. 

 

Marc Blanchette   

And it comes before the council. Correct? Yeah, 

 

Glenn Moshier   

before we spend any recommendation would come to the Council for approval. 

 

Marc Blanchette   

Mr. Chairman, I move to approve the request of the transfer of the defendants in REM in the case of 

State of Maine versus Austin Craig Hamilton pursuant to 15 MRSA section 5824 Dash three and 

section 5826 Dash eight of the Maine Revised Statutes to the city of Ellsworth, and to allow the finance 

director to deposit those monies into the police forfeiture reserve account upon receipt of the funds. 

 

Casey Hanson   

Second,  

 

Dale Hamilton   

motion a second further discussion. All those in favor Aye. All those opposed? Motion passes.  Item 13. 

Council order number 051603 with requests of the public works director to award the Red Bridge Road 

culvert replacement project to engineering 

 

Lisa Sekulich   

Good evening councilors Lisa Sekulich public works director. Back in April I was at the council meeting 

to have this group except the DEP stream crossing grant funds for the replacement of the Red Bridge 

Road over Branch Lake stream culvert. Had the assistance with application to the  Maine DEP for this 

funding from Andrew McCullough engineering. I'm now requesting this group approve an engineering 

contract with Andrew McCullough engineering to complete the design and then oversee the 

construction phase of the culvert replacement project. 

 



 

Michelle Kaplan   

Which is replacing the culvert right? 

 

Lisa Sekulich   

Yes,  a new culvert and then the road actually get brought up a little bit and all new pavement and the 

whole 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

So if we're just replacing the culvert, which is already previously been engineered by whoever put the 

culvert there in the first place, why do we have to engineer it again. 

 

Lisa Sekulich   

So this culvert is 30 plus years old. There's something now called stream smart. Which requires you to 

do 1.2 times bank full width. It's for animals, and fish and that type of thing. So the current culvert is too 

small. And so we have to engineer to have a bigger culvert  

 

Michelle Kaplan   

How big is the culvert now? 

 

Lisa Sekulich   

I wouldn't I don't know off the top of my head. But the new one is going to max out. I believe it's 24 feet 

26 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

the one now is at least 15-20. 

 

Lisa Sekulich   

Probably 15. 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

And so animals and fish can't get through that. 

 

Lisa Sekulich   

So whole different DEP regulations. It's a requirement of DEP and Inland Fisheries. 

 

Steven O'Halloran   

what's driving this whole project. 

 

Lisa Sekulich   

The fact that the current culvert is failing. 

 

Steven O'Halloran   

Or could you elaborate a little bit when it's 

 



 

Lisa Sekulich   

It's at the end of its useful life, the culvert is starting to rot out. Okay, when the metal culvert rots out, 

and it gives away the whole road is going to collapse. So in the next five years, seven years, 10 years, I 

can't say for sure. If we left it and did nothing, we can end up with a giant sinkhole, essentially or a 

collapse. 

 

Steven O'Halloran   

Did you solicit other bids? Or did you 

 

Lisa Sekulich   

this one does not require So previous depending upon where we get money and how we get money 

from different entities. They require different there's different requirements for putting out RFPs this one 

does not require an RFP. So Andrew helped with the application to the DEP for the funding. And thus 

I'm then asking to continue using his services 

 

Marc Blanchette   

Mr. Chairman, move to approve the request of the public works director to award engineering of the 

Red Bridge Road over the Branch Lake stream culvert replacement project to Andrew McCullough 

engineering for not to exceed amount of $57,100 funding for this project to be from the local roads 

capital improvement account 9090 900 Dash 59001 and grant funds. 

 

Casey Hanson   

Second  

 

Dale Hamilton   

a motion a second discussion. 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

it's already been engineered? 

 

Lisa Sekulich   

It's not a regular culvert you put in the ground. So a round culvert that the highway department puts in 

the ground piece plastic, there's no engineering involved. This type of culvert is going to be it's not just 

a culvert it's considered a culvert because it's metal. It's corrugated. It looks like culvert, but it has 

concrete headwalls on the bottom so that the metal will not rust out. It's taking out right now. It's a full 

metal culvert, bottom rusts out, everything collapses. We're going in and we're putting in concrete 

foundations, head walls, and then a corrugated metal top, essentially, totally different things, still 

considered a culvert. But that's something that requires engineering. So essentially a smaller bridge. 

And this is for engineering as well as construction oversight. So when we get to the part where we're 

actually building it, he'll oversee to make sure the concrete is tested, and it's good and it's going to last 

us for the next 50 years. He's going to make sure that they do soil compaction, he's going to make sure 

that the asphalt it's he's going to assist us to make sure that what we spend this money on is going to 

last Outlast probably all of us in this room. 

 



 

Michelle Kaplan   

And we don't have anybody within our staff that could do something similar. 

 

Lisa Sekulich   

Engineer this, probably not. 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

Probably not or definitely not. 

 

Lisa Sekulich   

I have never done one like this before myself. Could I potentially. Do I have the time? No. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

Is this for the roads commission committee, this has been something that's been identified right? 

 

Steven O'Halloran   

if there's a need I'm all for giving it to the local engineer. Thank you for working with this man. 

 

Lisa Sekulich   

I do on many occasions.  

 

Michelle Kaplan   

and so this this, this is something that we are required by the Maine Department of Environmental 

Protection to do 

 

Lisa Sekulich   

No, it's something we're requesting to do before it fails.  

 

Dale Hamilton   

But when we do it, whether it's now or in the future, it does require the engineering,  

 

Lisa Sekulich   

it will require engineering.  

 

Dale Hamilton   

So what at whatever point, 

 

Lisa Sekulich   

at whatever point we do it, it will have to be engineered? 

 

Casey Hanson   

Because whatever point we do it, we have to follow DEP rules 

 

 



 

Lisa Sekulich   

when we will forever have to do the 1.2 times bank full width. Yes. 

 

Marc Blanchette   

And I would guess that engineering of a failed culvert that has collapsed is a whole hell of a lot more 

expensive than the engineering cost of a replacement culvert 

 

Lisa Sekulich   

engineering may be the same, but the construction will be 10 times more  

 

Dale Hamilton   

Right. We have a motion a second. Any further discussion? All those in favor? Unanimous. 

 

Lisa Sekulich   

Thank you. And we there was a picture when I came in April of the type of culvert I'm talking about. So 

if you have your April packet, it shows more of what it looks like. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

Thank you. Item 14 presentation by Green Ellsworth on budget consideration sponsored by Councillor 

Hanson. Do you want to introduce it? Sure. 

 

Casey Hanson   

I have asked members of Green Ellsworth to give a presentation tonight. Green Ellsworth is a 

community organization that was started in 2017 as a collaboration between the Ellsworth Garden Club 

and the city planners office, so it's a collaboration between our community and city staff. Over the 

course of the three years after that, over 2000 members of our community engaged with the process 

through surveys, interviews, workshops, and other meetings. After the three years of gathering 

information from the citizens, businesses and stakeholders that volunteers created a green plan 

document in 2021, outlining this strategic plan to protect our community in the categories of water, food 

and farming, land, transportation and energy and solid waste. In the past five months of being a city 

councilor, I've heard a lot about essential infrastructure projects that have been kicked down the road 

and now need to be addressed. All of these projects will require time, money and energy. Unless we 

plan to continually raise taxes which nobody wants. I think the only way to tackle these large goals is to 

engage members of our community. Green Ellsworth has an impressive number of volunteers, many of 

whom have expertise in Ellsworth's natural resources. They are willing to volunteer their expertise for 

the benefit of our community. And they have shown that they are willing to do the legwork that can help 

the city successfully apply for grant money to help offset the costs of these necessary projects that 

we've put off in the past. So Gary Fortier and Nicole Grohowski are going to present a greenhouse 

worth document that we received back in February with their advice about budget concerns which felt 

appropriate during this budget season. 

 

Gary Fortier   

Thank you, councilor Hanson for sponsoring this. First off, I apologize for the snafu earlier. I couldn't sit 

there and be quiet and let you guys get yourself in trouble. So thank you for dealing with that in the way 



 

you did. As councilors mentioned, this is a citizens group. I was asked as a city councilor back in 17, to 

be the liaison between that table and the group by Michelle Gagnon, city planner. I have branched out 

into the Ellsworth Green action team, which does the solid waste and energy efficient end of it. That's 

where my interest was. Tonight on the table, not knowing whether you have in your packet, I put a four 

page document, which is what you should have received in February. I apologize for the notes on it. I 

have my dirty copy. I didn't have a clean one to photocopy for you. One of the most important issues 

that we as a group have been working on is trying to position Ellsworth for a successful comprehensive 

plan. All the studies that you see listed on page one, we as a group feel are necessary in order to do a 

full depth comprehensive plan. There's a lot of money involved. But there's a lot of money to be lost. 

You ask all your planners and economic development how many points you lose immediately on grants 

when they find out you don't have a current comprehensive plan. We're in violation of state law 

because we don't have one. So they take points away. I'm gonna go down just highlight a few of the 

budget allocations that what we did was take a chronological steps of the green plan and pick off, pick 

off the, what we thought were the most important, immediate capital improvements and funding that we 

as a group thought we wanted you to tackle first. And as I said, on the first page, you've got all the 

studies. And I'm just going to touch on this. We've got an incredible code enforcement office, but you're 

understaffed. since Dwight Tilton left building in Ellsworth is exponentially rose faster than we've kept 

up with staff. So that's, that's, I think, the one position in here that we would love to see you do 

something with. Sustainability seed funding- Planner Gagnon years ago, we had a fund like that for 

drainage issues. And has I don't think it's been used in the last few years. Card Brook, we all know that 

the city's gonna have to do something pretty substantial out there to meet with the DEP need some 

grant money that may already be in a budget, I haven't seen this year's budget. And someone made a 

comment previous that if you really want to protect your lakes, start tracking septic systems, excellent 

point. Branch Lake group did a comprehensive water quality study around the lake a couple of years 

ago.  Point source pollution is a big threat out there. You'll see in here that we're looking at pooling 

some money with possibly Orland to get rid of the sedimentation that comes from joint drainage and 

roads out around four corners Winkumpaugh and happytown. We don't think that's a taxpayer issue. 

We think that's a water quality issue. That similar to when we bought the fen property years ago to 

protect, it's much cheaper to protect the quality of the water then clean it after it's dirty. And just so you 

know, 1/3 of the city tax dollars derived from shorefront property. So when that property gets devalued, 

your tax base goes down. Volunteers designate $20,000 in matching funds and work with partner 

organizations of which we have numerous, I'm not going to try to list them here. But if you go on our 

website at green ellsworth.org, you will see a number of local organizations that are partnered with us 

in this effort. We'd like to continue the partnership with the City on a project canopy grant that we just 

did by McDonald's. We'd like to continue with that. There's a good opportunity at the Jordan homestead 

down the bayside road. Frenchmen Bay Conservancy is building a tree farm, fence it in and nurture 

trees up so we can plant them all over the city. That may be something that the city is interested in 

partnering with. To replace some of the ones on high streets you have to pay full dollar form. 

Comprehensive transportation color to study big money. I would suggest that you people that have 

been elected in the last five years have heard a lot about the traffic in Ellsworth. When I first got on and 

92 All I heard was the traffic in Ellsworth. We haven't fixed it yet. So another thing to do with 

transportation is I know the manager has people working on it. But we need to take over the streetlights 

turn them into LEDs. Now that we've cleared the net energy billing hurdle of being able to include the 

street lights on the billing. It's a no brainer to get them done for the environment and as well as the 



 

pocketbook. Drainage improvements. I don't think Councilor Blanchette was there when we talked 

about when the hospital built their emergency room they were talking about starting up on Carlisle 

Street and going into the river with an all new drainage system. That was probably $8 or $9 million back 

then. Guess what, it's probably $18 to $20 Now, it's going to be $30-$35 I've in a couple of years. So 

that's one of those capital improvement projects you may want to be looked at to bond now and pay as 

you go to get it done. Some of our members are really interested in following up with the manager on 

converting over to some EVs electric vehicles. I know we were, he tried to get one in the last budget 

cycle, it just wasn't anything around. Cost cutting and revenue generation proposals, 

 

Marc Blanchette   

Gary, on the EV vehicle, either EV or hybrid. I'd stick with the hybrid. 

 

Gary Fortier   

There are some places I agree with you. I don't want to cop cars sitting on the Bangor road run out 

electricity. 

 

Marc Blanchette   

Well. I don't want I don't want staff driving a car or getting hung up in traffic, let's say on 1A in the 

wintertime. And you know, they've got 20 minutes of heat left. 

 

Gary Fortier   

That's a management decision we're just recommending. They were some conversation in the 2004 

comp plan about open space development fees- was never done. The city wide policy of idle city 

vehicles to reduce use of fossil fuels, very easy to do. Expand recycling, that's one from my committee 

that I serve on. Even if you get $1 a ton for a number four plastic, you're saving $78 a ton not having to 

lug it to PERC. So there is a savings there. And with everything being blown around the city, we had 

roadside pickup this spring and got bags and bags and bags and stuff off side of the road. Plenty of 

grants out there shore and harbor planning grants main coastal program, AMERICAN rescue plan Act 

funds haven't seen the list of where you expect to spend those. That's about all I'm going to talk about 

other than it's it's been very interesting to work with this group of environmentally conscious people. But 

they're there for the right reason. We're trying to help the city get to a comprehensive plan that matches 

what our citizens want. We've had 30 or 40 presentations on Zoom and in person attended by two to 

3000 people total. And we've taken their input and we put it into this plan. I invite you to go on our 

website, the whole plan is there. It's an enormous I'm going to turn it over to our state rep. Nicole 

Grohowski. Until you get done with me, don't you who is going to talk to you about what assets there 

are through the state? 

 

Dale Hamilton   

Yes, sir. So I The question I have is the reality about energy costs. What we all know, is it costs to 

produce energy, regardless of what type of what way you're producing it. And we all know where the 

electricity is at now. We also know that there's limits on how that electricity is produced and the cost. So 

there's always a cost, it's a matter of who's paying for the cost. And, and I don't always hear that 

perspective, that balance, of the reality in some of these proposals, in terms of pushing costs in one 

direction, and not looking at the overall efficiency and effectiveness of that. And it's not to say that there 



 

that isn't doesn't have a role and a place. But I guess I'm wondering where the committee stands in 

terms of having an open mind and to look at the reality of situation and balance that plan was 

something that's sustainable from a fiscal perspective, because what I know is that any plan that is 

going to be too expensive that cannot be afforded by the majority of the population is never going to be 

constructed. And so if there isn't a willingness to look at that and come up with a balanced approach, 

then the positive parts of it get lost just on that basis alone. And so I'm just I'm wondering, I don't see 

that in the plan. I don't see it in the overall plan I see one side presented. Is there a willingness of the 

committee to really look at that issue? 

 

Gary Fortier   

Absolutely. Absolutely. And I agree with you 100%, I wouldn't feel comfortable charging up my EV or 

anything. And saying that it's rechargeable. If I knew that that electricity was being made with natural 

gas, or oil or coal. It's like the solar project that the city signed on with, we can't say that we're using 

solar power. We're not we're buying the energy credits. And the team that we had working on that I was 

part of after I was off Council. Everybody's getting your 15% off your light bill, if you sign up community 

solar, while your team negotiated a 26% discount on these credits. So that's unheard of in this area for 

a company to do that. But this is a group of knowledgeable, responsible people that will look at 

everything if you ask them to. 

 

Steven O'Halloran   

if if there was one thing that in your mind floats to the top in this list, what would that one thing be? 

 

Gary Fortier   

personally get a comprehensive plan done. It is going to feed all the grantsmanship that'll help us do 

the rest of it. But until you get a comprehensive plan, on the books approved by citizens in the state, we 

lose points in every grant we go. personally, I'm not speaking from the whole Green plan but for me it 

would be to get the darn plan done. And green Ellsworth standing ready and willing to be part of that. 

Because we have the people we have the expertise to do that. So we stand ready and willing to help. 

Thank you. 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

Yes. Are you familiar with the 17 Sustainable Development Goals from the UN agenda 2030. I 

recommend that you read that because that's where all of this is actually coming from. It was signed by 

160 nations in I believe it was 1992. And it's not just about green. Green is the mask for the control that 

this represents Agenda 2030. It started off as agenda 21. The agenda for the 21st century. The new 

one is agenda 2030, which is the agenda that we have to reach by 2030. And then of course, agenda 

2050. And once you familiarize yourself with that, and dive down that rabbit hole, start looking at the UN  

meetings from the UN, which I want a clean environment. I want sustainability. I like walking paths. But 

for every every thing you give up here in a grant, you have to give up something 

 

Gary Fortier   

trade off for everything. 

 

 



 

Michelle Kaplan   

Yes. It talks about moving all Americans around the globe away from a meat based diet. All of us. 

 

Gary Fortier   

Marc would agree with that, but I wouldn't. 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

But you may not have a choice. All of the things that you see going up in price right now are by design, 

gas, beef, milk, eggs, dairy. It's by design, look at the meeting minutes under UN agenda 2030 which is 

where this stuff is based on 17 Sustainable Development Goals. Okay, it specifically talks about 

population control. It talks about reducing the global population. And it's not conspiracy theory, when it's 

in the United Nations, open meetings that you can watch for yourself. And this stuff, I can sign on to 

EVs but EVs don't pay gas tax. Okay, those gas taxes helped build the roads. \I think that some of the 

things are great. I would not be with anything that's restricting anyone's individual liberty, or their private 

property rights. Just because I want to put a culvert in a ditch does not mean that that's a wetland. And 

they started this from the ground up with planning boards, the International Commission on 

environmental initiatives  started it by training the planning boards, with restrictive codes, that they 

could then control private property rights. And I think the more people that know about agenda 21, 

agenda 2030 and agenda 2050, the more we can fight back against it. It's the very reason I ran for 

Council.  

 

Casey Hanson   

Well, I just think green Ellsworth. I mean, Gary, who's the spokesperson for it tonight didn't know about 

plan 2021. So I think we can safely assume that green Ellsworth as an organization isn't part of a global 

UN related conspiracy. I mean, its goals are to solve some of the problems that we're having locally. 

And there's only going to be one, that money is going to come from the taxpayer or it's going to come 

from some kind of grants, there's no other way. So 

 

Gary Fortier   

I tell you, folks, I have on my wall I have in my office. I call it an ME wall. It's got all my plaques and 

letters from governors and stuff like that. I have one up there, where I was accused of treason by a 

former city councilor, because I advocated to join the MDI League of Towns, and that was a UN 

doctrine, League of Cities. That had nothing to do with us. But I actually have a notary accusation of 

treason. So 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

the grants come with strings. And those strings come with restrictions. And the restrictions come with 

ordinances, especially when we looking at a comprehensive plan. 

 

Nicole Grohowski   

Good evening, everyone. Nicola Grohowski, citizen of Ellsworth, your state representative, sorry, we 

didn't get to sort of finish our presentation before we went to questions. But I mainly we've been here a 

long night. I know. So I don't want to go on for long. But I mainly wanted to point out how many citizens 

how many of the people that we both serve, have participated in this process, have come to that with 



 

their own personal expertise, professional expertise, not being guided by anyone but their own 

knowledge and experience living in this community. And in the many jobs that they've had. They've 

come together, they've listened to citizens and other residents of the region to come up with this plan. 

As Gary ably went through the document, we have identified a lot of places for short term action. You'll 

notice on that document, there are a lot of places where we've identified where the American rescue 

plan funding could come from. And other places we've identified where there are state opportunities, 

those are really important to me, because when I knock on doors of constituents in this community, I 

hear a lot about problems that need to be solved, but also the competing concern about taxes. So I 

think it behooves all of us who've serve the citizens of Ellsworth to look for opportunities to supplement 

taxpayer dollars in order to solve these problems. Additionally, I think it's important that we look towards 

citizens who are willing to give their time and their energy in kind, and their expertise to help us solve 

these problems. For a number of years, people on the committee that I serve on with Gary the 

Ellsworth Green Action Team have been asking, Could citizens join the solid waste committee, we see 

that there are councilors on that committee who really want to participate, but there are so many 

burdens on your time, as public servants, I fully recognize that, and I thank you for that service, 

because I know it's not easy. And so we wonder, you know, could we help, you know, we have 

knowledge we have time, we have experience to share to Gary's point about recycling, the amount of 

money we could make if we were recycling boxboard right now is significant. Those prices have gone 

up in the market. And there are citizens who would be happy to be consulting with the city and 

suggesting opportunities for generating revenue because we do not want any of the things that we're 

proposing to end up costing taxpayers more than what they're already paying. Now. In fact, we'd like to 

see savings through doing maintenance at the time we should be doing maintenance, accessing grants 

when they are available. Yes, we should look at the stipulations in the grants to make sure that they 

benefit the citizens that we serve, but we shouldn't shy away from them and I agree 100% with Gary, 

that the number one thing we need to do is finish that comprehensive plan. I looked on the website, the 

state website today about the Community Development Committee block development grants and 

found that we haven't received one since 2016. Between 1994 In 2016, we received $3.6 million, 

Bucksport, in that time has received $5.7 million. I think that we need to do better for our citizens, 

because that is money that they are not paying through their taxes to solve the problems that we hear 

about every day, such as what's going on with our traffic? Our do we need extra street lights? Do we 

want a walking path along the river, there are so many of these concerns that I hear that I'm sure many 

of you hear that we'd like to address, but we need to be sensitive to how we address them. So I just 

want to say it's been a privilege to work with many of you as we've served concurrently. And that if 

there are programs at the state level that you have questions about, that I can get information about or 

you wonder is Ellsworth eligible or not, you can always feel free to reach out to me, staff can feel free to 

reach out to me, I want to make sure that the solutions we're creating at the state level benefit people 

here in Ellsworth, and don't go to benefit other communities and not us, because I work really hard with 

my colleagues to try to create programs that will solve the problems that I hear about. But we have to 

make sure that we are accessing them here as well. So I just want to say that I'm happy to be a 

resource. I'm thrilled to hear from your Public Works and your economic development director, a plan to 

access a new infrastructure adaptation fund for stormwater, the application is due at the end of this 

month, and they have an application in process that I'm very supportive of. So I just want you to know 

that there is a lot of interest from staff to do this kind of work and to connect with, state, resources. But 

any opportunities that I see, I always try to flag them. And certainly if there's ones that you have 



 

questions about as counselors or staff have questions about, I want to be that resource so that we can 

solve problems for the citizens of Ellsworth. Thank you. 

 

Glenn Moshier   

I just want to add that we have staff members, particularly economic development director, Janna and, 

and Lisa Sekulich, in our public works department that work on grant applications version daily, and 

they're always pursuing different opportunities and ways to divert the cost of many of the needs of the 

city. And they work tirelessly to find additional funds to to make that burden lessen on our citizens. So I 

certainly, and we certainly are willing to and anxious to help to offer and work with others who want to 

help to further that cause. But I think it has to be said that our staff works tirelessly to pursue those 

opportunities, as it is. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

Anything else? 

 

Michelle Kaplan   

I would just note that, you know, as far as the restricting property rights, you know, it's just interesting 

that it's requesting that we increase the code enforcement officers to a total of 3. So that's just kind of 

goes along those restrictions. And I mean, yes, I like trees. I like the water, but I not for restricting 

private property 

 

Nicole Grohowski   

I would just comment on that point. I believe that right now you have one code enforcement officer and 

one person who's doing administration for that office, whereas previously, we had two code 

enforcement officers. 

 

Glenn Moshier   

Well, we have we have a code enforcement officer, and we have a deputy who also does fire and life 

safety. So we still have to code. And actually our administrative person in there is also learning and has 

capacity to do some code enforcement as well. But she has received some certification. 

 

Casey Hanson   

I had just heard and I can't actually remember who I heard this from that, like, for example, on branch 

lake that there are people who are building things without getting permits for them. And not that the 

code enforcement officers aren't working hard but if they had more support staff, then they could be 

following up on these things that are being that would be losing Ellsworth money if people aren't getting 

permits or paying for the buildings they actually have on their property.  

 

Glenn Moshier   

That's not done by Code Enforcement. That's done by assessing. Code enforcement goes out and 

enforces building code, fire life safety codes and, and they all of the information that comes through the 

planning department, through goes through code for inspection, and certainly if they find out about 

construction, they will go to that site immediately. And follow up with that. I'm not aware of any 

construction on branch lake that's going on without Correct Code enforcement involvement and building 



 

codes and  building permits. And certainly, if they do, and we find out about it, we can go out and code 

can pursue that and get those building permits after the fact. 

 

Casey Hanson   

Yeah, I should ask for specific examples of that. I just can't remember who told me. 

 

Dale Hamilton   

I do agree with the data, I think, a plan and that's why I've supported us moving forward with the 

comprehensive plan. I think you have to have a plan first, and then come up with strategies and come 

up with the right strategies to solve the right problem. And I think that probably there's this group's out 

in front because you've been doing the work, and you move to the place of with some 

recommendations, but I do think as a community, everybody needs to have that opportunity to 

participate. And then we can prioritize and come up with the solutions that that work to solve whatever 

the problem is, that are identified in that, that planning efforts. So thank you. All right. Thank you.  Item 

15 executive session pursuant to one MRSA section 405 6 D to discuss labor negotiations between the 

city of Ellsworth and Ellsworth Police Association, affiliated with the Maine Association, Association of 

Police MAP. 

 

Marc Blanchette   

So move, 

 

Dale Hamilton   

motion,  

 

Casey Hanson   

Second.  

 

Dale Hamilton   

Motion a second. All in favor. All opposed?  we are going into Executive Session. 



 

SPECIAL MEETING NOTICE 

 

This special meeting of the Ellsworth City Council will be held on Monday, May 23, 2022 at 6:00 PM in 

the Ellsworth City Hall Council Chambers 

 
Meetings will continue to be broadcast live on the City of Ellsworth, Maine Facebook page and YouTube Page; as 

well as recorded and made available live on Spectrum Channel 1303.  

 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ellsworthme 

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/c/CityofEllsworthMaine 

 

AGENDA with motions** 

 

1. Public hearing and action on the issuance of Business License (s): 

 

 Ellsworth Casa Jalisco LLC d/b/a Casa Jalisco, 205 High Street for new City Class C License (Liquor 

and Victualer) and new State Restaurant (Class I, II, III and IV) Malt, Spirituous, and Vinous Liquor 

License ** 

Motion to approve by Marc, seconded by Robert, passed 7-0 

 151 Main LLC d/b/a Riverside Café, 151 Main Street, for a new City Class C license (Victualer and 

Liquor) and New State Restaurant Class I, II, III, IV Malt, Spirituous and Vinous Liquor License ** 

Motion to approve by Marc, seconded by Robert, passed 7-0 

 

2. Public hearing and action on Council Order #052301, the Ellsworth School Budget Resolutions for FY 

2023. (O’Halloran explained for perceived conflict, he is recusing himself from all school votes as his 

spouse works for the school.  Hamilton and Miller disclosed they have spouses that work for the ESD 

also, but did not feel a conflict exists and will vote) 
a. Order Approving State/Local EPS Funding Allocation for Public Education from Kindergarten 

to Grade 12 for Ellsworth Schools for FY2023.  

Motion to approve by Casey for $7,882,538.34, seconded by Robert, passed 5-1-1 (Kaplan 

opposed, O’Halloran abstained) 

b. Order Approving Non-State Funded School Construction Debt Service For Ellsworth Schools 

For FY2023.  

Motion to approve by Casey for $88,100.50, seconded by Robert, passed 6-1 (O’Halloran 

abstained) 

c. Order Raising And Appropriating Additional Local Funds For Ellsworth Schools For FY2023. 

Motion to approve by Casey for $3,050,893.07 seconded by Robert, passed 5-1-1 (Kaplan 

opposed, O’Halloran abstained) 

d. Order Approving Total School Operating Budget for Ellsworth Schools for FY2023.  

Motion to approve by Casey for $25,030,659.57, seconded by Robert, passed 5-1-1 (Kaplan 

opposed, O’Halloran abstained) 

e. Order Appropriating And Raising Funds For Adult Education For FY 2023 As Required By The 

Maine Revised Statues, Title 20-A M.R.S.A. §8603-A (1). 

Motion to approve by Casey for $287,753.38, seconded by Robert, passed 6-1 (O’Halloran 

abstained) 

f. Order Raising Local Funds for Food Service in the Ellsworth Public Schools for FY2023. 

Motion to approve by Casey for $208,181.09 seconded by Robert, passed 6-1 (O’Halloran 

abstained) 

g. Order Authorizing Expenditure of Grants and Other Receipts for School Department Programs. 

Motion to approve by Casey, seconded by Robert, passed 6-0 (O’Halloran abstained) 

h. Order Authorizing Disposition of Additional State Funding for Public Schools for FY2023 in the 

event of an increase. 

             Motion to approve by Casey, seconded by Robert, passed 6-0 (O’Halloran abstained) 

ITEM #4 MINUTES OF 5/23/22
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3. Council Order #052302 Request of the City Clerk to set the date for a Special Municipal School Validation 

referendum 

Motion to approve July 12, 2022 by Marc, seconded by Robert, passed 6-0-1 (O’Halloran abstained) 

 

4. Public hearing and action on the adoption of a continuing resolution to fund the city’s school department 

and accounts in an amount sufficient to finance necessary expenses until a final budget resolve is in force.  

Motion to approve by Casey, seconded by Robert, passed 6-0-1 (O’Halloran abstained) 

 

5. Council Order #052303 Request of the Public Works Director to accept funds from the Maine DHHS and 

to allow the City Manager to sign the required documentation 

Motion to approve by Marc, seconded by Robert, passed 7-0 

 

6. Council Order #052304, Request of the Public Works Director to award the Mill Dam Culvert repair 

project to KJ Dugas construction. 

Motion to approve by Marc, seconded by Michelle, passed 7-0 

 

7. Adjournment. 

Motion to adjourn by Marc, seconded by Robert, passed 7-0 
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Development Services Department 
1 City Hall Plaza ♦ Ellsworth, ME  04605-1942 

Phone (207) 669-6655  

www.ellsworthmaine.gov 

 

MEMO 
 

To: City Council  
From: Janna Richards, Director of Development Services 
Cc:  Glenn Moshier, City Manager; Elena Piekut, City Planner; Lori Roberts, Code Enforcement 

Officer; Reggie Winslow, Water Superintendent; Adam Wilson, Harbormaster; John Wedin, 
Watershed Steward  

Date: June 9, 2022 
Re: Overnight Mooring and Anchorage Control Ordinance 
            
 
Background 
 
A draft ordinance and background information/materials were provided to the Council for their May 16, 
2022 regularly scheduled meeting.  The draft ordinance was presented to the Council, there was public 
comment taken, and there was Council discussion; however, action on the proposed draft ordinance was 
tabled as there were councilors absent from the meeting.  Therefore, the proposed draft ordinance is 
being presented again at the June 20, 2022 Council meeting. 
  
Draft Ordinance 
 
Since action on the proposed ordinance was tabled at the May meeting, there have been no substantive 
changes to the draft ordinance and only one minor change has been made to the definition of the 
“Overnight Period” which is now between the hours of 9:00pm to 4:00am.  This change was based on 
comments/discussion amongst the Council as well as members of the public. 
 
At the May 16, 2022 Council meeting, there was some discussion/public comment suggesting potential 
changes to the definition of “houseboat”; however, lacking specific direction from the Council and lacking 
a Council vote/action, this definition has remained unchanged for now.  Staff does want to clarify that as 
written currently:  

 the ordinance does not propose to regulate common swim floats or boats/canoes/kayaks during 
any time of the day;   

 the ordinance does propose to regulate “houseboats”, or any craft where there is evidence of 
sleeping and/or toilet facilities, which are moored or anchored “overnight”; 

 the ordinance does apply to all “houseboats”, registered or unregistered, regardless if they are 
owned by a shorefront landowner or if they have the permission of a shorefront landowner. 

 

ITEM 9: PUBLIC HEARING: OLD 
BUSINESS OVERNIGHT 
MOORING
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Also at the May 16, 2022 Council meeting, there was some discussion surrounding a “landowner 
exception”, which would allow shorefront landowners, or those with permission from a shorefront 
landowner, to moor/anchor a “houseboat” overnight.  Again, lacking specific direction from the Council 
and lacking a Council vote/action, this “landowner exception” has not been inserted into the current draft 
ordinance.  The Council can further discuss this insertion at the June 20, 2022 meeting if they so desire.  A 
motion directing staff to make this insertion should be taken to understand if this change is to be made.  
 
Next Steps & Suggested Motion 
 
The next step would be for the Council to vote on the draft ordinance as presented.  The suggested 
motion for that vote is as follows: 
 
Move to approve the proposed Overnight Mooring and Anchorage Control Ordinance. 
 
If the motion to approve the draft ordinance as presented fails, the Council has the option, if they so 
desire, to vote on a new motion in order to direct staff to make changes to the ordinance as presented. 
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CHAPTER ____ 
OVERNIGHT MOORING AND ANCHORAGE CONTROL ORDINANCE 

CITY OF ELLSWORTH, MAINE 
 
Article 1   Purpose  
 
This Chapter shall be known and cited as the Overnight Mooring and Anchorage Control 
Ordinance for the City of Ellsworth, Maine. 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to assure the safety, health and welfare of the citizens of 
the City of Ellsworth, and to balance the public’s right to access and navigate on Great 
Ponds while protecting property rights and values. 
  
Article 2    Authority and Applicability 
  

2.1 This chapter is adopted pursuant to Home Rule Powers as provided for in 
Article VIII-A of the Maine Constitution and Title 30-A, M.R.S.A., Section 
3001 and to the extent applicable, Title 38, M.R.S.A., Section 3.  

  
2.2 The provisions of this Chapter shall apply to all Great Ponds within the 

City of Ellsworth (except to the extent it conflicts with more restrictive 
provisions for Branch Lake as the City’s drinking water supply, as 
governed by Chapter 55).  Chapter 3 applies to the Union River. 

 
Article 3    Definitions  
 

3.1 Houseboat: Any ship, boat, raft, float, catamaran or marine craft of any 
description upon or within which are located sleeping and/or toilet facilities, 
regardless of whether such facilities are of a permanent or temporary 
nature. 

 
3.2 Overnight period: The period of time between 9:00PM to 4:00AM. 
 
3.3 Mooring/Anchorage: The beaching, grounding, or tying of a houseboat to 

the shore of any Great Pond in the City of Ellsworth, and the anchoring of 
a houseboat on any Great Pond in the City of Ellsworth. 

 
Article 4    Overnight Mooring/Anchorage Prohibited 
 
No houseboat shall be beached, grounded, or tied to the shore of any Great Pond in the 
City of Ellsworth for an overnight period or any part of an overnight period, except in 
cases of emergency.  No houseboat shall be anchored on any Great Pond for an 
overnight period or any part of an overnight period, except in cases of emergency. 
 
Article 5    Shorefront Property Owner  
  
If a shorefront property owner notifies the City of Ellsworth of a violation of this 
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ordinance, the owner thereby grants to the City of Ellsworth access to the property for 
the purpose of investigating the alleged violation.  
  
Article 6    Enforcement 
 
Any duly designated Ellsworth Police Officer and the City of Ellsworth Code 
Enforcement Officer are authorized and shall have the authority to enforce all provisions 
of this ordinance. 
 
Article 7   Civil Violation and Enforcement  
  
Violations of this ordinance shall be enforced in the District Court under 4 M.R.S.A. § 
152 and M.R.Civ.P. 80H. A violation of this ordinance shall be a civil violation 
punishable by a fine of not less than $250 nor more than $1,000 for each offense. Every 
overnight that a violation continues shall constitute a separate offense. All finds shall 
inure to the benefit of the City of Ellsworth.   
 
 
Dated June 6, 2022 
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Development Services Department 
1 City Hall Plaza ♦ Ellsworth, ME  04605-1942 

Phone (207) 669-6655  

www.ellsworthmaine.gov 

 

MEMO 
 

To: City Council  
From: Janna Richards, Director of Development Services 
Cc:  Glenn Moshier, City Manager; Elena Piekut, City Planner; Lori Roberts, Code Enforcement 

Officer; Reggie Winslow, Water Superintendent; Adam Wilson, Harbormaster; John Wedin, 
Watershed Steward  

Date: May 11, 2022 
Re: Overnight Mooring and Anchorage Control Ordinance 
            
 
Background 
 
Briefly, to provide context to new councilors and to remind other councilors, the Development Services 
Director/Economic Development Director has been tasked with working with the council on this directive 
due to turnover/new staffing in the Planning and Code Enforcement offices over the past 1.5 years. 
 
Below is a timeline outlining Council/Staff/Public input and discussion on the restriction of floating 
structures on inland waters in Ellsworth: 

 At the Council level, the conversation regarding the regulation of floating structures on inland 
waters in Ellsworth began at the April 2021 council meeting as an agenda item sponsored by 
previous City Councilor, Heather Grindle.  The outcome of that meeting was that the City Manager 
would direct City staff to research the regulation of floating structures on inland waters in the 
State of Maine. An excerpt from the April 2021 Council Meeting Minutes are attached for 
reference.   

 The results of that research were provided to the Council in preparation for a Council/Staff 
workshop held in June 2021.  The memo provided to the Council at that time are attached.  No 
action was taken at the workshop.   

 At the September 2021 Council meeting, Council voted 5-2 to “authorize city staff to develop an 
ordinance that restricts the overnight mooring/anchoring of boats, floats, houseboats, or other 
floating structures to landowners and/or individuals who have received written permission from a 
landowner.”  An excerpt from the September 2021 Council Meeting Minutes are attached for 
reference.   

 
To write the draft ordinance, an internal committee composed of City staff with experience on this topic 
was formed.  Committee members include: the City Manager/Police Chief, City Planner, Code 
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Enforcement Officer, Harbormaster, Economic Development Director, Branch Lake Watershed Steward, 
and Water Superintendent.   
 
Draft Ordinance 
 
The proposed, draft ordinance is included within this Council packet.  In summary, the ordinance prohibits 
houseboats from mooring or anchoring overnight (10pm – 4am), except in cases of emergency, on any 
Great Pond in the City of Ellsworth.   
 
In drafting the proposed ordinance, the internal staff committee assessed the concerns and comments of 
the Council and the public during the past council meetings and the workshop, and summarized that the 
ordinance would address two primary concerns which were vocalized during those meetings: 1) 
environmental concerns/a need for environmental protection, and 2) property rights concerns/a need to 
regulate extended and/or overnight stays on a floating craft on Great Ponds.    
 
The internal staff committee also found that the City of Ellsworth has precedent for regulating houseboats 
for the purpose of addressing the two primary concerns listed above.  Chapter 55 Water Supply Protection 
Ordinance prohibits houseboats from Branch Lake in order to protect the City’s drinking water supply.  
This ordinance’s purpose is primarily to address environmental concerns on Branch Lake and to promote 
environmental protection, specifically to the water quality of that lake.  Chapter 3 Harbor Ordinance 
prohibits houseboats from mooring at the Harbor/Union River in an effort to mitigate short-term rental 
habitation, which could include extended and/or overnight stays. 
 
The Council’s motion from the September 2021 meeting provided the directive to regulate “boats, floats, 
houseboats, or other floating structures”.  The definition of “houseboat” provided in the draft proposed 
ordinance is broad enough to encompass boats, floats, or other floating structures, so long as sleeping 
and/or toilet facilities (permanent or temporary) are found upon or within the craft.  The Council’s motion 
from the September 2021 meeting also provided the directive that “restricts the overnight 
mooring/anchoring… to landowners and/or individuals who have received written permission from a 
landowner.”  To be able to fully support the primary purpose of the proposed ordinance (environmental 
protection and regulation of extended/overnight stays/short-term rentals on Great Ponds), staff found 
that the ordinance should apply to all “houseboats” on Great Ponds in Ellsworth, regardless of ownership 
by a landowner or permission from a landowner.  
 
The first version of the proposed, draft ordinance was made available for public review the week of May 2, 
2022.  Since that version was written, the City’s attorney reviewed the proposed, draft ordinance, and 
provided edits.  These edits primarily affect the “Civil Violation and Enforcement” section of the ordinance, 
making a violation to this ordinance a civil violation under the Maine Rules of Civil Procedure, instead of a 
land use violation model, which was presented in the May 2, 2022 draft version.  Both versions of the 
ordinance are being made to the Council and the public. 
 
Suggested Motion 
 
Move to approve the proposed Overnight Mooring and Anchorage Control Ordinance. 



Council Order #042103, Discussion concerning different options for dealing with floating 

structures on lakes within the City of Ellsworth. (Sponsored by Councilor Grindle). 

 

Councilor Grindle reminded the audience that this was just a discussion item and no action 

would be taken this evening.  This issue was brought to her attention by a number of people; 

particularly in regards to the discussions that are currently taking place at the State level 

regarding floating structures on the State’s lakes and ponds.  She does have a particular interest 

in this topic and the City already has an Ordinance that covers houseboats at the Harbor.  Grindle 

felt it was very important to keep in mind that the City has taken the time and money to make the 

lakes and ponds accessible to all residents as well as others who would like to use them.  This is 

an opportunity for residents to come forward and discuss this issue further because there may be 

something happening at the State level and there is already a number of cities and towns in the 

State that have already adopted some sort of an Ordinance.  Councilor Lyons questioned whether 

the City was trying to do away with people having boats moored in the lakes and ponds or one of 

the big slide floats.  There were several people present this evening to discuss the topic; Grindle 

was very interested in hearing about what is happening at the State level.     

 

See attachment #6 for prepared statements from Audrey Tunney, Dale Jellison, Andy Hamilton, 

and Layne Rowe.  

 

Audrey Tunney, property owner on Green Lake, member of the Hancock County Lakes 

Association, and President of the Green Lake Association spoke on behalf of both of those 

organizations this evening.  Hancock County Lakes Association is an alliance of the individual 

lake associations in the area to help one another and support one another particularly in 

environmental protection of the lake.  Tunney stated the Green Lake Association has worked 

with the community at Green Lake for many years; their purpose is to advance and promote 

Green Lake as a valuable natural resource.  The focus is on environmental protection, which 

includes wildlife.  Other topics of protection include water quality, recreational safety, limitation 

of noise and light pollution.  These objectives are met through programs, publications, and 

educational opportunities.  They are available to help the property owners become the best 

stewards possible, to protect the lake and in so doing protect their property values.  The shore 

front values are an important part of Ellsworth’s tax base.  Tunney stated owners of property 

around the lakes have been and are about to be more substantially affected by individuals 

mooring out in front of their shorefront property without permission.  She felt the houseboats 

present a series of risks; she painted a picture of what some of those could be.  Tunney provided 

some testimony from Tim Peabody, Inland Fisheries and Wildlife (IFW) Deputy Commissioner 

on the topic of LD 626.  The houseboats present three risks to the State’s great ponds, 

interference with wildlife, interference with navigation, and the unauthorized discharge of gray 

and black water because some of the structures are not designed with toilet facilities.  Tunney 

added noise as a potential risk.  She was in support of the Council and City staff reviewing the 

concerns addressed this evening and see if there is a way that the City could mediate some 

solutions to these problems as some other cities have done.   

 

Tunney introduced Dale Jellison, a member of the Green Lake Association and property owner 

at Green Lake who has been involved in researching this issue as well as participating in the 

public hearings for LD 626.  Jellison stated on March 15, 2021 the IFW committee (State 



committee) that is chaired by Senator James Dill introduced LD 626.  During that testimony, 

Tim Peabody, Deputy Commissioner for IFW presented several different issues that he felt the 

Committee should hear.  Representative Stearns explained the focus is related to floating camps 

as he described a situation on Moosehead Lake.  In this area a floating camp is rented out to the 

public, it is moored near a shoreline in front of a house.  This is not a new issue, IFW and 

Department of Agriculture Conservation and Forestry (DACF) have dealt with several scenarios 

similar to this on Rangeley, Sebago, Long, and Androscoggin lakes just as an example.  Jellison 

noted this is a cross jurisdictional issue that impacts both DACF and IFW’s authority as well as 

municipal ordinance in some situations.  Peabody went on to explain these static floating homes 

or camps that are connected to moorings displace water surface on great ponds that are held in 

public trust for citizens to have free access to navigate.  Having no way to stop or minimize the 

number of these structures that are moored within the water safety zone could and does in some 

cases greatly impact navigation for commercial and recreational boating activity.  The 

submerged lands program housed within DACF has rules that prohibit non-water dependent uses 

such as floating houses or camps but doesn’t have a mechanism to enforce them.  Jellison stated 

having structure such as the ones described often creates issues of waste disposal, a lack of 

maintenance, and subsequent material settling at the bottom of the lake.  Many times the owner 

does not have the means to take care of it and the work to recover materials falls on a State 

Agency or a municipality to clean it up.  According to Jellison both IFW and DACF agree this 

issue needs to be addressed and are fully supportive of the discussion due to the complexities 

mentioned they are asking the Committee to consider allowing the departments to work together 

and identify all the sections of law that may be affected by this issue and perhaps propose a 

solution.  The testimony from Peabody was well received by the Committee and Jellison 

believes this is the time for action.  LD 626 was sent back to workshop following the public 

hearing with an estimated time frame Statewide to not come out of Committee until February of 

2022.  Jellison is interested in working with Dedham and Ellsworth as more houseboats will 

continue to come to Green Lake and other great ponds; he agrees there should be work between 

the City Council and City staff in the near future to explore the options and address houseboats 

on the great ponds in Ellsworth.   

 

Andrew Hamilton, an attorney at Eaton Peabody in Bangor and property owner on Green Lake.  

Hamilton clarified there is no proposed measure before the City Council this evening.  He noted 

liberties in a public setting involves balancing those with property rights and public good.  Three 

communities that have acted are strictly freshwater communities having no coastal waters to be 

concerned with.  The City has dealt with houseboats in the coastal context on the Union River.  

Hamilton gave details on the situation in Rangeley that lead to the regulations that were 

implemented in that area.  One requirement is to register the mooring if mooring the craft in 

front of private shorefront properties; the fee is very low and made payable to the town.  

According to Hamilton, the town collects more in mooring fees than they pay to enforce the 

requirement.  The request did not include a measure this evening because Hamilton is very 

respectful of the rights of those who would like to navigate on the great ponds and his group 

would like to hear what the boat owners have to say.  The City has asked their legal counsel if 

they have the authority to regulate houseboats on a great pond and consistent with what other 

municipalities across Maine have done the City’s attorney has determined the City does have the 

authority to regulate on a great pond.  Hamilton noted to his knowledge the City is supportive of 

legislative efforts to strengthen the State’s oversight of houseboats on great ponds.  At this time 



Hamilton is only asking for the City Council’s permission to work with City staff to bring 

options back to the City Council to regulate houseboats on the great ponds within the City.  It 

was his understanding the City staff would like the City Council’s support to work on this in a 

way that first preserves the shorefront property values on the great ponds, does not impose heavy 

costs of enforcement on the City but continues the City’s tradition of working with the State, and 

that balances reasonable use of the great ponds by houseboats with all other users and shorefront 

owners on the great ponds.  Hamilton was not opposed to one houseboat for a few weekends it is 

not a problem but if it is a houseboat for an entire summer with notice to friends who come in 

and party on the houseboat that is a little different.  He has told boater in the cove including 

those that use the beach, people can come in and use it occasionally but when they bring 10-15 

friends all with 10-15 boats it changes the nature of it.  He has requested they respectfully reduce 

the numbers that come in together.  Hamilton shared a piece of the testimony from 

Representative Faye from Poland relating to an earlier practice of a gentleman’s agreement 

concerning the placement of a mooring in relation to your property lines out to the water.  These 

days those common understandings have largely disappeared with turnover in ownership.  The 

increased number of watercraft, all types of floats, and the lure of online rentals of overnight 

accommodations on the water according to Poland it is exactly the right time to come up with a 

plan that will help Maine avoid some of the inevitable conflicts and safety issues that will come 

with this type of change.  Hamilton offered his hand of respect and support for all of the 

Councilors and colleagues that own houseboats he would like to sit down and work through 

some issues in terms of what balance means, it will make it easier on the City Councilors and 

City administration.  His concern is with people being disrespectful; he does not feel it is 

respectful of the houseboat owners to park the boat and invite all their friends to party on the 

boat.  Hamilton asked for time at the end of the evening to respond to any other comments in an 

effort to bring this together and make some forward progress.   

 

Representative Sherm Hutchins who represents one third of Green Lake through representing 

Dedham and Lucerne.  The Committee has decided to continue the discussion in about a year 

after a study is conducted on this topic in order to gain insight and possible recommendations.   

 

Terry Pinkham, residence on Nicolin and Bangor Road in Ellsworth, spoke concerning the 

earlier concerns with wildlife endangerment in connection with a houseboat or floating structure, 

pollution from gray or black water including debris that might be coming off the boat itself, and 

noise or light.  Pinkham provided his expertise in the fields of being a master Maine guide, 

hunter, fishing recreationally and commercially as a commercial boat operator as well as being a 

steward of the environment.  Pinkham stated every person who joins him also follows those 

guidelines.  He is concerned that this discussion will lead to taking away the ability for kids and 

other people to get on a houseboat, swim, and enjoy themselves.  Pinkham does have a house 

float, it is not a boat; it does not have a motor.  Everyone who has the opportunity to be on the 

house float enjoys the experience according to Pinkham and they try to be respectful to everyone 

else.  He provided a picture of the house float (see attachment #6 A and B), it is not the eyesore 

it is being described as.  Pinkham noted this same group of people spend the entire winter on the 

pond ice fishing; at times there are approximately 100 permanent ice shacks that stay in that area 

all winter.  This does not include the day/weekend users of the lake.  The winter use is the same 

principle except there are more of them and it is not so hard to look at if you are not here during 

that time of the year.  Pinkham would like to keep using the house float and their ability to use it 



at this location, respectfully; he did not want to see any of his liberties taken away either.  In this 

State they have been able to do what they want when they want as far as it come to recreational 

fishing, hunting, boating, and playing in that nature.  Pinkham questioned whether this was a 

topic the City Council even discusses or is this a State issue.  Chair Pro-Tem Phillips noted at 

this point the concern is governed by State Laws primarily and the current request is for the City 

Council to enact some standards or ordinances that may affect it.  Phillips noted this is the 

beginning of a process.  Councilor Blanchette clarified the structure does not have a motor.  In 

response to Blanchette’s question of whether there is a bathroom facility on the structure, 

Pinkham noted there is a self-composting vanity inside (similar to a sailboat toilet).  The floating 

house Pinkham owns is 24’ long with 8-10 people on it, at times slightly more people will join 

the group, while other people raft up next to the structure.  This appears to be a common 

occurrence all over the lake.  They do have the facilities to take care of waste in an emergency 

situation, there is also a public outhouse at the Green Lake boat launch on the Nicolin Road 

which gets used quite often.  Often times people associated with the floating house will not feel 

comfortable using the self-composting style facility so they will go over to the boat launch 

portable restroom instead.  Pinkham stated there is not a set capacity limit because it is a float; 

Pinkham was not sure what the capacity of the composting toilet was.  The toilet is 

approximately 2’ wide by 3’ tall and contains sanitized bags inside of it.  The waste that goes in 

will later be closed up in a bag and later thrown away; just like another boat has done for years.  

Pinkham noted in regards to navigation, he keeps this structure not in the center third of the lake, 

they are always off the edge of the lake.  He would place it in the middle except they don’t want 

to get run over.  Often there are 10 people on a pontoon boat; Pinkham inquired what the 

difference is between that situation and his floating house.  One significant difference is the 

floating house does not put gas or oil into the water.  The structure appeared to be western red 

cedar, carpeted inside, completely finished.  The boat is owned by Pinkham and friend who will 

be speaking later this evening.  Blanchette inquired if this type of structure requires a 

registration; Pinkham replied after checking with the State of Maine before it was built and 

learned it does not require a registration.  Pinkham stated they do not have an issue with 

registering it; it does not require a registration because it does not have a motor on it.  Pinkham 

noted they worked hard on the floating house, they spent money on the supplies, and pay taxes; 

therefore, feels they should get to use the lake the same way other people do.  Lyons noted it is 

basically a pontoon boat without the motor.  Everyone they meet compliment them on the 

structure; they are not located in front of a house, they are in front of the beach with houses 

located on the right and left of them. 

 

Jason Spinny, resident of the Beechland Road in Ellsworth and half owner of the boat stated the 

floating house is located approximately 250 feet away from anyone’s dock and offset to the right 

in front of the beach.  Spinney stated he has used the lake his entire life, fishing, swimming, ice 

fishing, and other activities year round.  Spinney also addressed the ice shacks during his 

comments.  Spinney noted they did their best to make the structure look nice and they have 

always been very courteous to anyone that has concerns with the structure unless they are 

literally yelling at them from the beach telling them they have to move, or using vulgar 

language.  This structure is not larger than the average sized pontoon boat; Spinney felt anyone 

who moored a pontoon boat anywhere on Green Lake has the same exact real estate taken up as 

far as navigation for anybody else.  This structure does not have a permanent mooring; they 

moved it around the lake 6 times last summer.  It has two anchors that are used which are easy to 



pull and are very mobile.  There is no concrete to drop into the water, it has a simple anchor.  

The structure is a float that is pulled out with another boat, no motor, no registration is required 

per the State.  In response to Phillips question concerning overnight stays, Spinney answered 

they have only stayed overnight once.  Generally, it is a day time use structure; the cabin is only 

8’ by 12’.  Spinney displayed a picture of the structure on the television in the Council Chambers 

for the audience to see.  He stated they built the structure out of full western red cedar, sided it, 

put in brand new vinyl windows and doors, new pontoons, and kept it as nice as possible.  They 

are avid fishermen who care a lot about the environment; if anything is dropped in the lake from 

this structure the occupants are required to pick it up.  As they are only in 10’ of water this 

allows them to dive down and pick up anything that might fall into the water.  They remove the 

trash and disposal waste from the toilet with them every night.  The picture that was displayed 

on the television shows the structure parked approximately 150’ off shore in front of a beach that 

is probably private property.  Andrew Hamilton confirmed that was a private beach and inquired 

if written permission had been granted.  Spinney stated the State told him they did not need 

written permission.  Hamilton inquired how many boats can tie up to the structure.  Spinney 

stated they put three or four maximum; any more than that the anchor will not hold.  Hamilton 

noted he has seen six attached before; a picture may be available if requested.   

 

Alison Cowan, resident of Ellsworth and property owner on Branch Lake stated she has a large 

float which has a slide on it and she has bouncy structure.  She explained boats come from all 

over and anchor next to her and they play on her equipment; everyone has always shared their 

water equipment.  As there are many families and friends in this area they often meet up not 

necessarily on purpose and enjoy some conversation and lunch in the middle of the lake; her 

understanding from the discussion is the Council doesn’t want this type of activity to continue.  

Cowan has been on the house float structure in Green Lake before and found it to be very clean 

and pristine as well as the people are very friendly and nice.  Her husband and brother became 

inspectors and they are very careful and cognizant of their surroundings including milfoil 

especially as they take their boat from one water body to another throughout the summer.  

Councilor Kaplan inquired if when the boats all tie up together if it is similar to a flotilla party on 

the ocean.  Cowen stated yes very similar; however, often with fewer vessels.  It was unclear if 

they all use separate anchors or just tie off to one another as they are not leaving the vessels for 

long periods of time.  There was a question from the audience (Jellison possibly) in regards to 

whether Cowen was mooring this structure in front of her own property on Branch Lake.  Cowen 

explained it is kind of in the middle of a cove.  The question was further clarified to state if 

Cowen’s property lines were extended out into the lake the boat would be moored in the general 

vicinity of that area.  Cowen stated it would depend on which house you are in because it is a 

cove and would be in the front of a neighbor’s house, one of which is hers, and another is her 

brother’s house.  The question went on to include whether Cowen has permission or if she has 

ever asked permission from the adjacent property owners to moor that structure.  Cowen stated 

no she has not and does not have permission.  Lyons asked a general rule question as it pertains 

to whether the water belongs to anybody.  He provided an example of a time when he was 

fishing from his boat approximately 25’ from their dock.  Lyons believed the water is for 

everybody to use; just because someone owns the property that is 150’to 200’ feet away from the 

water does that mean the property owner is the only one who can use the lake.  Jellison stated no, 

the property owner does not have exclusive rights to the water body and he stated that is not the 

issue.  Lyons further explained if the property lines are extended out in a straight line from 



everybody’s property there will not be any room for non-property owners to use the water body.  

Jellison continued to clarify that if they want to get his permission to moor within 200 feet of the 

front of his property where he is paying between $5,000-$6,000 a year in property taxes and they 

are up until midnight or 2:00 in the morning partying and setting off fireworks directly within 

200’ of the front of his property that is the issue.  The State is proposing to address a specific 

issue at Moosehead Lake and the concern extends further than that; that legislation will impact 

the entire state once that is developed.  It was Jellison’s understanding that Rangeley has passed 

an Ordinance that requires the mooring be licensed and the mooring cannot be licensed without 

specific written approval from the adjacent property owner.  The thought behind the Ordinance 

puts the respect back into the public use of the water.  Lyons inquired how far out from the 

beach does the property owner have ownership of.  Jellison stated he does not own anything 

beyond the high water mark; the 200’ mark is the headway area beyond that is the navigational 

area and IFW is DACF is addressing those issues in their testimony to the State.  Kaplan 

clarified Cowen does not own the structure being discussed this evening; she also clarified this 

structure is not on a mooring.  Hamilton stated every community treats a mooring and anchor the 

same way.  Lyons noted it was agreed that the property owner does not own the water that the 

structure is setting on; someone within the audience stated that is correct.   

 

Patty Hamilton, resident of Scott’s Neck Way stated they did enjoy the company of the guests 

and they did a nice job of fixing up the houseboat.  It is very nice and neat inside and children 

were playing on it.  There were times when things got out of hand.  There is a mooring that is 

connected to the bottom and to her knowledge they only moved it one time otherwise they 

stayed in one location all summer long.  Permission was not obtained from the beach owner for 

the location this structure was moored at throughout the summer.  P. Hamilton believed the 

conversation this evening indicates there is still a lot to be decided in terms of strategies between 

people and they share the common water and use of the lake.  Some of the topics to be discussed 

include whether a compost toilet is good enough for the quality of the lake, whether someone 

should be able to park for one week, two weeks, or the entire summer.  Possibly they should be 

encouraged to move the structure so that it is not the burden of only one place.   

 

James Cowen, resident of Branch Lake spoke about his unpleasant experience at the Green Lake 

beach last summer.  Cowen explained the structure being discussed this evening is on his anchor; 

the owners did not own a big enough anchor prior to Cowen allowing them to use his.  Cown 

asked if his “structure” would also be considered a house boat because it is 23’, has a toilet, bed, 

a little stove, and a cabin.  The difference is Cowen has a motor on his structure and it is 

registered.  Cowen agreed in order to figure out all the details it will require a lot of 

conversations and possibly some lawyers.   

 

Lyons was willing to sit down with the people present this evening and discuss this one boat that 

seems to be in question in regards to the six lakes in Ellsworth.  At first Lyons pictured this one 

boat as being just a pile of trash in the middle of the lake which after seeing the picture he was 

very surprised.  In reality, it looks like it could be nicer than some houses.  Kaplan noted as a 

shore front owner on tidal waters whenever a person purchases shore front property you learn to 

deal with certain things that you cannot control; however, the property line stops at the low water 

mark.  That is the restriction water front property owners live with and they are aware of that 

when they purchase that type of property.  Anything that happens on the water whether it is a 



loud boat or something else there is nothing the land owner can do about it because it is not their 

property.  Lyons stated he would be willing to check the situation out at Green Lake and 

moderate the discussion between the owners of this boat and everyone present at this meeting 

and try to develop a strategy.  The end result is the water belongs to everybody.   

 

Councilor Miller read the only electronic comment into the record.  “I would think that any 

sleeping structure floating or not must pass Code Ordinances for occupancy.  This would mean 

that any structure that stays permanently upright not a tent and is lived in overnight most days of 

the week must have proper disposal waste water and not pollute the environment.  This would 

exclude things such as floating docks, slides, and other items on the lake that are recreational but 

the City could ban structures that should not be inhabited for safety reasons and keep the lake 

clean from sewage as well.  If the City needs stronger wording to enforce this we should 

research and adopt the language for health and safety of people using the lakes as well as any 

potential occupants.” – Abigail Miller 

 

Kaplan felt a committee should be formed to research this topic and address the issues heard this 

evening, as well as the right to enjoy waterway issues.  There is a balance that needs to be found 

so the people who live and also pay taxes in Maine and want to enjoy those waters are not 

deprived while at the same time not depriving the private property right owners of their private 

property rights of enjoyment.  Councilor Blanchette noted that when the property lines were 

mentioned it has since been construed that they are saying that they own out into the water 

between the property lines, they do not.  The way it is worded in attachment #6 it has been a 

gentleman’s agreement that the mooring is placed in front of your property between an 

extensions of your property lines or an imaginary extension of your property lines out into the 

water.  No one here tonight is claiming ownership, some people have taken umbrage that they 

claim those people have.   

 

 Andrew Hamilton restated his goal was just to have the opportunity to have a committee and a 

discussion.  He understood the tradition of ice shacks and is not bothered by them.  Hamilton 

was more concerned with the conflict that arises on the water sometimes.  Boats going by does 

not bother him; however, a house boat with as many as six boats rafted up on it and it is there for 

the entire summer then it starts to cause a few concerns.  Hamilton was just looking for some 

reasonable use concepts that come out of the committee discussion then everything should be 

just fine.  There is a balance to be struck in this situation; they are not claiming ownership 

beyond the shore; however they would like some reasonable use understandings.  

 

Kaplan was in favor of forming a committee.  Phillips thought staff should look into some of the 

concerns and then return to the City Council with some suggestions, and then have a meeting 

after a little more information has been put together.  Glenn Moshier, City Manager confirmed 

that would be okay; he said staff has already had multiple conversations with many of the people 

who spoke this evening.  This was an issue that was addressed to a degree last summer, so this is 

not a new concern to the staff.  Phillips thought it would be very helpful if staff put some 

information together that would include history on this issue, some ideas on what laws or rights 

the City does and does not have, and action we might take if we so desire.  The consensus of the 

Council was to bring this topic back to another session, either in a City Council meeting or 

workshop setting.  Moshier agreed City staff could make that happen.     



 

This was a discussion only agenda item, no formal action required or taken this evening. 
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MEMO 
 
To: City Council  

From: Janna Richards, Director of Development Services 

Cc:  Glenn Moshier, City Manager; Dwight Tilton, Code Enforcement Officer; Elena Piekut, City Planner  

Date: June 10, 2021 

Re: Summary of Staff Research on the Regulation of Floating Structures on Green Lake 

              
 
After hearing public comment regarding floating structures on Green Lake at the Council’s April meeting, 
the Council provided a directive that staff conduct further research on regulation of the lake. 
 

 Local Authority - The first step was for staff to confirm that a local municipality has legal 
authority to regulate waters of the State.  To do this, staff had a discussion with John Noll from 
the Submerged Lands Programs on May 5th and the take away was that a local municipality can 
in fact regulate waters of the State.  A memo from the City’s attorney, Ed Bearor, also upholds 
this finding that a municipality may exercise jurisdiction over inland waterways (this memo is 
attached for reference). 
 

 Ellsworth Ordinances – Staff reviewed existing City ordinances and have found: 
o In Chapter 55, the Water Supply Protection Ordinance, houseboats and “other 

structures” on the waters of Branch Lake are regulated.  Specifically, in Article 2, 
“Protection measures for the Recreation Zone are: … 9. House Boats. No vessel fitted for 
use as a dwelling or residence or occupied as such shall be permitted.”  Article 2 also 
states, “All new docks and other structures in, on, or over the waters of Branch Lake 
must meet the following specifications and restrictions: …2. Habitable or enclosed 
structures are prohibited.”  In addition, this ordinance prohibits specific types of waste 
(including human waste) from entering the lake and prohibits the use of creosote-and 
arsenic-treated wood products to be used in construction of boat launches, docks, or 
other structures in, on, or over Branch Lake.  The City has the local authority to enforce 
this ordinance as it is the City’s drinking water supply, which is why this ordinance is 
effective for Branch Lake and no other lakes within the City’s limits.  Enforcement of this 
ordinance is designated to any Ellsworth Police Officer, the Water Department 
Superintendent, and the Branch Lake Steward.  Equipment costs to enforce this 
ordinance (primarily a boat and staff time) are budgeted primarily through the Water 
Department. 

o In Chapter 3, the City’s Harbor Ordinance, moorings are regulated by the Harbormaster 
and it is prohibited to moor “any floating structure, as defined, within the water of the 
City of Ellsworth”.  This ordinance does differ slightly in that it dictates regulation over 
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tidal waters, not inland waters such as the City’s lakes.  A floating structure is defined 
within this ordinance.  Enforcement of the ordinance is designated to the Harbormaster 
and any law enforcement officer vested with the authority to carry a weapon and make 
arrests.   Equipment costs to enforce this ordinance (primarily a boat and staff time) are 
budgeted through the Harbor budget/Public Works.   
 

 Other Municipal Ordinance Examples in Maine –  
o Regulation of houseboats/floating structures – The State Submerged Lands Program 

provided a summary of municipal ordinances in Maine that regulate houseboats and/or 
floating structures (this table has been provided as reference).  The majority of 
examples that do regulate these uses do so within their tidal harbors/marinas, which is 
what Ellsworth has done in our Harbor Ordinance.  Staff has not found an example of a 
municipality in Maine that prohibits these uses from inland waters (i.e. great ponds).  
Model ordinances provided by the State (attached for reference) include language to 
prohibit floating structures based on ordinances from the towns of Boothbay Harbor 
and Edgecomb; however, upon further investigation, Boothbay Harbor does not have a 
great pond within its limits and Edgecomb has one that does not provide for public 
access.  It therefore seems as if these ordinances were not intended for inland waters. 

o Regulation of moorings – A means to regulate where boats/floats/etc. are located 
within a waterbody and the type of vessel/float allowed would be to create a mooring 
permitting system, similar to the City’s harbor, for inland waters.  A municipality that 
has done this is the Town of Harrison in Maine, which regulates moorings on Crystal 
Lake and Long Lake, both great ponds.  Note that the Town of Harrison does not have 
any tidal waters, so they do not employ a harbormaster for a tidal marina/harbor.  They 
do employ a Harbormaster for their inland waters, and the Harbormaster is located on 
the small strip of land dividing the two lakes at the town-owned Crystal Lake Park.  The 
purpose behind the town’s Mooring Regulation Ordinance is “to ensure that mooring 
installation does not impair the health, safety, and welfare or result in lower water 
quality, loss of aquatic habitat, interference with navigation, interference with a fairway, 
or infringe on the interest of property owners.”  This ordinance dictates that “no 
moorings are allowed beyond 200 feet off the shore’s mean normal high-water line or in 
any areas deemed a navigational hazard or blocking shorefront access…”; “All moorings 
shall be recorded at the Town Office and registered annually.”; “Houseboats are not 
allowed to reside, be anchored or moored in any waters within the town of Harrison.”; 
and “A mooring cannot be located closer than 25 feet to the projected property line 
from the shore.”.  Another stipulation of the ordinance is that “A mooring may be 
placed by a shorefront property owner or another individual with the shorefront 
property owner’s written permission” and “Swim floats and watercraft for similar use 
shall not be allowed in the designated mooring area.”  Harrison’s Mooring Regulation 
Ordinance is enforced by their Harbormaster, with guidance from the Town’s Manager.  
This ordinance is available for reference.   
 

 Summary of Variables for Council to Consider –  
o Costs of Enforcement – Whether the Council considers regulation of floating structures 

or moorings or both, a new staff position(s) would need to be created in order to 
enforce such regulations.  In addition to the costs to create a new position, equipment 
such as a truck, trailer, and boat would also be necessary.  The City Manager can provide 
an estimate of these costs at the Council’s request. 
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o Geography - The geography of Ellsworth’s lakes region is such that one person/boat 
doing the job would be spread out rather broadly, possibly making the job to enforce 
regulations on all lakes difficult. 

o Applicability to all lakes/great ponds – The City’s Water Supply Protection Ordinance is 
able to apply to only Branch Lake because it is the City’s drinking water source.  
However, unless there is a unique reason to only have any new regulations pertain to 
Green Lake, all of Ellsworth’s lakes/great ponds should be subject to the regulations.  
This would include: Green Lake, Branch Lake, Graham Lake, Leonard Lake, and Upper 
and Lower Patten ponds. 

o Timing of the State – Currently a bill being considered by the Maine legislature (LD 626) 
would require municipalities that border or contain inland waters to have a designated 
individual or entity responsible for dealing with inquiries related to mooring privileges.  
It also directs the State Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife to develop model 
ordinance language to support municipalities that choose to regulate moorings.  Staff 
has been told that movement on this bill may not occur until 2022.   

 



Council Order #092112, Discussion and action on authorizing city staff to develop an ordinance 

that restricts the overnight mooring/anchoring of boats, floats, houseboats, or other floating 

structures to landowners and/or individuals who have received written permission from a 

landowner. (Sponsored by Chair Hamilton) 

 

Chair Hamilton stated before he opened it up for public comment he reminded everyone that a 

workshop has been held specifically on this item.  This topic was also discussed in a previous 

Council meeting.  A lot of public comments have been heard on this matter.  Hamilton stated the 

public was welcome to comment this evening however he provided a few ground rules.  All 

comments were limited to 3 minutes and were to be directed to the Council only.     

 

Terry Pinkham, Ellsworth resident at 458 Bangor Road and property owner of 586 Nicolin Road 

explained he has already spoken at the previous meetings.  At the end of the day this discussion 

is concerning a house built on pontoons.  This structure is a 24’ pontoon boat located on Green 

Lake in Ellsworth.  In the winter time, many of the same people present this evening have a 

number of ice shacks on the same lake.  The ice shacks remain on the lake all winter without any 

issue or concerns being raised any anyone associated with the lake.  The summer seems to be the 

only issue.  Pinkham noted there is no enforcement in place for this type of Ordinance.  He did 

not feel like his rights should be infringed to do so (recreate on the lake in the summer) because 

one person has an issue with it.  Pinkham noted the property was purchased in the State of Maine 

on the lake knowing they do not own the water in front of it; now those residents want to 

regulate 200’ out in front.  He did not think this was fair to anyone in the State of Maine or the 

City of Ellsworth.   

 

Dale Jellison, resident of 8003 Green Lake Road in Dedham, refuted comments made by 

Pinkham.  Hamilton restated there will not be a debate this evening on this topic.  Jellison stated 

the majority of people in this room are in favor of an Ordinance.   

       

Andrew Hamilton, owner of a second residence at 493 Scott’s Neck Way on Green Lake in 

Ellsworth making him a property taxpayer in the City.  He advised the City Council that he is 

fine with the proposed agenda item.  He has heard from several people that they would prefer the 

Rangeley style Ordinance because it is straightforward to enforce.  He also believes it will use 

the least resources of the City and its staff.  Hamilton has researched and located firms which are 

available to haul boats if they are attached to an unregistered mooring.          

  

John Linnehan, Ellsworth resident at 157 Shore Road addressed his two concerns with the issue.  

1) He believes that all residents are over regulated and that there are too many Ordinances in 

place right now.  He is a strict constitutionalist whether it is the United States or the Maine 

Constitution.  Linnehan believes the many Ordinances and regulations are hindering some of the 

original freedoms that the founding fathers originally intended for residents to have.  2) Linnehan 

is concerned with taxes in the City of Ellsworth.  When he considers the enforcement side of this 

proposed Ordinance as well as other Ordinances those requirements are increasing the tax base 

more than it should be within the City.  He does not care about the valuation or the mil-rate all he 

considers is whether the taxes are going up or down.  Based on both of his concerns, the 

proposed Ordinance should not be voted on/approved.           

 



Elaine Rowe, resident of 477 Scott’s Neck Way was not in favor of having an overabundance of 

Ordinances; however, when common sense and common courtesy doesn’t occur they are needed.  

She was not concerned if someone came for a day and hung out in front of a camp that would be 

fine.  Rowe was concerned with an activity that had many people camping out day in and day 

out; it is a concern when they come off from their float and onto private property to defecate, 

urinate, or leave trash.  This is no longer happening in Ellsworth because they have moved to 

Dedham; however, now it is happening on the property in front of her friend’s house in Dedham.  

Rowe agreed with Hamilton this request was not brought lightly or with the intent to force on 

anyone.   

       

Audrey Tunney, Ellsworth resident at 35 Grant Street explained ice shacks by Maine State law 

are identified by the owner’s name and telephone number.  There is a certain level of regulation 

where ice shacks are concerned; this provides a level of security to camp owners on the Lake.  

She noted there is a lack of regulation around this type of craft compared to what exists with ice 

shacks.   

    

Jason Spinney, Ellsworth resident at 88 Beechland Road stated he is a half owner to the float that 

is being discussed this evening.  He corrected the record by stating they have never left trash or 

defecated on anybody’s property or beach.  They never personally did; however, other people 

may have.  The property they are moored in front of now has multiple cameras so that they can 

watch the activities on the float 24/7; they have absolutely no privacy and have never stepped 

foot on their property.  Spinney stated they would put their name and address on it to help with 

the enforcement piece; they have complied with all the other requests such as lights, reflectors, 

and location.  According to Spinney, they have done everything they can to comply and be as un-

abrasive as possible to the property owners and people on the water.  He feels it is their right to 

have it there and doesn’t think there should be an ordinance.           

  

Harry Moore, resident of Green Lake in Ellsworth made the point that it is not between two 

individuals, it is the way of the times that there is not a lot of available real estate for people to 

buy.  Due to these limitations with available property, people are reverting to using the Lake for 

houseboats which enables them to stay there full time including overnight.  Moore stated 

houseboats and flotation devices are the up and coming thing; Lake Sebago has lots of 

houseboats already and people stay on them all summer long.  Houseboats are popular because 

they are inexpensive to own, do not have a tax obligation, or any of the other issues facing land 

owners.  Moore mentioned the aspect of anchoring in front of someone’s property must also be 

considered as far as requiring permission from that person.  Even with permission from the land 

owner, Moore stated the loud music as well as other activities associated with the float impacts 

properties located 500 feet on each side of the property who provided permission as well as 

properties on the other side of the Lake.  Noise carries on the Lake.         

 

Patty Hamilton, resident of 493 Scott’s Neck Way was in favor of the Ordinance.  Many lakes 

have Ordinances to address issues mentioned by Moore.  She felt this was a good middle ground 

and she appreciated the effort of the Council to consider it.   

 

Glenn Moshier, City Manager stated there is no Ordinance being proposed this evening.  Tonight 

is simply a conversation for the Council to make a decision and direct staff to either begin 



working toward putting together an ordinance to bring forward to the Council for a vote in the 

future or not.  It appeared there was some confusion on whether an ordinance already existed or 

not; there is not an ordinance being voted on this evening.  Councilor Kaplan noted as a 

shorefront owner she recognized the fact she does not own the water; anything past the water she 

does not own.  She noted even if she does not like the view of a boat parked in front of her 

property it is not permanent.  Kaplan felt people have the right to recreate on the Lake especially 

where they pay excise tax for their boat; she stated the excise tax pays for the boat launch, and 

helps maintain the Lake.  Kaplan noted this benefits her because then she knows the water is 

clean.  No body owns the water; it is a resource that is available to all people in the State of 

Maine.  Kaplan is not a fan of limiting the rights of the few because “we” are a constitutional 

republic and in the constitutional republic the rights of the individual supersede the rights of the 

collective.  Councilor Lyons is against pushing for this because he does use three quarters of the 

lakes in this State and wants to keep the right to use those lakes for whatever he wants to do on 

the lake.  He does not step foot on anyone’s property.  He has in the past been approached by 

people screaming and hollering because they think he cast his fishing lure too near their dock.  

Lyons would not be willing to support any time spent on creating an ordinance.  Hamilton agrees 

with the law that exists stating lakes are accessible to all; that is not what is being debated 

tonight.  He stated there will never be an ordinance that a municipality could pass that would 

prevent that from happening because it would not comply with State Law and therefore the 

courts would overturn the violations imposed by the local ordinance very easily.  The State law 

states the lakes are accessible.  Hamilton did not feel that situation is what the Council is 

discussing tonight; from his perspective there is a balance that exists in terms of how lakes are 

utilized.  Hamilton feels as a member of the Council he has the responsibility to look at all sides 

of the issue, how it impacts all citizens, all taxpayers, to try and find some sort of balance when 

there is a problem.  Hamilton felt this was clearly an issue the City Council needed to address; he 

has not seen this many people in workshops and Council meetings on a topic in a long time.  The 

balance he is considering is how to have the respect to allow for the law and access to the lakes 

while also the rights of the property owners who are paying quite a bit of tax for that type of 

property and maintaining that balance.  Hamilton stated he had asked in an earlier discussion on 

this topic about the possibility of taking the float in and out of the lake once they are finished 

using the lake for the day.  He thought an ordinance that defines the activity in that manner is a 

reasonable expectation and moves it beyond a situation where this could just become a worse 

scenario for the City considering the number of lakes within the City.  Other communities have 

created similar ordinances which have complied with State Law and the court systems.   

Hamilton is not advocating for and would not vote in favor of any ordinance that would prevent 

access to the lakes; however, he did think a fair ordinance that required structures to be taken out 

is reasonable.  Hamilton thought there was a difference when considering ice shacks; at that time 

most camps are not year-round camps.  There are not the same number of people residing on the 

lakes during that time.  He could not compare the ice shacks and floats evenly.  Kaplan felt the 

complaints were not so much about night time activities but rather the fact that people are 

enjoying the lake in front of their house during the day.  After watching the videos of the fun 

being had, Kaplan felt some people are being territorial and complaining about that activity 

taking place in front of their house.  She maintained her opinion that it is a lake and people have 

the right to use the lake and it is during the day that people are complaining.  Hamilton agreed if 

someone is using the lake or fishing wherever on the lake they have the right to do that; an 

ordinance that gets created cannot prevent access and use of the lake.  That is not what he is 



advocating for.  Hamilton thinks the restriction around overnight is definitely a real issue and the 

bigger issue in terms of getting out in front of something in terms of what if somebody did put a 

house boat in.  He described the situation that occurred in Rangeley; based on that practice he is 

suggesting the requirement of taking the structure in and out, not restricting the use of it.  Lyons 

was concerned if an ordinance requires boats to be taken out daily at some point in the summer 

there will be 20 boats pulled up in front of the camps and every single day they take them off and 

relocate to the boat landing and then return them just because they are irritated they are losing 

privileges of any sort to the lake.  Lyons felt this might lead to no regulation because they can 

stay there from the time they pull it out in the morning until they take it out at night.  The other 

concern he had with the removal requirement was if one person is required to take their pontoon 

boat out every day then everyone should be required to take their boats out daily.  If the dock is 

anchored into the water and not just onto the property, those anchors should be taken out every 

day as well.  Lyons felt an ordinance could create bigger problems than could ever be imagined 

this evening.  Lyons noted he has put some work and effort into this topic over the summer 

trying to make this a non-issue and he thought it had kind of gone away.  He was hoping it would 

not become a bigger issue that it really is.  Councilor Grindle read the wording on the agenda this 

evening out loud and then stated she thought the overnight piece of the request is key.  She also 

thought the written permission is essential.  She believed the owners of the float stated in the 

workshop they have written permission to be located where they are at this time.  They are 

located in Dedham so this request really doesn’t affect them currently.                    

 

On a motion by Grindle, seconded by Miller, it was  

 

RESOLVED to approve Council Order #092112, Authorize city staff to develop an ordinance 

that restricts the overnight mooring/anchoring of boats, floats, houseboats, or other floating 

structures to landowners and/or individuals who have received written permission from a 

landowner.  

 

Prior to a vote being taken Kaplan noted this motion will leave out the average joe that doesn’t 

know somebody who can give them permission or is not a landowner.  She gave an example of 

somebody being from Dedham and doesn’t have permission and wondered if that meant they 

could not put their boat on that lake.  Grindle clarified they would not be able to leave their boat 

overnight.  Councilor Phillips noted the motion was to direct staff to develop the ordinance, then 

it will be vetted several times with more public hearings, where that point can be argued; at this 

point the above motion will just move this concept along for further discussion so that staff can 

develop something.  The ordinance, once created must still go before the Council for adoption.  

Hamilton agreed this vote will only indicate from the Council’s perspective whether they want 

the staff to invest their time to propose an ordinance or not.       

    

A final vote was taken on the above motion with 5 members voting in favor (Blanchette, 

Grindle, Hamilton, Miller, and Phillips) and 2 members voting in opposition (Kaplan and 

Lyons). 

 

Following the vote Hamilton instructed Moshier he could work with his staff in terms of creating 

that document and whenever that time arises to bring it back to the Council, it will be reviewed.   

 



 

 
1 City Hall Plaza ▪ Ellsworth, ME  04605-1942 

Phone (207) 669-6634 ▪ Fax (207) 667-4908 

smclean@ellsworthmaine.gov 

 

Memo 
To: Toni Dyer, City Clerk 

CC:  City Council 

 Glenn Moshier, City Manager 

From: Suzanne McLean, Tax Collector/Deputy Treasurer 

Date: May 23, 2022 

Re: June 2022 Agenda Request – Set tax due dates  

 

 

Please include the following on the June 2022 City Council Consent Agenda:  

 

A request to set the real estate and personal property tax due dates to September 8, 2022 and March 9, 

2023.   

 

Also, as a reminder, an Order of the Municipal Officers on the application of real estate and personal 

property tax payments was approved last year (FY2022).  This order allows for the Tax Collector and 

Treasurer to apply tax payments against the oldest unpaid tax bills. 

 

Pursuant to Title 36, Maine Revised Statutes Annotated, section 906, states that “The 

municipal officers of a municipality may, upon request of the municipal treasurer or the tax 

collector, require that any tax payment received from an individual as payment for any 

property tax be applied against outstanding or delinquent taxes due on that property in 

chronological order beginning with the oldest unpaid tax bill.  Taxes may not be applied for 

which an abatement request or appeal has not been resolved unless approved in writing by the 

taxpayer.” 

 

By adopting this policy it has assisted the City in several ways: 

 

o Provides for easier bookkeeping/recordkeeping 

o Prevents taxpayers from paying just the current taxes to avoid a lien for the current 

year and disregarding delinquent taxes  

o Ensures the City includes the necessary language on all tax notices notifying residents 

that tax payments will be applied to the oldest tax first.  If a taxpayer thinks they have 

paid their current taxes, but is unaware of delinquent taxes they may become irate 

when the property goes to foreclosure for the unpaid delinquent taxes.  However, 

because the City included the necessary language on all tax notices they will still be 

able to legally proceed with the foreclosure.   

  

ITEM #10-#11
CONSENT AGENDA: 
COUNCIL ORDER #062000 AND #062000A

Tax Collector/Deputy Treasurer
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OFFICE   INCUMBENT   TERM TO EXP. 

Treasurer   Joshua McIntyre             06/30/2023 

Tax Collector   Suzanne McLean  06/30/2023 

Agent to the Overseers Glenn Moshier  06/30/2023 

Fair Hearing Authority Glenn Moshier  06/30/2023 

City Clerk   Toni Dyer   06/30/2023 

Registrar of Voters  Toni Dyer   01/01/2024 

Freedom of Access Off. Toni Dyer   06/30/2023 

Assessor   Larry Gardner   06/30/2023 

 

Planning Board Member current term to expire 06/30/2022, request to appoint until 06/30/2027: 

 

Nelson Geel 

 

Planning Board Alternate (1) current term to expire 06/30/2022, request to appoint until 06/30/2024: 

 

Patrick Lyons 

 

Planning Board Alternate (1) vacant, request to appoint until 06/30/2023: 

 

Michael Hangge 

 

Board of Appeals Member current term to expire 06/30/2022, request to reappoint until 06/30/2026: 

 

Jarad Wilber 

 

Harbor Commission Members current term to expire 06/30/2022, request to reappoint until 

06/30/2025: 

James Bergin 

Mark Remick 

 

Historic Preservation Commission Members current term to expire 06/30/2022, request to reappoint 

until 06/30/2025: 

 

Thomas Clark 

Terri Cormier 

ITEM #14 COUNCIL ORDER 062001
COUNCIL APPOINTMENTS

Title:  Appointments of City Officials by the City Council

****

WHEREAS, the City Charter or Statutes provide that the following officials be appointed by the City

Council, and

WHEREAS, several of the appointments made by the City Council expire at midnight on June 30, 2022; it

is hereby

ORDERED, that the following persons are appointed to the position indicated for a term to expire as

indicated below:
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Recreation Commission Members current term to expire 06/30/2022, request to reappoint until 

06/30/2024:  

Daron Goldstein 

Courtney Bunker 

Eric Marichal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
  

   
epiekut@ellsworthmaine.gov/www.ellsworthmaine.gov 

 
 

MEMO 
 
To:  City Council 
From:  Elena Piekut, City Planner 
CC:  City Clerk Toni Dyer, City Manager Moshier, Planning Board Chair DeLeo 
Date:  June 2, 2022 
RE:  Planning Board Appointments 
 
Background 
The Planning Board consists of five (5) Regular Members and two (2) Alternate Members. There is a 
vacancy on the Planning Board for an Alternate Member position. 
 
In April, staff advertised the Planning Board Alternate Member vacancy, along with vacancies on the 
Recreation Commission and Historic Preservation Commission, in the following ways: on the City 
website and Facebook page, with printed flyers that have been posted and available around City Hall 
and at other City facilities, and through existing members of those Boards and Commissions in both 
digital and hard copy flyer form. We quickly received the attached Letter of Interest from Michael 
Hangge and have received no other letters since. 
 
In addition to the vacancy, Regular Member Nelson Geel and Alternate Member Patrick Lyons are 
due for reappointment, as their current terms expire June 30, 2022. Both Mr. Geel and Mr. Lyons 
have expressed their willingness to serve another term on the Ellsworth Planning Board. 
 
Recommendation 
 

1. Appointment – Alternate Member Michael Hangge, 18 Maddocks Avenue 
Please see the attached Letter of Interest and Resume provided by Michael Hangge. Mr. Hangge 
retired from the City of Ellsworth in 2020 with decades of experience as both the full-time Fire 
& Life Safety Inspector and as a Firefighter, including 12 years as a Captain in the Department. 
Current Planning and Code staff worked alongside Mr. Hangge in the past; his thorough, 
pleasant nature along with numerous certifications and vast experience in the fields of 
construction and code administration will be a tremendous asset to the Planning Board’s quasi-
judicial role in plans review. Staff enthusiastically recommends appointing Michael Hangge to 
the Alternate Member seat with a term to expire June 30, 2023. 

 
2. Reappointments – Regular Member Nelson Geel, Alternate Member Patrick Lyons 
Mr. Geel and Mr. Lyons have both proved valuable, reliable members in their first terms. Staff 
recommends reappointing both in their current seats, with terms to expire June 30, 2027 and 
June 30, 2024, respectively. 

 

Planning Department
1 City Hall Plaza  ♦  Ellsworth, ME  04605-1942

  Phone (207) 669-6615  ♦  Fax (207) 667-4908



 

 

 

 

April 20, 2022 
 
Michael A. Hangge  
18 Maddocks Ave 
Ellsworth, Maine 04605 
 
 
Toni Dyer, City Clerk   
1 City Hall Plaza 
Ellsworth, Maine 04605 

tdyer@ellsworthmaine.gov 
 
City Planner 
Elena Piekut, City Planner 
1 City Hall Plaza 
Ellsworth, Maine 004605 
epiekut@ellsworthmaine.gov 
  
 
Re: letter of interest  
 
 
Ms. Dyer, Ms. Piekut,  
 

I am writing to you in regards to be considered as an alternate member of the 
Ellsworth Planning Board.  I am including as an attachment my full resume' that includes my 
work experience and current Plans review certification.  

I think through past experience  working with the Ellsworth Planning Board as a Staff 
employee and knowing the process, I may be of help to the City when reviewing proposed 
projects that come before the board.   

Thank you for your consideration.  

 

Thank you  

Michael Hangge 

Michael Hangge  
 
 

mailto:tdyer@ellsworthmaine.gov


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Resume of 

Michael Arthur Hangge, Retired,  CAPT.  

Fire Inspector, Plans Examiner 

Building Construction Inspector 

18 Maddocks Avenue 

Ellsworth, Maine 04605 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Personal Information: 

Age: 68 

Date of Birth: August 5, 1953 

Place of Birth: Honolulu, Hawaii 

Resident of Maine: 49 years 

Married: 46 years 

Children: 3 

Grandchildren: 3  

Wife: Debra 

Children’s names: Charity, Michael Jr., Isaiah  

 

Past Employment and Certifications: 

Ellsworth Fire Department (41 years) 

Ellsworth Volunteer Department (6 years) 

Full Time, Career Firefighter, (35 years) 

Ellsworth Fire Department Captain (12 years)  

Fire Inspector (22 years ) 

 
Certifications  

CFPE, (7 years) CURRENT until 2023 

CFI-1, (11 years) 

NICET- II Inspection Testing and Maintenance Water Based Fire Protection Systems, (7 years) 

Fire and Life Safety Plans Reviewer (9 years) 

Building Construction Inspector (7 years) 

State of Maine Licensed Sprinkler Inspector for Ellsworth Fire Department (7 years) 

International Kitchen Exhaust Cleaning Association AHJ Inspector (5 year)   

 

Past Volunteer Positions: 

Local Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC) for Hancock County Chairman, (1987- 2000) 

LEPC Advisor to the State Emergency Response Committee (1990 - 1997) 

 

Education / Training:  

(Basic Education) 

High School: 1972; Rockville High School, Rockville, Maryland  

College: 1975; Bob Jones University; Greenville, South Carolina 

 

(Technical Education) 

Eastern Maine Community College Building Construction and Design 

Heating Equipment Inspections 

Fire Protection Systems 

Building Construction 

Sprinkler and Standpipe Systems 

Inspection, Testing and Maintenance for the Sprinkler Industry 

Inspection of Swinging Fire Doors with Builders Hardware (NFPA 80) 

International Existing Building Code 

International Building Code 

International Energy Conservation Code 

 

 

Other Technical skills 

Master Mechanic  

Small engine repair 

Carpentry 

Wood Turning and Fabrication  

Basic Electrical and wiring 

Basic Plumbing  

 

 



Personal References:

Richard McCarthy, Assistant Fire Marshal 

Maine State Fire Marshal’s Office 

Augusta, Maine  

 

Glenn Mosher, City Manager 

City of Ellsworth 

Ellsworth, Maine  

 

Chief Robert McKenney (Retired) 

Ellsworth Fire Department 

Ellsworth, Maine 

 

Richard Tupper, Fire Chief (retired) 

City of Ellsworth  

Ellsworth, Maine 

 

Jon Marshall Fire Chief (Retired)  

Matagamon Lake Association 

P.O. Box 676 

Patten, Maine 04765  
 

Barry Blackstone, Pastor 

Emmanuel Baptist Church 

Ellsworth, Maine 

 

Dwight Tilton  
61 Dodlin Rd Ext, 

West Enfield , Maine  

 

Carla Haskell 

Architect  

Ellsworth, Maine 

 

Mike Sealander 

Architect  

Ellsworth, Maine 

 

John Fitzpatrick, Senior Facilities Director 

Jackson Laboratories 

Bar Harbor, Maine   

 

Andrew McCullough, PE 

Engineering Consultants 

Ellsworth, Maine

https://nuwber.com/address/ME/West-Enfield/61-Dodlin-Rd-Ext-4493-4500/57f379432343ad779371f228


Title:  Confirmation of City Manager’s Appointments 

 

**** 

WHEREAS, the City Charter provides that the City Manager appoints certain department heads or officers 

subject to confirmation by the City Council, and 

 

WHEREAS, several of the appointments made by the City Council expire at midnight on June 30, 2022; it 

is hereby  

 

ORDERED, that the following persons are appointed to the position indicated for a term to expire as 

indicated below: 
 

OFFICE   INCUMBENT   TERM TO EXP. 

Finance Director  Joshua McIntyre             06/30/2023 

Deputy Finance Dir.  Lynnette Libby  06/30/2023 

Deputy Treasurer   Lynnette Libby  06/30/2023 

Deputy Treasurer  Suzanne McLean  06/30/2023 

HR Manager   Kerri Taylor   06/30/2023 

Deputy Tax Collector  Virginia Derise  6/30/2023 

City Planner   Elena Piekut   6/30/2023 

Police Chief   Glenn Moshier  6/30/2023 

Deputy Police Chief  Troy Bires   6/30/2023 

Police Captain   Shawn Willey   6/30/2023 

Fire Chief   Scott Guillerault  6/30/2023 

Deputy Fire Chief  Doug Belletete  6/30/2023 

Dir. Of Emergency Prep. Scout Guillerault  6/30/2023 

Public Works Director Lisa Sekulich   6/30/2023 

Highway Foreman  Adam Wilson   6/30/2023 

Reggie Winslow  Supt. Of Water  6/30/2023 

Michael Harris  Supt. Of Waste Water  6/30/2023 

Welfare Director  KaTina Vanadestine  6/30/2023 

Deputy Welfare Dir.  Toni Dyer   6/30/2023 

Deputy Registrar of Voters KaTina Vanadestine  6/30/2023 

Deputy City Clerk  KaTina Vanadestine  6/30/2023 

Deputy Registrar of Voters    Marcia Monk   6/30/2023 

Deputy City Clerk  Marcia Monk   6/30/2023 

Economic Dev. Dir.  Janna Richards  6/30/2023 

Technology Systems Adm. Jason Ingalls   6/30/2023 

Maintenance Supervisor Steve Joyal   6/30/2023 

Code Enforcement Officer     Lori Roberts   6/30/2023 

Electrical Inspector  Lori Roberts   6/30/2023 

Health Officer   Lori Roberts   6/30/2023 

Plumbing Inspector  Lori Roberts   6/30/2023 

Dep. Code Enforcement Thomas Canavan  6/30/2023 

Dep. Electrical Insp.  Thomas Canavan  6/30/2023 

Dep. Health Officer  Thomas Canavan  6/30/2023 

Dep. Plumbing Insp.  Thomas Canavan  6/30/2023 

Fire and Life Safety Insp. Thomas Canavan  6/30/2023 

Dep. Code Enforcement Bobbi Roberts   6/30/2023 

ITEM #15 
COUNCIL ORDER #062102
MANAGER CONFIRMATIONS
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Dep. Electrical Insp.  Bobbi Roberts   6/30/2023 

Dep. Health Officer  Bobbi Roberts   6/30/2023 

Dep. Plumbing Insp.  Bobbi Roberts   6/30/2023 

Assistant Assessor  Cale Roberts   6/30/2023 

Harbormaster   Adam Wilson   6/30/2023 

Deputy Harbormaster  Michael Slater   6/30/2023 

Deputy Harbormaster  John Verrington  6/30/2023 

Tree Warden   Glenn Moshier  6/30/2023 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Office of the City Treasurer 
1 City Hall Plaza ▪ Ellsworth, ME  04605-1942 

Phone (207) 669-6602▪ Fax (207) 669-6633 

                     Website: www.ellsworthmaine.gov 

               Email:jmcintyre@ellsworthmaine.gov

  

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

To: City Council 

CC: Glenn Moshier, City Manager 

From: Joshua McIntyre, Finance Director 

Date:  June 16, 2022 

Re: Tax Anticipation Note (TAN) Bids 

On Thursday, June 16, 2022 at 10:00 a.m., the City accepted bids for a Tax Anticipation Note (TAN). 

The proceeds of the TAN will be used for financing governmental activities and obligations of the City 

in anticipation of funds to be raised by taxation. 

In preparation for the Tax Anticipation Note (TAN) for FY23, a cash analysis was prepared in order to 

determine how much money the City would require. It was decided that $2 million would best fit the 

cash needs of the City. 

The results of the bids are as follows: 

 Financial Institution     Rate   Interest 

First National Bank 2.87%  $58,037.78 

Bar Harbor Bank & Trust             3.76%      $75,200.00 

Machias Savings Bank      3.49%  $69,608.77 

Androscoggin Bank     4.05%  $80,778.08 

Attached are copies of the bid requests and the bids received from the above local area banks. 

If the City Council approves the low bidder for the Tax Anticipation Note, the following motion 

is suggested: 

 

Move to award the Tax Anticipation Note low bid to First National Bank, at an interest 

rate of 2.87%. 
 

ITEM #16
PUBLIC HEARING AND ACTION
COUNCIL ORDER #062003

http://www.ellsworthmaine.gov/
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102 Main Street 

P.O. Box 258 

Bar Harbor, ME  04609 

Phone: 207.288.3341 Ext: 2469 

Fax: 207.288.2451  

Email: tony.mckim@thefirst.com 

 

 

 

 

June 9, 2021 

 

 

 

City of Ellsworth 

Attn:  Josh McIntyre, Finance Director 

1 City Hall Plaza 

Ellsworth  

 

Dear Mr. McIntyre: 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide this commitment letter for a Tax Anticipation Note for the City of 

Ellsworth in the amount of $2,000,000.00.   The Note is offered subject to the following conditions: 

 

1. Issue DATE:  On or about July 1, 2022. 

 

2. MATURITY:  Principal and interest will be payable at maturity on June 30, 2023. 

 

3. INTEREST RATE:  The rate of interest will be fixed for the repayment term at 2.87% based upon a 360-

day year with funds to be made available on an as needed basis.  

 

i. If the note were fully extended from issue date to maturity date, the resulting interest 

would be approximately $58,037.78.  

   

4. DENOMINATION:  There will be one (1) Note issued in the denomination of Two Million Dollars 

($2,000,000.00). 

 

5. PREPAYMENT PROVISION:  The Note may be prepaid at any time after July 1, 2022, without penalty.   

 

6. LEGAL OPINION:  This commitment is subject to a legal opinion from bond counsel acceptable to the 

Bank, the cost of which will be borne by the City.  The opinion must include a statement that the Bond 

represents a valid and binding obligation of the issuer and further that the Bond is a “qualified tax-

exempt obligation.” 

 

7. CONFIRMATIONS:  The City must confirm in writing that: 

a) The anticipated total tax-exempt borrowings for 2022 will not exceed $10,000,000; and 

b) The City will comply with all aspects of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, as amended, including all 

provisions relating to arbitrage and rebate. 

 



 

8. SUBMISSION OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS:  The City will provide the Bank with year-end audited 

financial statements within one hundred fifty (150) days of the City’s fiscal year-end.  Such statements 

are to be prepared by an independent certified public accountant.  

 

This commitment shall expire if it is not accepted in writing by a qualified officer of the Borrower by 5:00 P.M. 

on July 2, 2022.  Five (5) business days shall be required to prepare for a closing.  Should you require any 

further information, please feel free to contact me as listed above.  Again, thank you for allowing First 

National Bank to participate in this bid. 

 

Very Truly Yours, 

 

 
 

Tony C. McKim,  

President & Chief Executive Officer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AGREED TO ON BEHALF OF CITY OF ELLSWORTH 

 

Date:  ________________________ 

 

By:  ______________________________________________ 

 

Print Name: ________________________________________ 

 

Its: _______________________________________________ 
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Tax Collector/Deputy Treasurer 
1 City Hall Plaza ▪ Ellsworth, ME  04605-1942 

Phone (207) 669-6634 ▪ Fax (207) 667-4908 

smclean@ellsworthmaine.gov 

 

Memo 
To: Toni Dyer, City Clerk 

CC:  City Council 

 Glenn Moshier, City Manager 

From: Suzanne McLean, Tax Collector/Deputy Treasurer 

Date: May 23, 2022,  

Re: June 2022 Agenda Request – Set interest date on overdue taxes for FY 2023 

          
 

Please include on the June agenda a request to set the interest rate on overdue taxes for FY 2023.  

Maine Statute requires that the rate of interest be specified in a vote.   

 

The maximum rate of interest that can currently be charged per Title 36, M.R.S.A. Section 505 is 

4%.  This rate is established by the Treasurer of State and is based on the prime rate as published 

in the Wall Street Journal on the first business day of the calendar year. The State Treasurer 

declined an additional 3% penalty to the range, the additional penalty has been routinely added in 

the past and allowed by Maine law. 

 

Taxes are considered delinquent and interest begins to accrue on each installment the first day 

after its specified due date.  Should the above proposed dates be approved, interest will begin to 

accrue on September 8, 2022 and March 9, 2023. 

 

The interest accrued is added to and becomes a part of the taxes. 

 

Generally, in the past the City has stayed within 2 or 3 points of the maximum rate.  Does the 

Council recommend setting the interest rate at 4%? 

 

The table below lists what the State of Maine’s maximum rate has been for the past 5 years, 

compared to what the City has set for a rate. 

 
Fiscal Year State Maximum City’s Rate 

 2022 6.00 6.00 

2021 8.00 6.00 

 2020 9.00 6.00 

2019 9.00 6.00 

2018 8.00 6.00 

 

If City Council agrees with this request the suggested motion will be: 
 

Move to approve Council Order _________, request of the Tax Collector/Deputy Treasurer to 

set the interest rate on overdue taxes at ______ percent. 
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Title:  Adoption of Budget for Fiscal Year 2023

BE IT HEREBY RESOLVED, that the sum of $21,042,109 which constitutes the estimated 

requirements of the various city accounts for the Fiscal Year 2022, based upon the budget

submitted by the City Manager as provided by the Charter, be raised assessments upon the

inhabitants of the City of Ellsworth and upon the estates on non-resident proprietors with the

City for the present municipal year, and that the sums hereby appropriated, in addition to sums

as otherwise provided, the amount for each purpose being specified as follows:

ACCOUNT APPROPRIATION

GENERAL GOVERNMENT

0100 Legislative $18,500

0110 Administrative $248,132

0120 City Clerk $112,087

0130 Finance $501,973

0131 Human Resources $6,500

0140 Assessment $121,277

0145 Code Enforcement $168,761

0150 Planning $152,640

0155 Legal $45,500

0160 Elections $47,064

0165 Economic Development $129,392

0170 Technology $522,650

0171 COBI $28,100

0180 Joint Office Services $55,000

0185 Insurance $115,900

0190 Employee Benefits $2,342,538

0192 Miscellaneous $149,982

SUBTOTAL $4,765,996

PUBLIC SAFETY

0200 Police Department $1,495,935

0210 Fire Department $1,508,794

0220 Dispatch $213,485

0230 Hydrant Rental $366,000

0240 Streetlights $96,500

0250 Traffic Signals $31,000

SUBTOTAL $3,711,714
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PUBLIC WORKS

0300 Public Works $1,568,450

0310 Public Works Garage 42,250

0380 Parks/Trees/ Cemetery 39,500

0340 Solid Waste Disposal 347,163

0382 Water Supply Protection 62,195

SUBTOTAL $2,059,558

HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

0400 General Assistance $61,680

0430/0110 Health & Social Services/Administrative 34,900

SUBTOTAL $96,580

LEISURE ACTIVITIES

0500 Library $673,523

0504 Historic Preservation 600

0505 Historical Society 2,000

0510 Recreation 126,100

0520 Ellsworth Harbor 47,935

SUBTOTAL $850,158

MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS

0600 City Hall $202,242

0640 Misc. City Property 67,750

SUBTOTAL $269,992

DEBT SERVICE

0700 Debt $1,233,026

COUNTY TAX

0800 County Tax $554,119

TOTAL MUNICIPAL BUDGET $13,541,144



CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS

0900 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS $1,732,015

TOTAL MUNICIPAL BUDGET & CIP $15,273,159

REVENUES

Other Taxes (non-property) 1,799,000

Intergovernmental Revenue 1,922,200

Licenses/Permits 181,842

Departmental Income 602,991

Other Revenues 371,303

TIF Revenues 871,180

TOTAL MUNCIPAL REVENUE $5,748,516

NET MUNICIPAL BUDGET FOR FY 2022 $9,524,643

ELLSWORTH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT $11,517,466

TOTAL AMOUNT TO BE RAISED BY PROPERTY TAXES FY 2022 $21,042,109



IT IS FURTHER RESOLVED, that the City of Ellsworth City Council approves the

budgets for the following departments in the amount specified:

FY 2023    9090900 Capital Improvements Budget

Local Road Improvement $1,303,495

Information Technology 25,000

Highway Building 0

Highway Equipment 235,000

Transfer Station 0

Police Equipment 125,020

Library 15,500

Fire Equipment 28,000

TOTAL $1,732,015

FY 2023   1050500 Ellsworth Public Library Budget

REVENUE

General Fund Appropriation $539,023

Miscellaneous Revenues 12,000

Cardholder Fees 7,500

Approp. From Towns 50,000

Annual Fund/Fundraising 20,000

Investment Fund Revenue 45,000

TOTAL REVENUES $673,523

EXPENDITURES

Payroll  Full-time $314,808

Payroll  Part-time $102,839

Telephone $1,000

Power 15,000

Water 750

Printing & Advertising 1,000

Office Supplies 8,000

Postage 3,500

Travel & Car Expense 250

Dues & Memberships 700

Training Expense 500

Conferences & Meetings 1,500

Professional Servcies 9,000

Safety Equipment 0

Building Repairs & Maintenance 14,000



Data Processing 10,000

Property Insurance 2,000

Heat 8,500

Periodicals 3,300

Books 0

Audio Visual 0

Electronic Collection 9,000

Capital Outlay - Equipment 7,000

Capital Outlay - Building 0

Social Security 31,950

Health Insurance 93,469

Workers Compensation 2,000

Maine PERS 7,000

ICMA Retirement 15,000

Cafeteria Plan 3,000

Group Dynamics 15,000

Reduction -6,543

TOTAL PUBLIC LIBRARY $673,523

FY 2023  Water Department Budget

REVENUE

Residential $472,500

Commercial 360,000

Industrial 4,500

Governmental 47,250

Private Fire Protection 112,500

Other Water Revenues 8,000

Public Fire Protection 392,625

Interest Revenue 1,072

Other Miscellaneous Revenues 5,500

TOTAL WATER REVENUES $1,403,947

EXPENDITURES

Wages Full-Time $346,125

Employee Benefits 53,000

Electricity 90,000

Heating Fuel 6,500

Chemicals 84,000

Materials & Supplies 100,000

Contractual Services - Engineering 56,000

Accounting Services 4,000



Contractual Services - Misc. 50,000

Vehicle Maintenance 21,000

Office Rental 54,000

Vehicle Insurance 3,400

Liability Insurance 5,600

Worker's Compensation 7,500

Health Insurance 92,030

Miscellaneous Expense 60,000

Subtotal $1,033,155

Capital Expense $173,961

Debt Service 175,055

TOTAL WATER EXPENDITURES $1,382,171

FY 2023   Wastewater Department Budget

REVENUE

User Fees $1,664,000

Septage Revenue $490,000

Other Revenue 2,000

Interest 6,000

Sewer Permits 0

TOTAL WASTEWATER REVENUE $2,162,000

EXPENDITURES

Payroll Full-time $300,000

Payroll Part-time 19,625

Payroll Overtime 25,000

On Call 7,280

TOTAL PERSONNEL SERVICES $351,905

Telephone 2,000

Power 300,000

Water 2,000

Office Supplies 2,000

Information Technology 15,000

Dues & Membership 200

Training 1,200

Conferences & Meetings 3,000

Professional Services 60,000

Licenses 2,900

Miscellaneous Supplies 4,500



Miscellaneous Expense 200

Sewer Billing Expense 22,000

Safety 3,000

Vehicle Maintenance 3,000

Building & Plant Repair 35,000

Pump Station Repair 20,000

Sewer Line Maintenance 50,000

Sludge Disposal/Composting 150,000

Vehicle Insurance 1,300

Building & Plant Insurance 10,000

Gen'l Comp. Liability Insurance 2,000

TOTAL CONTRACTUAL SERVICES $689,300

Generator Fuel 2,000

Gasoline 5,000

Heat 10,000

Uniforms & Clothing 3,000

Minor Equip. & Tools 5,000

Laboratory Supplies 10,000

Plant Chemicals 75,000

TOTAL SUPPLIES/MATERIALS $110,000

2015 Bond 404,350

ARRA Bond 62,671

WWTP CWSRF 1 79,392

2012 CWSRF 14,220

TOTAL DEBT SERVICE $560,633

Social Security 25,675

Maine State Retirement 2,500

Health Insurance 94,166

Workers Compensation 500

ICMA Retirement 12,500

Cafeteria Plan 3,000

Group Dynamics 13,000

TOTAL EMPLOYEE BENEFITS $151,341

SUBTOTAL OPERATING BUDGET $1,863,179

Capital 265,000

Capital Outlay - Reserve 0

TOTAL WASTEWATER EXPENDITURES $2,128,179
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Water Department Superintendent 
1 City Hall Plaza ♦ Ellsworth, ME  04605-1942 

Phone (207) 669-6616 ♦ Fax (207) 667-4908 

www.ellsworthmaine.gov 

 

MEMO 
 

To: Ellsworth City Council 

From: Reggie Winslow 

Date: June 1, 2022 

Re: 2022 Capacity Development Grant 

 

Ellsworth City Council Members, 

The Water Department is requesting acceptance of a Capacity Development Grant in the 
amount of $30,000 from the Maine Drinking Water Program to evaluate the High Pressure 
Zone of the water system, to solve the large pressure fluctuations customers have been 
encountering. The high pressure zone serves Route 3 starting at Browns Appliance and 
extends to the Mardens complex. It also include Myrick St., Kingsland Crossing, Beech land 
Rd. and the Buttermilk Rd. If the Council approves, I suggest the following motion: 

Move to Authorize the City Manager to accept a Capacity Development Grant in the 
amount of  $30,000 from the Maine Drinking Water Program and also hire Woodard & 
Curran to complete the Capacity study of the High Pressure Zone.  Project to be funded 
from the awarded grant and the water department operating budget (6565370-63510)  

 

Thank you, 

  

Reggie Winslow 

Superintendent 

City of Ellsworth Water Department   
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 80 Exchange St. | Suite 400 

Bangor, Maine 04401 

www.woodardcurran.com 

 T 800.426.4262 

F 207.945.5492 

 

  

Via Electronic Mail 

June 6, 2022 

Glenn Moshier, City Manager 

City of Ellsworth 

One City Hall Plaza 

Ellsworth, ME 04605 

 

Re: High-Pressure Zone Evaluation – Proposal for Engineering Services  

Dear Glenn: 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide a proposal for engineering services related to the 

evaluation of the high-pressure zone. 

BACKGROUND 

The City of Ellsworth’s water system consists of three pressure zones. The first pressure zone 

consists of the area south of the Union River and is served by the Dollard Hill Tank. Water passes 

through a pressure reducing valve before entering the second pressure zone that serves the 

majority of the City’s customers. The State Street and High Street tanks are both located within 

this zone. The final pressure zone is considered the high-pressure zone, which covers the area 

southeast of the High Street tank. This includes The Jackson Laboratory’s facility on Kingsland 

Crossing, Walmart, and other primarily commercial properties. There are no tanks located 

within this pressure zone, which is served by the High Street Booster Station. 

Prior to 2018, the High Street Booster Station consisted of three booster pumps and one diesel-

powered fire pump. The increased water demand associated with the construction of The 

Jackson Laboratory’s facility necessitated an upgrade at the booster station. This work included 

the replacement of the three booster pumps with five booster pumps to accommodate the 

wide range of demands that the station would see. 

Ongoing development within the high-pressure area, including the continued expansion of The 

Jackson Laboratory’s facility, is driving the need for revaluation of water supply to this area to 

provide adequate fire flow and reliable system pressures to existing customers and to ensure 

the City has the ability to serve future developments. 

SCOPE OF SERVICES 

The following Scope of Services summarizes the tasks we propose to complete for the High-

Pressure Zone Evaluation. 

1. Develop Demand Projections: W&C will develop demand projections for the next 20-

year period specific to this high-pressure area using historical data and discussions with 

City staff regarding economic development plans. 
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2. Update and Calibrate the Hydraulic Model: We will update the existing hydraulic model 

to reflect current conditions and demands within this area. W&C will work with the City 

to develop a plan to conduct approximately five hydrant flow tests and the results will 

be used to calibrate the model by adjusting the roughness coefficients of the pipes and 

other parameters to match the pressures observed in the field. The City will perform 

the fire flow tests. 

3. Analyze Alternatives: We will utilize the data gathered in the previous tasks to evaluate 

alternatives to improve operation and water quality within the high-pressure zone. 

Alternatives will include the construction of a tank within the high-pressure zone and 

the connection of the high-pressure and main-pressure zones on Myrick Street, as well 

as pump control modifications to improve operation of the existing booster station. 

These modifications will be evaluated in the updated model to determine the impact 

on hydraulics in the system. 

4. Present Findings: W&C will prepare a report that outlines the scope, outcome, and cost 

of each alternative. A meeting will be held with W&C and City staff to discuss the 

findings.  

5. Develop a Recommendation: Based on the results of the alternatives analysis and 

discussion with City staff, we will update the report to include a recommendation. 

SCHEDULE 

We propose to begin this Work in July 2022 and anticipate being able to complete the Work 

by the end of 2022. 

BUDGET 

To complete the Scope of Services, we propose a lump sum budget of $40,000. W&C submitted 

an application on behalf of the City for a Capacity Development Plan through the Drinking 

Water Program, which was funded. This grant provides a 75% match ($30,000) leaving the City 

with a local share of $10,000. 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

The Scope of Services will be completed under the Standard Terms and Conditions executed 

between the City of Ellsworth and Woodard & Curran dated February 1, 2016. 
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CLOSING 

We greatly appreciate this opportunity to continue supporting the City of Ellsworth on 

infrastructure improvements. If you accept this proposal and wish to proceed with the Scope 

of Services, please sign in the space indicated below and return a copy for our files. Please feel 

free to contact me if you have any questions regarding this proposal or require any further 

information. 

Sincerely, 

WOODARD & CURRAN, INC.  

Morgan Roper, PE 

Project Manager 

 

MSR/jeh  

PN: 0231546.08 

 

 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement by their duly 

authorized agents as of the date indicated below.  

AUTHORIZATION BY: 

WOODARD & CURRAN, INC.  CITY OF ELLSWORTH, MAINE 

June 6, 2022   

Signature Date  Signature Date 

Nathan T. McLaughlin, P.E.   

Name (printed)  Name (printed) 

Senior Principal   

Title  Title 

 

 



Office of the Public Works Director 

Director  1 City Hall Plaza ▪ Ellsworth, ME  04605-1942 

Phone (207) 667-2563 ▪ Fax (207) 667-4908 

www.ellsworthmaine.gov 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Memo 
To: City Council 

From: Lisa Sekulich , Public Works Director  

Date:  June 10, 2022 

Re: Agreement with Ellsworth American to accept recycling materials   

In April 2019, the City went into an agreement with the Ellsworth American to accept their newsprint 

for recycling at the recycling center.   The City entered into this agreement after Ellsworth American 

approached us without a place to recycle their materials due to the closure of the Coastal Recycling 

facility in Hancock.  

 

The EA met with City Manager Moshier and myself to discuss interest in renewing the contract for 

another three year period. Both parties would like to continue this arrangement with the following 

proposed amendment.  

 

 

 Contract to be in effect from July 1, 2022 – June 30, 2025 

 Changing the rate to $20/ton , a $20 decrease from the previous 3 year contract. 

 

The decrease in price came from discussions regarding the increase in marketability of recycling 

materials and the rise in what they city is able to sell the material for.  Back in 2019 the recycling 

market was hit hard when china stopped taking a lot of materials, but over the last 12 months prices 

are rebounding back.   This agreement allows either party to request to renegotiate the price should the 

market change drastically again during the 3 year contract term.  

 

If the Council agrees to approve this request the suggested motion would be: 

 
Move to approve the request of the Public Works Director to authorize the City Manager to 

execute, on behalf of the City, an agreement with The Ellsworth American, for the acceptance of 

recycling materials (newsprint).  This agreement will be in effect from July 1, 2022 – June 30, 

2025. 
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CITY OF ELLSWORTH and THE ELLSWORTH AMERICAN 

RECYCLING AGREEMENT 

This agreement made and entered into the _____ day of ______________ 20___, by and 

between the City of Ellsworth and by Ellsworth American. 

Whereas Ellsworth American has items that they want to have recycled, and whereas the City of 

Ellsworth has the building, equipment and personnel to complete the required processing; The 

Ellsworth American hereby agrees to deliver recyclable materials to the City of Ellsworth 

Recycling Center’s processing facility (recycling center) on 11 Industrial Road in Ellsworth, 

Maine for recycling. Now therefore, in consideration of mutual covenants contained herein, the 

City of Ellsworth and the Ellsworth American hereby agree as follows: 

A) DURATION 

This contract shall be in effect from July 1, 2022 to June 30, 2025. 

B) MODIFICATION AND AMENDMENTS 

During the period of the contract, or any extension thereof, the City of Ellsworth and the 

Ellsworth American reserve the right to renegotiate such conditions, deletions, or changes as 

may be necessitated by law or changed circumstances. No amendment, change or modification to 

this Agreement shall be effective or enforceable unless it is in writing and executed by each party 

to this Agreement. In all contract negotiations all parties agree to negotiate in good faith. 

Either party may terminate this Agreement at any time for any reason by providing sixty (60) 

days advance notice, in writing, to the other party. The sixtieth (60) day following such notice 

shall be deemed the “termination date” in accordance with this paragraph. All amounts due under 

this Agreement as of the termination date shall be paid within thirty (30) days after the 

termination date. 

C) TERMS 

A description of materials to be received, acceptable delivery times, and packaging of material 

shall be presented to the Ellsworth American by the City of Ellsworth Recycling Center and shall 

be attached to and made a part of the contract in Rider A. This contract shall only be applied to 

bulk deliveries from the Ellsworth American bound by this Agreement or a designated delivery 

company.  

D)  CHARGES 

The Ellsworth American shall pay the City of Ellsworth $20 (Twenty Dollars) per ton for the use 

of the City of Ellsworth’s recycling center and staff. Charges are due upon receipt of an invoice 

from the City of Ellsworth. 

 



E) PAYMENT 

If at any time during this contract the City of Ellsworth has to pay to have recyclable materials 

removed and disposed of as trash because materials do not conform to any and all required 

specifications to be deemed recyclable materials or due to a lack of a market for the materials 

concerned, the Ellsworth American will be required to reimburse the City of Ellsworth for all the 

costs of having their recyclable material removed. Payment will be due upon receipt of an 

invoice from the City of Ellsworth. 

If a load is identified as contaminated as it is deposited on the tipping floor at the recycling 

center, the City of Ellsworth will segregate the load and deposit it in its own trash receptacle. 

The City of Ellsworth will thereafter invoice the Ellsworth American for the load at the 

prevailing City of Ellsworth tip fee per ton of trash, and the Ellsworth American will pay the 

invoice and address the contamination issue. 

F) CITY OF ELLSWORTH RECYCLING CENTER OBLIGATIONS 

 

 Receive, process, store and market recyclables delivered by the Ellsworth American. 

 

G) ELLSWORTH AMERICAN OBLIGATIONS 

 Deliver recyclables to the City of Ellsworth recycling center’s designated unloading area 

by commercial vehicle at designated times. 

 Provide the City of Ellsworth recycling center at least 24 hours advance notice of any 

change in scheduled unloading time. 

 Delivery vehicles must be safe, appropriate, and insured. 

 Ensure that all material consists of pre-agreed recycle items.  

 Understand and agree that any load that is compromised or includes unsuitable material 

(according to the Maine Resource Recovery Association Quality Specifications and in the 

final opinion of the City of Ellsworth recycling center attendant) will be rejected, upon 

notice to the Ellsworth American, for return to the Ellsworth American, or disposal at the 

expense of the Ellsworth American. 

 

H) INDEMNIFICATION 

The City of Ellsworth Agrees to indemnify, save harmless, and defend the Ellsworth American 

from and against any and all liabilities, claims, penalties, forfeitures, suits and the costs of the 

defense, settlements, and reasonable attorney’s fees which it may incur, responsible for, or pay 

out as a result of death or bodily injuries to any person, destruction or damage to any property, 

contamination of or adverse effects to the environment, violation of the governmental laws, 

regulations or orders caused, in whole or in part by the City of Ellsworth employees in 

performance of this agreement. This obligation to indemnify is effective notwithstanding any 

immunity the City of Ellsworth may enjoy by virtue of the Maine Tort Claims Act or similar 

state or federal law exemption. 



The Ellsworth American agrees to indemnify, save harmless, and defend the City of Ellsworth 

from and against any and all liabilities, claims, penalties, forfeitures, suits and costs and expense 

incident thereto (including costs of defense, settlement, and reasonable attorney’s fees) which it 

may incur, become responsible for, or pay out as a result of death or bodily injuries to any 

person, destruction or damage to any property, contamination of or adverse effects to the 

environment, or employees or its subcontractors, in performance of this agreement. This 

obligation to indemnify is effective notwithstanding any immunity the Ellsworth American may 

enjoy by virtue of state or federal law exemption. 

I) ASSIGNMENT 

Neither party may assign this contract to a third party without the written consent of the other 

party. 

J) ENTIRE AGREEMENT 

This agreement, the attached Rider A and Maine Resource Recovery Association Quality 

Specifications constitute the entire agreement by and between the parties hereto. Neither party is 

relying upon any statement or representation made by the other not embodied in this agreement. 

K) GOVERNING LAW 

This Agreement shall be governed and construed in accordance with Maine Law. 

L) DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

In the event of a dispute over the interpretation or application of this Agreement, or any portion 

thereof, the parties shall first participate in a good faith non-binding mediation of the dispute. 

Neither party may commence litigation to resolve a dispute until the obligation to participate in a 

good faith mediation has been satisfied. To the extend necessary, the statute of limitations for 

commencing litigation to resolve a dispute shall be tolled to allow completion of the mediation 

effort as set forth herein. 

M) AUTHORITY TO SIGN 

Each party represents that is has the power, authority, and legal right to enter into and perform 

the obligations set forth in this agreement and that the execution, delivery, and performance of 

this agreement have been duly authorized by all appropriate corporate and municipal action and 

that the execution, delivery, and performance of this agreement does not violate any state law or 

local ordinance or any judgement, order, law, or regulation applicable to the City of Ellsworth or 

the Ellsworth American. 

In witness whereof, the City of Ellsworth and the Ellsworth American have executed this 

agreement as a document under seal, as of the day and year first above written. 

 

 



WITNESS 

 

_______________________  ________________________________________________

 Date    Glenn Moshier, City Manager, City of Ellsworth 

 

_______________________  ________________________________________________

 Date    Kathy Cook, Accounting Manager 

     Ellsworth American Authorized Representative 

  



Rider A 

 

1. The City of Ellsworth agrees to accept at its Recycling Center the materials listed below from 

the Ellsworth American if they are delivered according to the following addition 

specifications: 

 

Recyclable deliveries will be accepted on Wednesday and/or Friday between the hours of 

8:00 a.m. and 12:00 p.m., or other mutually agreed upon time. 

 

2. The City of Ellsworth Recycling Center agrees to accept, and the Ellsworth American agrees 

to deliver the following materials in accordance with the current Maine Resource Recovery 

Association Quality Specifications as it pertains to the following material: 

 

- Newspaper Material 

 

WITNESS 

 

 

______________________  ________________________________________________ 

 Date    Glenn Moshier, City Manager, City of Ellsworth 

 

 

 

______________________  ________________________________________________ 

 Date    Kathy Cook, Accounting Manager 

     Ellsworth American Authorized Representative 
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Water Department Superintendent 
1 City Hall Plaza ♦ Ellsworth, ME  04605-1942 

Phone (207) 669-6616 ♦ Fax (207) 667-4908 

www.ellsworthmaine.gov 

 

MEMO 
 

To: Ellsworth City Council 

From: Reggie Winslow 

Date: June 10, 2022 

Re: Surry Road Water Main Replacement Design 

 

Ellsworth City Councilors, 

 The Ellsworth Water Department Superintendent is requesting to go into an agreement with 

Woodard & Curran to design the Surry Road Water Main Project.  The funding of the design 

portion of this project will be from user generated fees, full reimbursement will be given to the 

City by the Drinking Water Program through the State Revolving Fund. Acceptance of these 

funds were approved during the May 2022 Council meeting. The cost of the proposed work is 

$157,000 

 

If the Council approves, I recommend the following motion:  

Move to approve the request of the Water Department Superintendent to go into an 

agreement with Woodard & Curran for the design of the Surry Road Water Main 

Project which is to be fully reimbursed by Maine Drinking Water Program in the sum 

of $157,000 and allow the City Manager to sign the required documentation.  

Thank you, 

  

Reggie Winslow 

Superintendent 

City of Ellsworth Water Department   
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80 Exchange St. | Suite 400
Bangor, Maine 04401
www.woodardcurran.com

T 800.426.4262
F 207.945.5492

 

June 10, 2022

Lisa Sekulich
Public Works Director
City of Ellsworth
One City Hall Plaza
Ellsworth, ME 04605

Re: Surry Road Water Main Replacement Engineering Design

Dear Lisa: 

Thank you for giving Woodard & Curran (W&C) another opportunity to assist the City of 
Ellsworth with its infrastructure engineering needs. We are pleased to submit this proposal for 
your review for the engineering services for the Surry Road Water Main Replacement Project 
being funded by the 2022 Drinking Water SRF principal forgiveness. 

Project Understanding

In 2019 The City utilized a Capacity Development Grant from the Drinking Water Program to 
update a hydraulic model and develop a distribution system evaluation. The system was 
evaluated for excessive headloss and fire flow. While there were no areas identified with 
excessive headloss, Surry Road and its connecting neighborhoods (Westwood, Mountainview 
and Hillside) have been identified as fire flow restrictions. Inadequate fire flows less than 500 
gallons per minute (gpm) have been predicted by the hydraulic model and observed fire flow 
tests. Requirements of fire flows are based on the maximum Insurance Services Office (ISO) 
rated fire flow demand in the zone, which generally ranges between 500 and 1,500 gpm in 
residential areas.

The pipe in this area is cast iron and asbestos-cement and is believed to be installed in the 
1960s, putting it close to the end of its anticipated useful life. The City has experienced seven 
main breaks in this area over the past five years, leading to six boil water orders due to risk of 
contamination cause by the loss of pressure in the main. Additionally, the Hillside and 
Mountainview Drive neighborhoods will benefit from looping the existing dead-end mains to 
improve water quality and reduce disinfection byproducts (DBPs) in the system. 

The scope of this Project includes installation of approximately 6,000 feet of 8-inch ductile iron 
water main to replace the existing 8-inch cast iron and asbestos cement pipe that runs along 
East Main Street and Surry Road and down Mountainview and Hillside Drive via an existing dirt 
road that connects the two roads to provide a looped connection. The cross country main from 
Westwood to Hillside will be abandoned.

The Project includes design of the new class 52 cement-lined ductile iron (CLDI) water main, 
removal and disposal of existing water mains, temporary water mains, line stops and/or 
insertion valves as required to maintain water service during construction, new valves, new 
hydrants, replacement of service connections from the new water main to the property line and 
trench pavement. 
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Scope of Services

The scope includes engineering services for the design of the above Project which includes the 
replacement of approximately 6,000 feet of existing water mains with new 8-inch ductile iron 
water main. 

The Scope of Services shall include:

1. Kick-off Meeting

2. Base Map Creation

a. Create a base map utilizing aerial imagery, 2-foot contours and existing utility 
records from the City, State, private utility owners, and customers, as necessary. 

b. Area features and utility data, such as stormwater infrastructure, electrical 
distribution, roadway features, and other site-specific information not 
captured within the existing data sources will be collected by W&C staff during 
field visits once the draft base map is complete. This effort will need to be 
coordinated before snow covers the ground and cold weather conditions make 
accessing manhole and catch basins difficult. 

3. Preliminary Design (60% Completion)

a. Prepare preliminary drawings and specifications.
b. Meet with individual property owners whose services will be impacted by the 

abandonment of the cross country main between Westwood and Hillside Drive 
to finalize method of connection of their new services off the replacement 
main.

c. Submit preliminary design to the City for review and comment.
d. Meet with City to review preliminary design.

4. Final Design (90% Completion)

a. Incorporate 60% comments from the City.
b. Submit 90% final design to City and Drinking Water Program (DWP) for review 

and comment.
c. Create scope document to support process of City obtaining temporary 

construction easements for relocation of services and replacement of lead 
services on private property.

d. Submit Engineer’s Construction Cost Estimate to the City.

5. Final Design (100% Completion)

a. Incorporate comments from City and DWP.
b. Submit 100% completion drawings and technical specifications for use by the 

City to publicly bid and award the Project. 

6. Environmental Review

a. Submit Project information to DWP to support SRF required environmental 
review. 
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Summary of Deliverables

 Draft Base Map
 60% Drawings and Specifications
 90% Drawings and Specifications
 Final Drawings and Specifications
 Engineer’s Estimate of Probable Construction Cost

Proposed Schedule

We proposed to begin this Work in July 2022 and anticipate being able to complete the Work 
by December 2022.

Proposed Fee

An application with a total budget of $2,918,000 was submitted to the Drinking Water Program 
(DWP) for consideration in the 2022 State Revolving Fund (SRF) loan program, and the Project 
was successful at being included on the Backup Project List. In the interest of progressing 
projects on the backup list this year, the DWSRF is offering 5% of the total Project cost, for a 
total of $157,000, in principle forgiveness to fund design and other preliminary Project activities. 

We propose to complete the base map for a lump sum not-to-exceed cost of $14,000, 
preliminary and final design for a lump sum not-to-exceed cost of $132,000 and environmental 
review and permitting for a lump sum not-to-exceed cost of $11,000. The total fee for this 
Project is $157,000.

Description Labor Costs *Expenses/**Subs

Base Map Creation $12,000 $2,000

Preliminary and Final Engineering Design 
Services $125,000 $7,000

Environmental Review/Permitting $10,000 $1,000

TOTAL FEE $147,000 $10,000

*Estimated expenses include postage and travel expenses.
**Subconsultant services, if necessary, which will be forwarded to the client of direct costs plus 5% 
for administration services.

Assumptions

The Scope of Services included in this proposal is for design and permitting services only. 
Woodard & Curran assumes that the City is obtaining temporary construction easements for 
relocation of services impacted by abandonment of the cross-country run, and replacement of 
lead services on private property and a permanent easement for the looped connection on the 
dirt road between Mountainview and Hillside Drive that is suitable for a public water main 
installation. 
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Woodard & Curran will assist the City in submitting an application to the Maine Drinking Water 
Program for 2023 DWSRF funds in October 2022. The DWSRF application will be intended for 
the construction phase of the Surry Road Water Main Replacement. Woodard & Curran will 
submit to the City a separate proposal for Bidding and Construction Phase services at a later 
date after the engineering design and permitting phase of the Project is complete.

Closing

If this proposal is acceptable, please print and sign/date below, and return one copy to our 
office to act as our Authorization to Proceed. We proposed to complete the Work within the 
terms of the Woodard & Curran Standard Terms and Conditions executed between the City of 
Ellsworth and Woodard & Curran dated June 24, 2019.

Sincerely,

WOODARD & CURRAN, INC. 

Nathan T. McLaughlin, PE
Senior Principal

cc: Reggie Winslow, City of Ellsworth
Brent Bridges, W&C
Kayla Marquis, W&C

PN: P231546.05

AUTHORIZATION BY:

WOODARD & CURRAN CITY OF ELLSWORTH

June 10, 2022
Signature Date Signature Date

Nathan T. McLaughlin, P.E.
Name (printed) Name (printed)

Senior Principal
Title Title
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Town Council 

1 City Hall Plaza 

Ellsworth, ME 04605 

 

 

 

Dear Council Men and Women,       Date: 5/7/2022 

  

 After the March 21st  Town Council Meeting, I felt compelled to have my attorney 

research conflicts of interest amongst Council Members and safety regarding the colored 

crosswalks. Based on that research, I suggest the decision on the crosswalk be overturned for two 

reasons: (1) a conflict of interest exists within the Council to opine on the matter;1 and (2) the 

affirmative vote contravenes Maine State Laws2 as well as the Federal Manual on Uniform 

Traffic Control Devices (hereinafter, MUTCD).3  

 First, I would like to address whether a Council Member should have recused herself 

from the vote on the rainbow crosswalk based on a conflict of interest. Under Chapter 40 of the 

Ellsworth Code of Ethics/Conduct, "City Officials shall not use official authority or position to 

influence or interfere with or affect the results of any election."4 Moreover, at the Record of 

Organizational Meeting held on November 9th, 2020, the Council adopted the rule that the 

Council Members must abstain from voting when there is a financial or personal conflict of 

interest. 5 To add context, Council Member Hamilton was concerned that "consistent with an 

earlier discussion and recommendation from some community members that the City Council 

will as a council, as well as individual members, vote on issues and take a position unless there is 

                                                           
1 See Record of Organizational Meeting, Ellsworth City Council, November 9, 2020, P. 2, ¶ 9. 
2 See Maine DOT Engineering Instruction §2 MUTCD (Required). 
3 See the Manual Uniform Traffic Control Devices §3B.18. 
4 See Chapter 40, Ellsworth Code of Ethics/Conduct P. 4, ¶ 5. 
5 See Record of Organizational Meeting, Ellsworth City Council, November 9, 2020, P. 2, ¶ 9. 
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a specific conflict at which time the member will identify the conflict and abstain from the 

vote."6 Unfortunately, Council Member, Casey Hanson, violated the Town's Conflict of Interest 

Code by sponsoring the discussion of the rainbow crosswalk.7 Pine Hanson is Councilor 

Hanson's child and spoke at the meeting that night.8 Her child described being part of the group 

GSDA, the group proposing the rainbow crosswalk in the first place.9 

 In that instance, Councilor Hanson owed a duty to the public to identify the conflict 

pursuant to Chapter 40 of the Ellsworth Code of Ethics and then recuse herself from the 

vote.10Instead, Councilor Hanson said, "I think, let the people make their comments. And then 

we have our discussion. And then I'll save, I'll say my comments for when I make my motion at 

the end of all the discussion"11 and then later went on the vote on the matter. Ignorance of the 

law is not an excuse when an elected official violates policies regarding their position. The fact 

that Councilor Hanson is unaware that a conflict exists is concerning since she holds a public 

office which may lead to questions regarding other improprieties. 

 Based on Chapter 40 of the Ellsworth Code of Ethics/Conflicts and the Organizational 

Meeting held on November 9th, 2020, I ask that the rainbow crosswalk vote be overturned with 

Councilor Hanson recusing herself from the vote.  

 Next, I think the importance of addressing the safety concern was severely 

overlooked except by one Council member, Marc Blanchette.12 The Governors Highway 

                                                           
6 See Record of Organizational Meeting, Ellsworth City Council, November 9, 2020, P. 2, ¶ 9. 
7 See Town Council Meeting Minutes for March 21, 2022 P. 30  Item #23 Rainbow Crosswalk 
8 See Town Council Meeting Minutes for March 21, 2022 P. 35 Pine Hanson, ¶ 3. See also Nate Hanson P. 36, ¶ 4. 
9 See Town Council Meeting Minutes for March 21, 2022 P. 35 Pine Hanson, ¶ 3. 
10 See Record of Organizational Meeting, Ellsworth City Council, November 9, 2020, P. 2, ¶ 9. 
11 See Town Council Meeting Minutes for March 21, 2022 P. 33, ¶ 1.  
12 See Town Council Meeting Minutes for March 21, 2022 P. 46, ¶ 1. 
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Association reported that pedestrian deaths in Maine spiked 200% in 2021.13 Based on this 

significant increase, an investigation is underway to determine what factors contributed to this 

sharp increase in deaths.14 

 On July 16th, 2021, the Maine DOT issued guidance on the coloration of crosswalks.15 In 

that and all previous guidance frameworks by the Maine DOT, they require all crosswalks to be 

complicit with the Americans with Disabilities Act (hereinafter, ADA). Although there is no 

direct wording for crosswalk color specifications from the ADA, the U.S. Department of 

Transportation issued guidance to ensure further ADA compliance. 

 The U.S. Department of Transportation's Accessible Sidewalks and Street Crossings-An 

Informational Guide addresses the importance of paint color vs. safety.16 They state, 

"[d]ecorative surface materials such as paints and surface materials, polished stones or 

exposed aggregate rock, are not as slip-resistant and should be avoided. Paint and thermoplastic 

materials, commonly used to mark crosswalks, are generally not as slip-resistant when wet. Slip-

resistant contact is more difficult to achieve when the sidewalk material is wet or icy."17  

 Under the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices issued by the U.S. Department of 

Transportation Section 3B.18, "[c]rosswalk markings provide guidance for pedestrians who are 

crossing roadways by defining and delineating paths on approaches to and within signalized 

intersections, and on approaches to other intersections where traffic stops. In conjunction with 

                                                           
13 See Governors Highway Association-Pedestrian Deaths by State; See 

https://www.ghsa.org/sites/default/files/2022-

04/Pedestrian%20Traffic%20Fatalities%20by%20State%20January%20-

%20June%202021%20Preliminary%20Data_0.pdf; See also https://www.bikemaine.org/2022/04/pedestrian-deaths-

in-maine-skyrocketed-in-2021-compared-to-2020/ 
14 Id. 
15 See Maine DOT Guidance on Crosswalks (2021). 
16 Id. 
17 Id. 

https://www.ghsa.org/sites/default/files/2022-04/Pedestrian%20Traffic%20Fatalities%20by%20State%20January%20-%20June%202021%20Preliminary%20Data_0.pdf
https://www.ghsa.org/sites/default/files/2022-04/Pedestrian%20Traffic%20Fatalities%20by%20State%20January%20-%20June%202021%20Preliminary%20Data_0.pdf
https://www.ghsa.org/sites/default/files/2022-04/Pedestrian%20Traffic%20Fatalities%20by%20State%20January%20-%20June%202021%20Preliminary%20Data_0.pdf
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signs and other measures, crosswalk markings help to alert road users of a designated pedestrian 

crossing point across roadways at locations not controlled by traffic control signals or STOP or 

YIELD signs."18 Even further, the manual clarifies, "[w]hen crosswalk lines are used, they shall 

consist of solid white lines marking the crosswalk. They shall not be less than 6 inches or greater 

than 24 inches in width."19 To adhere to all of the guidance outlined in these manuals to be ADA 

compliant yet disregard the guidance on a crosswalk paint color, as Councilor Blanchette 

observed, is unsafe.  

 Lastly, I am disappointed that the town of Ellsworth has chosen to favor one group over 

another based on their sexuality or identification of sexuality while putting the safety of all of its 

citizens at risk. There were heartfelt discussions at the March meeting; however, the City 

Council really must investigate a better, safer way to show its compassion. By having the 

crosswalk rainbow-colored, you exclude and discriminate against the majority of Ellsworth 

citizens and put public safety last.  

Respectfully, 

John Linnehan 

157 Shore Road 

Ellsworth, ME 04605 

 

 

  

                                                           
18 See https://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/htm/2009/part3/part3b.htm; See also Ex. A. 
19 Id. 

https://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/htm/2009/part3/part3b.htm
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